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Greetings friends! 

The last five years have been tough, and I am the first to admit it. 

Naked Motoring was a pathfinder in the South African motor journalism world, even if the 

others won't admit it. 

At the time that we published our last magazine which was in May 2012 our readership 

circulation was a staggering 180 000, which is approximately double that of our rivals.  So we 

don't need to prove ourselves because the numbers speak volumes. 

As the new Editor of Naked Motoring I had to fill some pretty massive shoes, those being of my 

predecessor, but I rose to the challenge and succeeded where others have failed… for me the 

journey has been about a lot more than just making a magazine; it has been about fulfilling a 

dream and completing a long and hard journey… alone. 

Regrettably not all  our old friends from the past are still friendly, but I hope in time that too 

will change when they see the results of our efforts. 

When life gives you lemons you make lemonade… its really that simple. 

This is our first edition of the new magazine, and I am really proud to say that we have done it 

in the same style to which our readers became accustomed and grew to either love, or hate.  

Yet despite the extent of the relationship, we always entertained. 

We ride on the ragged edge and do not follow convention or the ‘norms’ of the industry.  In 

short we make our own rules and then make others jealous, or angry.  The industry is 

competitive and we are going to make damn sure that it stays that way so that you, the 

reader, get the best value for your buck.  And we really like to surprise the opposition... 

In this edition we test a plethora of amazing cars including the Mercedes-AMG GT-S and 

McLaren 570S Spider, and my team and I have taken every care to ensure your reading 

pleasure. 

The team is mostly new and as you read on you will get to know them all.  We have veteran 

and internationally based columnists Oliver Smith, now exclusively in our employ and the 

very lovely Jennifer whose controversial and sometimes blunt approach to the things is quite 

refreshing.  In the Poet’s Corner, our spot to give aspiring writers a chance to be heard is 

freelancer Glen whose young and spirited approach to thing motoring is refreshing. 

For the reviews you have Oliver, Jennifer, Charlene, James, Mark, Thys, Howard and I to 

contend with and we have lined up the best reviews of the nicest cars for you, so sit back and 

give us a read and I sincerely hope that we meet your expectations. 

As for the cynics, well, life is full of surprises and we have loads of those lined up for you too. 

Let the new journey begin without ever forgetting our past, so… start your engines... 

Regards and enjoy the magazine. 

 

Leon RehrlLeon RehrlLeon RehrlLeon Rehrl                                    editor@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Meet the Naked Motoring Team 

This is the new Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively different 

backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring to the table a varied and 

completely fresh approach to journalism. 

The Johannesburg team is led by Leon, who is a co-founder of the original 

Naked Motoring and now editor-in-chief.  His team comprises Howard, 

Charlene, Mark and Glen. 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original and founding 

Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and runs all things Mother City 

related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe we welcome James, Oliver and Jennifer 

to the team. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver who has 

returned to us to bring his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat unusual 

approach to all things motoring… he of course doesn’t really have a home at 

all, except of course the one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…  

If you would like to write to them, then please visit our website contacts page 

for mail address details. 

GLEN 

HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER JENNIFER 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le9ers, comments, ques;ons or sugges;ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica;on. 

Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za 

Gree�ngs fellow Naked Motorists. 

I am so glad that this magazine is back!!  Thank you for doing 

whatever was needed to be done to see this happen. 

I read a lot of other magazines, and have a gripe.  They all firstly 

feature the same cars and secondly their opinions are pre#y 

much shared too.  Yours on the other hand were not, and I trust 

this has not changed.  One the more memorable moments of the 

old NM magazine was the brutal a#ack of the Lexus CT200h, 

which was pronounced the car that only an idiot would buy. 

Honesty is always refreshing, even if it makes you unpopular. 

Keep up the good work. 

Cheers, Philip. 
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Teka Tekkies are hand painted and affordable shoes in fun and funky designs. 

Available in sizes 3 to 8 (or other sizes on order) 

For product information please visit our website 

www.tekatekkies.co.za 
or call 079-024-6159 
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England: In 1959 the Bri;sh 

Motor Corpora;on (a.k.a. 

BMC) launched a funny looking 

and incredibly small car called 

the Mini.  When it was 

launched there were 

reserva;ons as to whether or not people 

would actually want such a small, 

economical and quirky li9le car, but as we 

all know this car became, and s;ll is, an 

iconic vision of that era, and in fact this 

;ny car was voted one of the most 

influen;al cars of all ;me (behind the VW 

Beetle, Citroen DS and Model T Ford). 

 

Produc;on in fact was so successful that 

they, through various company ownership 

changes… six in fact… con;nued to 

produce the Mini un;l the final one rolled 

off the Longbridge factory floor on 4 

October 2000.  And then BMW got 

involved and launched a completely new 

Mini, which s;ll sells in huge numbers to 

this very day.  The original Mini sold a 

massive 5 400 000 cars between 1967 and 

2000. 

 

The new Mini however is larger, nicer, 

more advanced and in essence a Half-

Series BMW, thus bringing the era to an 

end… or did it? 

 

This li9le red car seen in these 

photographs, believe it or not, is firstly 

brand new and secondly costs a mind-

blowing £ 100 000 (R 1.8 million), which is 

a huge amount of money for such a small 

car, or in fact any car! 

 

It is called the David Brown Automo�ve 

Mini Remastered ‘Inspired by Monte Carlo’ 

– which is a hell of a name to accompany a 

hell of a price tag, but it is a brilliant 

reimagining of the iconic Mini, but with 

neater styling and a modern twist.  

 

The name David Brown is synonymous 

with high-end motoring, and incidentally 

the DB in Aston Mar;n speak means 

exactly that… this DB however, despite the 

name is not related to the founder of AM.  

He is however nevertheless a brilliant man 

who has vision of a kind that can never be 

predicted. 

 

David Brown Auto is 

based at Silverstone 

Park, and they are the 

same people who 

produce the £ 600 000 

Speedback GT.   

 

Planned ini;ally as a 

very low number , on 

order vehicle David 

Brown Automo�ve had 

originally though on 

building 50 to 100 per 

year, BUT with the number of people who 

have shown ‘serious interest’ in the car 

since its April unveiling now in the 

thousands, the company is expec;ng to 

build many more than that. 

 

The new “Mini Remastered” is a lot more 

than a modern remix of an old song. 

 

Our test vehicle, the Monte Carlo version, 

is the range-topping limited edi;on model, 

and just 25 of which will be built. It gets 

more power than the standard car and a 

unique Rascasse Red and Ice White paint 

scheme. 

 

For those with less money, the “cheapest” 

version, incidentally, is the Classic, which 

starts at around only £ 75 000.  
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The car is en;rely hand-built and It takes 

a whopping 1400 hours to turn a donor 

car into a Mini Remastered, with the 

only components carried over being the 

engine and gearbox (both of which are 

completely rebuilt) and the VIN number. 

 

EVERYTHING else, including the body, is 

brand new. 

 

The en;re car is built from the ground 

up using all the nice new modern 

methods and tricks.  Addi;onal s;ffening 

and such is done, and the overall look is 

much neater and ;dier.  

 

Being hand-built the quality of the fit 

and finish, as well as the paintwork, is 

very good.  And at Naked Motoring we 

like hand-built cars. 

 

Retro is the name of the game inside the 

car.  The en;re dash and layout is very 

cleverly done to not infringe on the 

original look, yet at the same ;me 

managing to include all the new and nice 

to have luxury finishes and touches, such 

as a bespoke dashboard with lots of 

a9rac;ve details, such as knurled 

aluminium knobs for the ven;la;on 

controls. There’s also air condi;oning 

and even a Pioneer infotainment system 

with satellite naviga;on and Apple 

CarPlay and Android Auto mobile phone 

compa;bility. Addi;onally, the seats are 

redesigned to be more comfortable and 

more suppor;ve, while the boot is now 

leather-lined.  

 

David Brown Automo�ve has effec;vely 

turned the original Mini into a ;ny 

luxury car.  

 

Standard equipment is what you would 

expect, and the Mini Remastered gets 

halogen headlights, a logo-engraved fuel 

filler cap, a single exhaust, leather 

upholstery, air condi;oning, not to 

men;on no cost op;ons that can be 

added such as branded floor mats, LED 

illuminated instrument cluster and 

various 12in alloy wheel op;ons. 

 

Surprisingly there is an op;onal extras 

list which also makes for interes;ng 

reading; with the chance to upgrade 

both the engine power and braking 

performance of the Mini, alongside 

modern luxuries such as LED headlights, 

heated front windscreen and a twin 

exhaust system, and several other nice 

to haves. 

 

According to David Brown it is not a  

performance car but Instead, it is 

designed to be used in the city, which 

means it’s been engineered more for 

usability than outright handling prowess.  

"Inevitably you’ll s;ll have fun in it," says 

Brown. 

  

Typically the driving posi;on remains 

somewhat awkward; you either push the 

seat back and stretch your legs 

comfortably with the steering wheel way 

out ahead of you, or pull the seat 

forward so your legs are bunched up but 

the wheel good and close.  This harks 

back to the days of the old Mini, and 

although somewhat nostalgic, I feel that 

this is one area that could have been 

a9ended to, perhaps by making the 

steering column telescopic.  So saying it 

is also something that you could get 

used to… and if you had an old Mini, 

then you already are. 

  

Beneath the bonnet lies the rebuilt four-

cylinder engine which now displaces 

1330cc and develops 70kW at 6100 rpm. 

Drive is to the front wheels and there is 

a four-speed manual gearbox in the 

middle.  

 

The power figure seems low but, it is 

important to remember that the original 

Mini Cooper came fi9ed with a 1275cc  

engine which was good for 58kW. 

 

The engine itself is a fantas;c li9le 

crea;on full of character, but will starts 

to feel strained above 5000rpm.  The 
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car’s performance trick is weight, as in not much of it.  

The car in fact weighs a feathery 750kg, which allows for 

a reasonable but not frenzied 10.6 seconds to 100 km/h. 

 

Handling though is exactly what you remember it be… 

like a go-kart... on steroids.  There are VERY few cars that 

offer the same sharpness and precise handling dynamic 

of this car, and we love it! 

 

It’s expensive, very expensive, and the Mini Remastered 

simply isn’t designed to be ra;onal purchase.  Instead, 

it’s intended to appeal to the affluent fashion-conscious 

city dweller, perhaps those who owned original Minis in 

their youth and craves something of an era lost... 

 

As a ma9er of fact, David Brown Automo;ve has seen a 

huge cross sec;on among those who have put down 

deposits. Orders have come in from all over the world, 

too. 

 

The Mini was loved… there is no other way of puTng is, 

and even though they weren't very well made, were not 

the most reliable and definitely far from comfortable yet 

any person who ever owned one will tell you the same 

thing… that they loved their li9le car for all its faults. 

 

I really can appreciate a car like this because it 

represents something be9er than just transport… it 

represents the fun side of geTng from A to B, and in 

today’s dreary and miserable world of traffic jams and e-

Tolling that is a very refreshing thing to find. 

 

I sincerely hope that people get behind this product 

make our roads a happier place to be. 
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Shanghai: The Chinese have always been a bit odd in 

the way they do things.  One only needs to page 

forward to The Savage’s report on Chinese cars to 

understand why, but there is a one phenomenon 

which completely defies logic and that is their 

overwhelming desire to make cars longer. 

As a ma9er of fact there are brand deriva;ves manufactured by the 

likes of Audi and BMW which are only sent to and sold in China, 

such as the A4L.  But those are made in their home country for the 

Chinese market… the Chinese also have learned how to do it 

themselves and that is what brings me to Shanghai to drive a Volvo 

S90 T5. 

Volvo is known for its cuTng edge technology and managed a great 

deal of media mileage out of its electrifica�on of the future model 

line-up announcement BUT, in China, the longest-ever Volvo 

doesn’t even get Start/Stop technology to help reduce fuel 

consump;on.  

The Chinese-built S90 long wheelbase (LWB) adds 12cm to both the 

wheelbase and overall length of the standard S90, which might not 

sound like a lot, but the S90 doesn’t exactly start out as a small 

car… it is in fact the biggest Volvo sedan ever made. 

Volvo, is as Swedish as Frukostmackan, but are owned by Geely 

who are as far from Swedish as dark hair and salami.  They are in 

fact Chinese and as a result can pre9y much do with the brand as 

they please.  In the early days of Volvo’s Chinese ownership, there 

was tension between the Chinese and Swedish sides.  Owners 

Geely Holdings wanted to concentrate on larger, more luxurious 

cars to compete against the Mercedes-Benz E-Class, the BMW 5 

Series and Audi A6 in China; whereas the Swedes in complete 

contrast wanted to concentrate on smaller, more mass-market 

models.  

As the S90 LWB shows, despite the 'Thor's hammer' running lights 

and the small Swedish flag on the front passenger seat, the Chinese 

side won... 

The Chinese, because they are a bit strange, produced versions of 

the 5 Series, A6 and E-Class, and now even the Jaguar XF, all get the 

long wheelbase treatment because apparently (in China) in this 

segment, it is common for owners to be chauffeured… clearly 

Western views do not apply here.  Moreover, these cars do not 

tend to be used as family vehicles, therefore rear passengers are 

mostly adults.  As such, the S90 LWB fits right in, with all the extra 

space going to the back occupants.  

Fortunately the S90 LWB isn't coming to S.A. or even Europe. But, is 

being made as a China and US-only affair. 

12 
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Apart from the obvious size the S90 LWB is as refined and 

comfortable as you would expect it to be; but, unlike some of its 

rivals, it lacks spor;ng creden;als. 

The T5’s 2.0-litre turbo petrol unit pumps out a very 

respectable 190kW and, on paper, Volvo claims a 0-

100km/h ;me of 7.2sec which may well be the case.    

However, in real life, it just never seems that quick 

and unlike BMW models, the Eco and Comfort 

modes on the eight-speed automa;c transmission 

make li9le discernable difference and it is only really 

when you select Dynamic that the car ups its game.  

Even then, you have to push the pedal hard to get 

much build-up in speed. While there is a semi-

manual mode on the gearbox, unlike its German 

rivals, there are no paddle shiXs, which makes the 

whole package rather disappoin;ng. 

If you think of it as a luxury limousine and not with 

any sporty pretensions then it kind of works be9er. 

Inside the car the front of the passenger 

compartment is largely the same as the Swedish-

built examples, although the car is 11mm narrower, which is odd to 

say the least.  Our car had a darker brown Nappa leather trim that 

nicely matched the unpolished walnut veneer. Despite the high level 

of material finish the higher driving posi;ons, the top of the head-

up display became difficult to see.   Perhaps the car is 

configured for a shorter person? 

Should the mood take you for the full chauffeur-driven 

experience, you need to move to the rear right passenger 

seat.  Mounted on the door handle is an array of controls. 

These allow the user to move the front passenger seat and 

control the panoramic sunroof and blinds on the rear 

passenger and back windows.  Mounted on the back of the 

centre tunnel console are controls for the hea;ng and 

cooling of the rear seats along with a 220V standard power 

socket.  While the front seats get a massage func;on, 

given the target market this is surprisingly absent from the 

rear. 

In conclusion what the Chinese have done is taken a brilliant car and 

made it less brilliant.  It is longer yet narrower… sort of like a snake, 

and as we all know luxury cars made bigger generally move 

outwards in all direc;ons. 

It is interes;ng, perhaps even unique, but Geely really should leave 

the Swedes to do what they know best… building good Volvos. 
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Stu�gart, Germany: When you think of Porsche many 

mental images come to mind, but two that generally 

don’t, and definitely should not are those involving 

diesel engines and anything to do with hybrids. 

Times however are changing, and the amazing 918 hypercar 

showed us that electricity can be used for good, as opposed to the 

usual evil, soul destroying, fun killing stuff that made it so infamous 

in the automo;ve industry at the hands of the likes of the original 

Toyota Prius.  

Unfortunately the 918 is a bit rare and stupidly expensive, which no 

ma9er how good it is sort of makes in unavailable to pre9y much 

everyone.  That was un;l now… 

Enter the Porsche Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid… a silly name but not 

a silly car.   

Admi9edly it is not the first petro-electric Panamera, but the first 

one was pre9y nasty and, in my humble view, was not, in every 

possible way, what a Porsche is supposed to be.   Reac;ons to it 

were, at best tepid. 

So how did Porsche fix this par;cular problem?  Well there are a 

few tricks that they could have used… giving it 500kW for example 

could do the trick, or a 0 to 100km/h ;me of sub 3.5 seconds could 

be another, or even a top speed of around 300km/h. 

Well as a stroke of coincidence that’s exactly what they did, and the 

results are staggering!  

In fact as part of a new strategy with its plug-in hybrid deriva;ves, 

Porsche is introducing one as the range-topping model in each of its 

‘passenger car’ lines, being the Panamera, Cayenne & Macan, but 

fortunately not the classic 911—that would just be wrong. 

The new Panamera is the first of them.  Unfortunately at the ;me 

of going to press we s;ll have not been given pricing in respect of 

this vehicle, or even an indica;on as to when it will be available in 

South Africa. 

What it does is combine the 14kWh lithium-ion drive ba9ery, 

100kW electric motor and high-voltage power electronics of the 

exis;ng Panamera 4 E-Hybrid ‘PHEV’ (plug in hybrid electric vehicle) 

with the 404kW four litre V8 twin-turbo petrol engine of the 

Panamera Turbo.  Sort of the best of both worlds. 

Owing to some very technical stuff rela;ng to the posi;oning of the 

electric motor in rela;on to the gearbox the car is limited slightly in 

The Porsche Panamera Turbo S E-Hybrid 
taking the best of both worlds and crea�ng brilliance 
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the torque department, however so saying 

it is not short of any… there could just be 

more, without it being necessary because 

lots of it is s;ll available from just 1400rpm. 

However it is not exactly perfect… for 

example ba9eries are heavy, and in this car 

they add 300kg, which means in simple 

terms that all the electricity really only 

adds about 10% to the cars performance 

because the power to mass ra;o takes a 

hit.  This means that the equivalent non-

electrified Panamera Turbo may actually be 

the be9er choice, if this car ends up cos;ng 

a lot more. 

So saying, the Turbo S E-Hybrid does feel 

stronger and more responsive than its 

cheaper sibling out on the road, more 

though at the lower rev range when the 

electric torque is available instantly the 

second you touch the thro9le… and in fact 

all of it is available before the pedal 

reaches the floor. 

Typically Porsche the gearbox is 

excep;onally good.  Enough said. 

Now when driven very hard, in track 

condi;ons I found the car to lack 

somewhat compared to its 

peers… the ride and handling 

appear compromised, ever so 

slightly, which I understand is 

owning to the added weight and 

posi;oning of the 300kg 

ba9eries.  And admi9edly on the 

open road the ride is slightly 

choppy as a result of the same 

thing.  However we don’t drive 

on tracks to work; and remember 

that I am not  your average 

motorist, so these minor flaws, 

whilst perhaps making the car 

slightly less desirable than, say 

the normal Panamera Turbo are 

hardly a reason to not buy the car… the 

price tag on the other hand may be. 

The steering is a bit lighter than that of the 

conven;onal Turbo which I believe is 

because of, not only the added weight but 

also the fitment of ‘PDCC Sport’ ac;ve an;-

roll bars as standard equipment.  This I do 

have to admit does taint the overall 

experience by comparison to other 

Panameras which I have driven. 

However when you drive the car in a quiet 

and civilized manner, the same which  

‘electric’ mode encourages, you will find it 

very sa;sfying.  There is plenty of low-

down grunt to get the big car moving and 

you can drive it in full electric mode for at 

least 50 or so kilometers, which is more 

than sufficient, and of course when you 

need to charge them up there is a beau;ful 

turbo charged engine to do the job.  

When you climb into the car you are met 

by a beau;fully laid out interior made from 

the nicest materials.  The seats are 

wonderfully comfortable, yet at the same 

;me very suppor;ve when needed. 

All the controls, which in typical Porsche 

fashion are in abundance are easy to 

fathom and use without the need for 

furthering your educa;on.  The 

infotainment system is good, and I found 

the nice big screen in the middle of the car 

easy to see, even in strong light. 

What is plainly evident is that Porsche have 
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put an immense amount of a9en;on to detail into this car, and that 

is what always makes driving them so rewarding. 

Earlier this year, whilst wri;ng for another publica;on I drove the 

same petro-electric setup in the Cayenne S E-Hybrid and found that 

it was a very easy car to live with. 

I am of the view that this one would be even easier because whilst 

it is s;ll quite big, it is not as big as the Cayenne and as a result 

offers something that the big SUV does not. 

The styling is, well, simply put quite plain, but very subjec;ve 

insofar as personal tastes are concerned.  I personally don’t really 

like the Panameras look, and never have, but that is just what I 

think.  Its not ugly, just plain, and not par;cularly expressive of 

much beyond sporty.  You get the feeling that the man who 

designed it doesn’t know a single joke. 

Func;onality some;mes, in my humble opinion, needs to take a 

backseat to passion and excitement. 

Would I buy one?   We let me put it like this, if you are desperate 

for a large petro-electric car and Porsche is your brand of choice, 

and you don’t have the need for an SUV then look no further. 

It is expensive; and by my guess will be at least R 300 000 more 

than the standard Turbo, but so are RS Audis and we all know why 

people buy them… 

It is a car for a very specific type of client, and maybe I am not that 

person, so to answer my ques;on, no I wouldn’t buy one BUT my 

needs in my li9le world don’t demand something quite this 

special… and that is the more important point. 

I enter the fray knowing that at some point Tesla are coming to 

South Africa, and whilst I would never dream of comparing a Tesla 

to a Porsche… in terms of pedigree, if nothing else, and that for me 

is sufficient to place this car in a league of its own. 

In conclusion I really like what this car represents, and I really like 

the way in which Porsche have put it all together.  Yes, I do have 

one or two cri;cisms, but that is also the case with virtually every 

car ever tested… it’s a subjec;ve test and what one person sees 

another doesn’t.  I think it is brilliant and really must commend 

Porsche for what they have created in this era or environmental 

stresses… they have created something kind and caring but s;ll fun! 
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Johannesburg: Suzuki as we all know have a bit of a 

history in building small SUVs… there is the Jimny and 

the SV4 4x4, both of which we tested in 2012. 

We liked them both, and from what I understand the 

only gripe related the automa;c gearbox used in the SV4… which 

fortunately does have a manual op;on. 

The term “small” however is rela;ve, but in the new Ignis I think it 

has been taken somewhat literally, and perhaps even to the 

extreme.  The Ignis is sized to compete with the likes of the Fiat 

500. 

However in terms of styling you might think it is a small SUV 

because of design cues taken from typical SUVs.   

There are three models available; two manuals and an automa;c 

and all come with the same 1.2 litre 61kW 113Nm engine.  The test 

car is the middle-of-the-range GLX which retails for R 189 900. 

The li9le car comes with all sort of things as standard equipment 

such as  electric windows, Bluetooth, air condi;oning (climate 

control), rear privacy glass, sliding rear seats, roof rails, some 

exterior body mouldings, smartphone integra;on, front fog lights 

and a bunch of other nice to have things. 

The engine is small too though and this does make it quite slow, but 

not unpleasant and the manual gearbox is smooth and a pleasure 

to use. 

The steering on the other hand is not very nice as it is  bit slow, 

vague, off centre and heavy.  And when you add quite a lot of body 

roll in corners to the equa;on you aren't exactly leX with a nice 

driving experience.  However because the car is light it does feel 

rela;vely agile and grippy. 

The suspension isn't too bad and ride comfort is decent in city 

driving condi;ons. 

However at higher speeds on uneven back roads the car feels very 

floaty and dangerous, which is not pleasant at all.  So saying in its 

price bracket you can’t really call this a fair cri;cism because pre9y 

much all cars priced like the Ignis suffer the same fate.  

And then there is the name… IGNIS… which sounds to me like the 

name of an unpleasant thing that a doctor would need to remove 

from someone.  Admi9edly the Japanese don’t speak English very 

well so to them perhaps it sounds really cool… but they would be 

wrong… and let us not forget that the same Japanese got naming 
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right with Kizashi… which is a Japanese 

word… 

I would best describe the car’s on road 

ability as ‘competent’ rather than anything 

else… which isn't the worst indictment.  

Inside the car however the experience is 

different, and be9er… a lot be9er. 

For starters, it will seat four adults in 

complete and non-touching other bits of 

the interior comfort.  The driver also gets a 

decent amount of adjustability behind the 

wheel and the boot is big enough for a few 

things, and if those things are too big then 

the back seats can be fla9ened, more or 

less, to accommodate picture frames, and 

boogie boards.  

The radio is rubbish… a touchscreen system 

that doesn’t like being touched.  Hopefully 

in ;me this will be improved. 

The car isn't that expensive and when 

weighed up against other baby SUVs such 

as the Fiat Panda 4x4 it's outright cheap! 
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Gree;ngs Naked Motorists, and welcome to the inaugural 

report of my column.  My name is Oliver, and my func;on in 

life, apart from juggling university fees for my kids, house 

loan repayments, car finance, figh;ng off several mid-life 

crises and having to contend with body hair growing in    

places I never before knew existed as places, is to share my 

thoughts and some;mes interes;ng opinions with you. 

Our first lesson comes from the Book of Bad Driving, or   

rather how best to deal with bad drivers. 

Very recently I was heading off for a bit of Saturday morning 

shopping with those family members of mine cool enough to 

be seen with their ancient pater, and mid-route encountered 

a small car of Asian descent being driven by a youth and 

accompanied by a slightly less youthful individual.  What was 

more noteworthy was the ‘L’ s;cker on the back. 

Immediately my journey was slowed down significantly   

because learner drivers only seem to be able to manage 

single digit speeds, yet surprisingly and some;mes only days 

later they are seem with a freshly printed license in hand 

driving only at three digit speeds.  And this got me thinking. 

Learner drivers are dangerous, we all know this, and if you as 

a parent wish to add your freshly licensed teen onto your 

insurance you need to reconfigure your monthly household 

budget to afford the premium increase; because so it seems 

that drivers below the age of 25 are considered to be in a 

higher insurance risk bracket than those mid-West farmers in 

the tornado belt.  So why then do we have to warn the world 

about learner drivers but not ‘new drivers’? 

We all know that the K53 driving system is rubbish and all it 

achieves is to teach the learner driver how to pass the test, 

and not how to actually drive.  Then parents for reasons that 

defy all common sense and logic, as a reward for this       

mediocre achievement race out and buy their precious    

darlings the most powerful car they can afford. 

Parents take note; a GTi does NOT a good first car make!! 

I had to suffer the indignity of driving a 1970 something  

Datsun for many years before I was able to, from my own 

efforts no less, buy my own new car. 

So when all is considered, we have established that new 

drivers are crap drivers, and that insurance companies would 

rather they didn't drive at all, so why not, should they     

manage to be unleashed on our streets, warn other         

motorists that they are near? 

An audible warning would be good… perhaps something that 

sounds like the Horn of Gondor just before the dawn       

invasion would at least do the trick; although the much, 

MUCH older motorist, who is equally dangerous would   

probably suffer some terrible medical malfunc;on and cause 

a horrific accident if you snuck up behind them and blasted 

them with the aforemen;oned horn. 

So the most logical op;on would be to perhaps paint their 

cars in luminous colours and affix flashing lights?  Again I 

suspect when granny eventually peers up into her rear view 

mirror and sees a neon green illuminated car millimetres 

from her bumper the same catastrophic accident could occur 

when she floors it trying to escape.  Another would be a 

sign… 

We use signs for everything including warning our fellow 

motorists of learning drivers, so why not new drivers? 

I like that idea… something subtle that won’t damage their 

coolness too much, but something that forewarns others of 

their very limited driving abili;es. 

Now parents here is the flip side of that coin… I know that 

my kids would rather walk than drive around with warning 

signs li9ering the car, and that is a good thing, because at 

last check not that many people are killed in pedestrian-on-

pedestrian collisions, and as a parent that makes me very 

happy. 

Interes;ngly enough South Africa ranks 42 in the world for 

the worst drivers, so as far as I am concerned there is no 

down side to this brilliant plan.  Apart from, of course the 

screams of protest that your neighbours will hear coming 

from the mouths of your babes, and if they also have driving 

babes then you too will suffer along with them.  But these 

are minor aggrava;ons if you consider your precious darlings 

will be much safer from harm when every other motorist 

moves far away from them when they see them coming. 

And no ma9er how you look at it, that just makes perfect 

sense. 
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As an exercise of truth   

pursuit I trolled the internet 

and discovered to my horror 

that there are cars what are 

considered to be “perfect 

for girls”. 

The list is a collec;ve of the 

nas;est nas;es imaginable; 

the Jeep Compass, Honda 

CR-V, Nissan Juke, VW       

Beetle, Toyota RAV4 and the 

like. 

My only ques;on is, why?  What I want to understand is why 

do girls get lumped with these horrors when our male 

counterparts get to drive all the proper cars, because to me 

that makes no sense at all. 

I an fact just a few weeks back was siTng in Rivonia on a 

Saturday morning having some breakfast when I saw a girl 

geTng out of a Lamborghini Huracan… and she was alone in 

the car… and driving it! 

Someone within earshot commented that, “it must be her 

husband’s car”. 

Come on people, seriously!  Are we that backwards that we 

cannot accept that a female wouldn’t want to own a Lambo?  

I really hope that we are not, because I for one cannot find a 

single reason why every girl shouldn't have one, or at least 

those who can afford it. 

We do pre9y, and we do pre9y well, but just because of some 

stupid s;gma that comes from God knows where, from God 

knows when there is some stupid belief that ALL women are 

bad drivers, and this could not be further from the truth. 

I will concede that some women are poor drivers, but I will 

also state as an absolute fact that some men are even worse. 

I have been driving for a long ;me and I have also completed 

no less that six advanced and high performance driving 

training courses; not because I was a rubbish driver but 

instead because I wanted to be the best that I could be. 

In my day to day commute not many opportuni;es present 

themselves for some street racing, but occasionally and 

usually late at night there is always some boy racer at the 

lights in a modified and noisy VW Golf who wants to race.  I 

drive an Audi RS3.  There is a simple bit of maths to  be 

explained… the formula is quite simple… the RS3 produces 

250kW, yet the most powerful Golf a lot less.  There endeth 

the lesson. 

The car belongs to me.  I chose it, and bought it new three 

years ago.  I am not married, and don't have a boy-toy to 

speak of, so why would I want a high performance car instead 

of a bloody Beetle… well its simple actually; I love to drive. 

Which I believe is what the guys who own nice cars say 

when asked the same ques;on. 

I travel a lot and like to experience new things… and a lot of 

the things on my bucket list involve four wheels.  I think 

motorbikes are juvenile and SUVs are the death of 

imagina;on.  Anyone, and I mean anyone, who favours fuel 

efficiency over the enjoyment of driving should not be 

allowed to own, let alone drive a car. 

At a recent party there were a group of my contemporaries, 

in their 30-somethings deba;ng which SUV was the best for 

the family… I wanted to die… praying for the earth to 

swallow me up… 

How boring can you be???  The Americans invented the SUV 

and we have been dancing to their fiddle, or banjo, ever 

since… people, SUVs are not be9er than cars… they are no 

safer than a proper sedan or hatch, and despite what many 

think they are also generally abysmally terrible off-road.  

They cost more to keep on the road and make us look like 

stupid Americans.  So please stop buying them. 

BMW make the X1, X3, X4, X5 and X6… that’s 5 SUV 

models… by contrast they have the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

Series passenger cars… which if you are an American that’s 

seven as opposed to five.  So you have more choice and 

op;ons available in conven;onal and oXen much nicer cars. 

I will concede that if you need to go off-road then either a 

Jeep or a Land Rover will suffice, but please do not pretend 

that your Porsche Macan, BMW X3, VW Toureg or Audi Q5 

are even remotely comparable products.  They are good at 

what they were designed to do, and I can assure you that 

not one of the designers of any of the above looked at the 

African bush when conceptualising their crea;on. 

On topic, girls can drive, and with the right training we can 

out-drive men… shock—horror… so my advice to the men 

out there who see a pre9y chick geTng out of a Lambo… 

pay her the same respect as you would to the slimy Lolly 

Jackson (when he used to climb out of his), because unlike 

the slimy Lolly she has what it takes to make the world go 

around. 
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that are the ones with money, so why alienate them by robbing 

them of their simple pleasures?  There are more Toyotas sold a 

day than Ferraris in a year… so go chain yourselves to their gates. 

Then there is the ma9er of slippers… did you know that the most 

expensive shoes in the world, which cost $ 3 million are actually 

slippers?  Now you do. 

Why anyone would want a three million dollar paid of slippers 

does sort of escape me, but I will bet that the person who owns 

such a pair would be a good ally for the war on pollu;on, if only 

you hadn't stolen his V12 and replaced it with a turbo charged V6 

hybrid thing.  Pity that! 

Speed is the great separator… I never EVER obey the speed limit 

because the people who decide the laws are crooks, so if you cant 

beat them then join them… or something like that. 

I wonder what would happen if the law makers had to ride      

bicycles to save the planet?  Maybe they would scrap this stupid 

CO2 tax… and how the hell do you measure grams of gas per           

kilometre?  That’s just stupid… I mean if you filled a shoebox with 

CO2 how much would it weigh… someone please tell me! 

This is another ploy to make you buy a boring car… I know this for 

a fact and there is nothing more to discuss on the subject. 

Rabbit stew is really nice… Marlin sushi is excellent… roast       

duckling with plum sauce is scrump;ous… but that’s not the point. 

If you need to ;e your shoelaces when driving don't… it always 

ends badly. 

Remember potatoes always taste be9er when picked at night. 

Savage out... 

At long last I am free of my cage… the cage of my 

mind where for the last 5 years I have been frozen 

awai;ng a ;me to return… and that ;me is now. 

I note with interest that the new site describes me as 

mad, and adds some crap about drawing dolphins… they are 

porpoises, not dolphins!!  Idiots!! 

They also gave me a shiny new black helmet which is very pre9y 

and shows off my features nicely. 

Right, so… what does this months message from yours truly    

entail… well, nothing other than to warn you that I am back and 

ready to devour many kilometres at very high speeds.  Fortunately 

I shall be driving that which is in my own personal collec;on… I 

think this month will be the Ferrari F40. 

One of a thousand and a bit odd built in the 80’s and considered 

by many to be the ul;mate supercar… but its not.  Sadly that spot 

has been taken by the 458 Italia… the last great V8 Fezza. 

The Savage doesn't use turbos unless its necessary, and the only 

reason Ferrari fi9ed these things to their cars was because the 

bunny hugging, sheep shagging, tree saving buggers out there 

made a noise about the planet… well listen to me very carefully 

you environmental preserva;on blah, blah, blah swines… how 

many Ferraris are sold?  How many are on the road?  If you want 

to a9ack car companies why not go for the ones who mass      

produce horrid li9le hatch backs and leave the greats alone! 

You see the planet needs some saving and the people who can do 
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Audi’s incredible Q7 V12 TDi Qua@ro 

Every now and again a car 

maker comes up with 

something truly incredible that 

nobody appreciates… and this 

is the perfect example. 

As a motoring journalist I regard myself as 

having a slightly be9er than average 

apprecia;on and understanding of things 

that can be driven, because I have driven 

slightly more than the average person… 

and the case of some a lot more. 

Audi about 8 years ago launched a top-of-

the-range version of their (then new) Q7… 

and it brought the motoring world to a 

shock induced halt. 

It was powered by a mammoth 6.0-litre 

V12 turbo-diesel engine, producing 367kW 

and about a million newton meters of 

torque. 

It was also expensive, which a the ;me was 

around R 1 500 000, which was the best 

past of nearly double that of any other Q7 

model. 

Audi didn't stop under the bonnet either; 

this car was made to look special which 

included 20in wheels, daylight running 

lights, V12 badges, wooden floorboards in 

the boot, wheel arch extensions and a 

chrome plated grille; this par;cular Q7 is 

about as conspicuous as it gets. 

We drove it in 2010 and thoroughly loved 

it for all the craziness that it represented. 

Now if you look at the general market of 

SUVs; you have a range extending from the 

despicable to the sublime, yet none of the 

current line-up even comes close to the 

madness and amazingness of the Q7 V12. 

It was never intended to be a prac;cal car, 

nor did it in fact have any prac;cal 

pretensions, apart from being able to 

accommodate a few people and their 

things. 

By today’s SUV standards it is quite… no, 

very quick… 5.5 seconds to 100km/h… and 

it’s a diesel, and an old diesel at that. 

The car came standard 

with carbon ceramic 

brakes, which today 

seem somewhat normal 

but dial back a few years 

and that sort of science 

was reserved for only 

the fastest and most 

fearsome of the 

creatures.  And for a 

very good reason… it 

was big, heavy (2.6 tons) 

and fast so it needed a 

lot of stopping power. 

So why hasn't anyone done it again… well 

perhaps for the same reasons that it was 

brilliant it was also crazy. 

On the road however, when the heavy foot 

was not being applied the car was lovely 

and sedate and you could tootle along at 

60km/h without a care in the world, 

enjoying the V12 burble and be none the 

wiser that beneath the bonnet lay a 

weapon of mass destruc;on awai;ng 

detona;on. 

It was very easy to control, and despite its 

propor;ons was surprisingly easy to throw 

into corners and such. 

It came fi9ed with all the li9le nice thingies 

that you would need and want… it even (at 

the ;me) had a R60 000 odd Bang and 
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Olufsen sound system upgrade.  It was upholstered in peeled cow, 

peeled tree and other nice materials. 

Somewhat revolu;onary was the adjustable air suspension which 

fortunately had a ‘dynamic’ seTng which made it ride s;ffer and 

lower than any of its siblings. 

At the ;me there was the also the V8 4.2TDi, which we tested in 

the A8 and found to be a brilliant engine, and I would imagine in 

the Q7 equally brilliant, but the V12 was not about sensible 

pleasures… it was about the driver and what he or she wanted. 

You could also at the ;me have bought a Range Rover for less, or 

two Land Rover Discoverys, but that is really not the point. 

It was a car which you would own only because you could, and that 

in my mind made it incredibly cool! 
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Johannesburg: Since being launched BMW have given 

the F80 M3 two makeovers, however so saying the 

recent 2018 ones are rela;vely minor.  No;ceable 

changes include the ;nted LED headlights, which give it 

a more sharp and angry look. 

Inside the car, apart from the odd tweak, the most no;ceable 

change is the latest genera;on iDrive system. 

So if that’s all then why the fuss? 

Well that’s because BMW is a German company, and Germans as 

we all know (myself being one of them) are quite conserva;ve with 

the facts… like the quoted accelera;on ;mes they give… always 

conserva;ve and never actually correct.  In fact if you want to know 

how fast any German car actually is then just deduct half a second 

or so from the quoted ;me and there is your answer. 

So when BMW announces that only silly and somewhat cosme;c 

“upgrades” have been made then you must know that they are 

probably understa;ng the situa;on by about 200%... 

Like the chassis… I am sure that was one area that also received 

more than a cosme;c tweak. 

This is the M3 Compe;;on.  It produces 331kW, 550Nm and can 

get from zero to 100km/h in 4 seconds… it also costs R1 335 536.  It  

has a the same top speed as the normal M3, and is more expensive 

than it by a bit. 

But it is worth it because the differences are quite marked, and as a 

result you get something that looks and feels special. 

The new iDrive system has been updated with a9rac;ve new 

graphics and a clear, easily understood menu system.  In fact this 

might well be the best and most user-friendly infotainment system 

made, and the wheel scrolly controller thingy between the seats is 

much simpler to use when on the move compared with a  

touchscreen.  And believe me this car likes to move.  A lot! 

The feeling of exclusivity and specialness con;nues on the inside.  

The test car was trimmed with lots of carbon fibre and had two-

tone leather, which made you patently aware at all ;mes that you 

were in anything but a normal 3 Series.  There was only one gripe, 

and one which is synonymous with high performance cars... lumbar 

support or the lack thereof.  The seats are good for chucking it 

about but on long journeys tend to be a bit tedious.  Why lumbar 

support isn't offered in performance biased seats does escape me 

somewhat. 

I hear you asking why do I suspect the Germans ;nkered with the 

chassis?  Well, quite simply, the latest M3 Compe;;on is the best 

so far - and not by a small margin.  The previous models were 

somewhat wan;ng in the body control department, whereas this 

one is as sharp as a surgeons scalpel.   At lower speeds there is a 

sense of tension in the ride quality, almost as if you are hur;ng the 

car by doing so… but as soon as you pick up the pace this all 

changes and the car becomes ‘happy’.  In fact it seems to perform 

be9er the harder you push it. 

Not all competition isNot all competition isNot all competition isNot all competition is    

    supposed to be fair…supposed to be fair…supposed to be fair…supposed to be fair…    

in the BMW M3in the BMW M3in the BMW M3in the BMW M3    

    CompetitionCompetitionCompetitionCompetition    

things are things are things are things are     

very unfairvery unfairvery unfairvery unfair    
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The car comes with the usual selec;on of driving modes, and here 

again BMW have outdone themselves.  This is a hardcore 

performance vehicle, by design, yet in comfort mode it is exactly 

that.  This makes the car much easier and less scary to drive than 

before and this is a good thing. 

One issue however that seems to have not been worked out is the 

trac;on loss owing to massive amounts of torque… but I guess 

when you have a twin-turbo straight six sending huge amounts of 

the stuff to the rear wheels you can’t really expect much else.  So 

saying, it is manageable and not too frightening when it lets go… 

you just have to stay awake and be ready for it. 

In ‘M Dynamic’ mode you have lots of opportunity to prac;ce your 

advanced car control skills because this this is where the trac;on 

control is only slightly present.  Turning everything off however is 

another story all together.  The car is as playful as a ki9en aXer a 

spider and if you are confident and skilled enough you can play with 

the thro9le to induce some lovely controlled slides. 

The engine and gearbox are the same.  That means 331kW (which is 

more than the base M3) – and the standard transmission is a six-

speed manual.  However most M3 buyers opt for the very rapid and 

silky smooth seven-speed DCT gearbox. 

The sort of person who buys this car is someone who wants a very 

entertaining sports sedan which offers what it does without any 

sense of compromise and that is where I feel this car excels above 

its rivals. 

In a Mercedes Benz C63 S, which offers 375kW you s;ll feel cheated 

because the motor is detuned.  Yet in this, even though it is not as 

powerful you get the impression that what you get is everything 

that they have managed to squeeze out of it, and that is a very 

happy thought indeed. 

It is in a surprisingly compe;;ve segment with rival offerings from 

Mercedes Benz, Audi and even Alfa Romeo with the Giulia QV, so 

BMW had their work cut out for them, and they rose to the 

challenge brilliantly and created a wonderful thing.  

I am not going to say that the M3 Compe;;on stands out 

significantly ahead of its rivals because it doesn’t and the others are 

great cars too, BUT what I will say is that it is hugely compe;;ve 

and offers so much for rela;vely not much money. 

I think that BMW have done something good with this car and 

commend them for applying themselves to the task at hand. 

Admi9edly it would be nice to know what exactly it is that they 

have done to the car that makes it so special, but then again maybe 

in their humourless and very German way that is how they make a 

joke…  

Smile und wave boys, smile und wave… 
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THERE IS A NEW FERRARI!!! 

Maranello, 23 August 2017 – The Ferrari Portofino is the new V8 GT set to dominate its segment 

thanks to a perfect combina;on of spor;ness, elegance and on board comfort. 

Ferrari has chosen a par;cularly evoca;ve moniker for this excep;onally versa;le drop-top car, 

referencing one of Italy’s most beau;ful towns. Portofino is renowned for its charming tourist port 

and, over the years, has become interna;onally synonymous with elegance, spor;ness and 

understated luxury. 

The launch colour of the new Ferrari has also been dedicated to this marvellous town: Rosso 

Portofino. 

Capable of unleashing a massive 600 cv (441kW) and sprin;ng from 0 to 100 km/h in just 3.5 seconds, 

the Ferrari Portofino is the most powerful conver;ble to combine the advantages of a retractable hard 

top, a roomy boot and generous cockpit space plus two rear seats suitable for short trips. 

The Ferrari Portofino’s all-new chassis features a significant weight saving over the California T it 

replaces. Thanks to the extensive use of modern produc;on technologies, all the chassis and body-in-

white components have been redesigned with a consequent reduc;on in weight despite an increase 

in torsional rigidity. 

The renowned Ferrari V8 turbo, part of the engine family that was nominated Interna;onal Engine of 

the Year in both 2016 and 2017, now punches out 40 cv more than the California T’s power unit 

thanks to the adop;on of new components and specific calibra;on of the engine management 

soXware. The characteris;c Ferrari V8 soundtrack has also been further enhanced and can be fully 

appreciated, par;cularly in top-down driving. 

BMW EXPECTED TO ANNOUNCE i5 

Germany, 7 September 2017 - BMW will preview the third model in its electrified i brand 

line-up with the unveiling of a new concept car at the 2017 Frankfurt motor show. 

The picture to the right is a screenshot from a promo video, revealing the car's design and 

confirming that earlier patents are for the same car. 

The eagerly an;cipated i model, which is expected to take the i5 name into produc;on, is 

planned to be introduced in 2021 as part of a range of up to 25 plug-in hybrid and pure 

electric vehicles announced by BMW chairman Harald Krüger in an update to the German car maker’s 'Number One > Next' model strategy. 

“By 2025, we will offer 25 electrified vehicles - 12 will be fully electric,” Krüger said in a statement to the media in Munich on Thursday.  

Krüger confirmed the existence of the new i model, referring to it as a “significant milestone in BMW’s roadmap for e-mobility”. He added: 

“It is a vision of how we imagine a four-door, fully electric vehicle between the i3 and i8. It is a vision we want to realise in the foreseeable 

future."  

The i5 is among four new pure electric models set to be confirmed by BMW at the Frankfurt motor show. Others include the first series 

produc;on electric-powered Mini, an electric-powered version of the X3 and a separate i brand model known under the working ;tle iNext. 

While shrouded in secrecy five days before its planned unveiling, the i5 is expected to take the form of a four-door 'notchback'-style saloon 

offering accommoda;on for up to five adults and a pure electric range of between 500 and 700 kilometers. 

Commen;ng on the technical aspects of the new i model, BMW R&D boss Klaus Fröhlich said: “The i model we have planned for launch in 

2021 will incorporate our fiXh-genera;on ba9ery electric system – a step that will take us to the next level.” 
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PORSCHE UNVEILS NEW 2018 CAYENNE 

Germany, 1 September 2017 — Porsche is introducing the third genera;on of the brand’s 

successful SUV. A completely new development from the Stu9gart-based sports car 

manufacturer, the Cayenne combines typical Porsche performance with excellent everyday 

prac;cality. Powerful turbo engines, a new eight-speed Tiptronic S gearbox and new chassis 

systems, alongside innova;ve display and control concept with increased connec;vity take both 

spor;ness and comfort to a next level. At market launch, there are two newly developed six-

cylinder engines to choose from: The Cayenne’s 340 hp (250-kW), three-litre turbo engine 

delivers 40 hp (29 kW) more than the previous model. The 2.9-litre V6 biturbo engine in the 

Cayenne S, which reaches speeds of up to 265 km/h, brings it up to 440 hp (324 kW) – an 

increase of 20 hp (15 kW). Equipped with the op;onal Sport Chrono Package, the new Cayenne S 

accelerates from zero to 100 km/h in less than five seconds. 

Based on the iconic 911 sports car, the brand’s SUV has been enhanced visually and features 

mixed tyres, as well as rear-axle steering for the first ;me. On-road capabili;es of the model are 

also further improved thanks to ac;ve all-wheel drive as standard, Porsche 4D Chassis Control, 

three-chamber air suspension and the Porsche Dynamic Chassis Control (PDCC) electronic roll 

stabilisa;on system. Despite its significantly extended range of equipment, the Cayenne S weighs 

up to 65 kilograms less than its predecessor and remains perfectly suited to off-road use.  

The new PCM introduces an enhanced level of interac;on. Alongside the start screen and main 

menu being adjustable to the driver’s needs, up to six individual profiles can also be configured. 

As well as a large number of interior seTngs, a preference data is stored on specifica;ons for 

lights, driving programmes and assistance systems. Depending on the equipment, the driver can 

also apply their own adjustments to the new sound systems from Bose® and Burmester®.  

 

First deliveries of the new Cayenne will arrive in June 2018. Pricing and market specifica;ons for 

South Africa are soon to be announced.  

$13 MILLION ROLLS ROYCE SWEPTAIL WORLD DEBUT 

27 May 2017, Villa d’Este - At the Concorso d’Eleganza a truly bespoke one-off Rolls Royce was unveiled and was 

named ‘Sweptail’.  

 “Sweptail is the automo;ve equivalent of Haute Couture,” comments 

Giles Taylor, Director of Design at Rolls-Royce Motor Cars.  “It is a Rolls 

Royce designed and hand-tailored to fit a specific customer. This 

customer came to the House of Rolls Royce with an idea, shared in the 

crea;ve process where we advised him on his cloth, and then we 

tailored that cloth to him.  You might say we cut the cloth for the suit 

of clothes that he will be judged by.” 

In 2013, Rolls Royce was approached by one of its most valued 

customers with a very par;cular request.  A connoisseur and collector 

of dis;nc;ve, one-off items including super-yachts and private aircraX, 

this gentleman came to Rolls Royce to realise his vision of a one-off 

luxury motor car like no other. 

The result of this one-off coachbuild project is the completely unique 

Rolls Royce ‘Sweptail’.  And whilst neither the price or the owners 

name have been revealed… it is believed to cost at least $ 13 000 000. 
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Being young, in as 

much as it has 

advantages also has 

disadvantages.  We 

can party harder 

(advantage) but 

oXen don’t have 

enough money to 

party hard (disadvantage)… and this got me 

thinking… 

When an older person wants to get himself 

a performance car they generally just go out 

and do exactly that… but someone my age 

needs to make serious plans, which usually 

involves making many sacrifices and cut-

backs… but there is always a Plan ‘B’… 

What if you were to buy a cheaper car and 

then have it modified to perform be9er… 

surely this could end up cos;ng you less at 

the end of the day? 

Now when I think of an good affordable and 

reliable car the Volkswagen Polo comes to 

mind.  One of the best selling cars in South 

Africa; in fact the only car that sells be9er 

than the Polo is the… wait for it… Polo Vivo.  

About 2000 Polos sell in SA every single 

month. 

This li9le ‘city car’ has in fact been around 

since 1975, albeit that it was only available 

in South Africa from the mid-1990s in its 

third genera;on.  The first Polo, launched in 

1975 was manufactured un;l 1981, but by 

1978 over half a million of them had been 

sold… then the second genera;on Polo was 

in produc;on from 1981 to 1994, and by 

1983 the millionth had been made.  In 1994 

the Polo 3 was unveiled and this is the car 

we all know in SA as the ‘first Polo’… 

The rest is history, and currently the Polo 5 

which was launched in 2009 is selling 

(globally) somewhere around 750 000 units 

EVERY year!!! 

For all intent and purpose this ar;cle refers 

to the current (available) model which is the 

Polo 5.  There is a new one - the Polo 6, 

having just been launched overseas (see 

page 89) but will only be available in SA 

from early 2018. 

The Polo is so popular here that it has in fact 

been given the nickname “Bujwa” which is a 

slang term derived from the French word 

bourgeois and translates loosely to “middle-

class”, which implies that this li9le car has 

appeal well beyond the entry level where it 

generally is viewed. 

The trick with the Polo, especially if you are 

on a budget, it to find a good clean model 

and then have it improved… 

To improve this car I needed a man who 

knew about this sort of stuff and the 

obvious choice was tuning master Rob 

Green of RG Motorsport, who are based in 

Strydom Park, Randburg in Johannesburg. 

The scenario I painted for Rob was that I 

had three-year old VW Polo 1.6 manual (non

-turbo) with about 60 000km on the clock, 

for which I had paid about R 130 000. 

Rob’s reply was thus; firstly he admi9ed 

that such an “extremely entry level” car isn't 

typically the sort of thing they see in their 

workshop (as they specialise in high-end 

performance vehicles) but nevertheless he 

could do what they call a “stage-one 

conversion”. 

What this entailed was to: 

1. Replace the exhaust with an RGM 

63mm stainless steel Techniflow 

exhaust system, including removing 

of the cataly;c convertor. 

2. Change the engine management 

system chip and then fit and map a 

‘uni Q’ Unichip. 

3. Replace the original air filter with a 

serviceable performance air filter to 

fit into the original air box (K&N or 

BMC). 

That’s it… and the total cost for these three 

modifica;ons came to R 22 500, thus 

bringing the total cost of the vehicle up to a 

s;ll reasonable R 152 500. 

For the above conversion the power 

increased from 77kW to 90kW and the 

torque from 155Nm to 180Nm. 

This would in essence make my slightly old 

Polo more powerful than a new Polo hatch 

1.2TSi Highline, which has only 81kW and 

175Nm, but it costs a significantly more       

R 276 300.  So anyway you look at it you are 

saving R 123 800, which is almost the 

original purchase price of the car. 

Not bad for basically fine tuning the original 

engine, and whilst not making it the fastest 

beast on the block, it would certainly be the 

fastest 1.6 Polo on any block. 

But is that enough? 

Well the answer is yes if all you have is a 

small Polo, but if you have something a bit 

bigger, like say a turbocharged Audi or 

BMW then Rob can do a hell of a lot more 

than just fine tune it, and as long as you 

have the money - the sky is pre9y much the 

limit. 

 

1975 Polo Mk 1 

1994 Polo Mk 3 
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Seoul, South Korea: When the first genera;on 

Ssangyong Rexton was launched I regarded it as a very 

dark day for motoring because not only was it one of 

the ugliest cars ever made, but it was also one of the 

nas;est.  Many years later and they haven't learned 

the lesson... to stop making cars.  This is also their 

flagship model, reincarnated for its fourth genera;on. 

As a way of a9emp;ng to compensate for their sins of the past they 

have packed the thing with all the latest in infotainment and 

electronic features and a surprisingly well-furnished interior. 

However once you look under the dress you will discover to your 

horror that many tradi;onal core Rexton features remain.   As an 

SUV it retains “body-on-frame construc;on” and comes with a part-

;me four-wheel drive system that includes low-range... for 

ambi;ous off-roading perhaps? 

In Europe, the Rexton be sold with Ssangyong’s updated 

133kW 2.2 litre four cylinder diesel engine with either a 

six-speed manual or Mercedes-Benz-sourced seven-

speed automa;c gearbox. 

In the same way that terrorists consider themselves 

“freedom fighters” Ssangyong considers the Rexton's key 

rivals to be the Hyundai Santa Fe and the Kia Sorento.  

The firm is also, quite possibly in a fit of madness aiming 

the new Rexton at buyers of used Land Rover Discoverys.  

Quite how they could even in their wildest dreams 

believe that a new Rexton is remotely comparable to any 

Land Rover, let alone the Discovery is somewhat of a 

mystery. 

Now here is something interes;ng… a major feature of the Rexton’s 

redesign is a “substan;al increase” in the quan;ty of high-strength 

steel used in its body, which incidentally is upped to 81.7% from the 

previous car's 16.1%!!!  What this means is that the new Rexton 

supposedly is a safer (and much heavier) car… of course what the 

old car was made from is another interes;ng thing... 

If their marke;ng department are to be believed Ssangyong reckon 

the bodyshell is s;ffer than that of both the Audi Q7 and a Range 

Rover Sport…  So, the Rexton should be very robust.  Not 

surprisingly it’s also quite heavy, weighing in at 2095kg in its lightest 

form.  As a consequence thereof both the Santa Fe and Sorento, are 

lighter and be9er engineered, and are therefore far more 

economical... 

However, Ssangyong again reckons the Rexton’s combina;on of a 

A fancy new dress doesn’t mean a damn thing... 

The Ssangyong Rexton 2.2D Ultimate 
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3.5-tonne towing capacity and “superior off-

road capability” will appeal to a par;cular slice 

of buyers. 

In my mind the only person who would even 

consider buying this car is someone who either 

is mentally disturbed, or someone who has 

absolutely no sense of anything that ma9ers, 

or someone who has no friends and simply 

cannot afford a be9er car.  Walking is a be9er 

op;on. 

Now I must put on record before con;nuing 

that by the grace of something, perhaps even 

God himself, this par;cular flavour of nas;ness 

is not yet on the cards for the South African 

market.  I am just warning you that it exists, 

like evil, and should be avoided at all costs 

should it become available.  Think of this as  a 

pre-emp;ve strike. 

If however you are stupid enough to buy it, you will be spoilt with a 

choice of three trim levels. Entry-level EX  provides an 8.0in 

infotainment screen, manual air condi;oning, seven seats, front and 

rear parking sensors, automa;c lights and wipers, forward collision 

warning, automa;c emergency braking, lane departure warning, 

high-beam assist and traffic sign recogni;on.  Mid-range ELX adds to 

this 18in alloys, tri-zone air condi;oning, Nappa leather, power 

heated seats, a heated steering wheel, a smart key and extra 

airbags. 

The range-topping Ul;mate version tested here is only available 

with five seats, but adds the automa;c gearbox, 20in alloys, HID 

headlights, surround-view monitoring, a powered tailgate, heated 

and ven;lated front seats and, most strikingly, quilted Nappa 

leather upholstery that helps liX this Ssangyong to previously 

unimaginable heights of comfort, whilst s;ll falling dismally short of 

the comfort of those cars considered to be its rivals. 

I will concede that some effort has been put in to making the 

interior look nice and comfortable, which includes diamond-

s;tching of the leather and some faux wood stuff which felt okayish 

to the touch.   

You sit high up – and fortunately the car is equipped with running 

boards for easier entry and exit. It is spacious up front and back, 

A really bad a9empt to copy a Bentley 

Con;nental GT’s rear wheel arch… who are 

they trying to fool?! 
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however those in the third-row of seats will feel confined… trapped 

even. 

The engine is a diesel of whatever propor;ons, and is noisy… even 

at idle.  I didn't bother to find out how much power or torque the 

thing has because its simply horrible to drive and even with its 

immense 2.1 ton weight it doesn’t feel par;cularly safe at speeds.  

If ever there was a candidate for governing to 80km/h this would 

be it. 

At the upper limits of the rev range engine noise is simply 

unbearable… this is of course if you are brave enough to actually 

take it there. 

Top speed is apparently around 180km/h and 0 to 100 is painfully 

exacted in 11 seconds. 

Now before I am accused of unfairly smacking Ssangyong please 

remember that if you are going to compare yourself to other cars, 

so publically, then you must be prepared to die by your own sword 

should you not live up to those expecta;ons.  It is as simple as that.  

And in this case death is very much in order. 

The gearbox offers seven gears, and its works reasonably okay… but 

it only has two modes; the misleadingly labelled default “Sport” 

mode and a winter shiX regime. 

Ride quality is what you would expect it to be… terrible.  As long as 

the road is mirror smooth and free of any kind of disturbance then I  

would say it is nice, but let any type of obstacle no ma9er how 

small come along the ride becomes quite unpleasant. 

This all despite the Rexton having coil-sprung double wishbone 

front suspension and a mul;-link set-up at the rear, but it also has a 

stout, separate chassis.  It’s old-fashioned, providing a reminder 

that technological advances are not always a bad thing... 

You’re quite oXen jostled around, and any urge to a9ack ;ght 

bends at speed is soon suppressed by the feeling that the car would 

rather not pursue such foolishness.  

In civilized countries SUV developers perform something called the 

“Elk Test”… which was actually invented by Volvo, who we all know 

pioneered safety in cars... what this involves is changing direc;on, 

violently so, at high speed to simulate an Elk (a deer of some 

descrip;on) leaping into the road unannounced.  I am fairly sure, if 

not convinced beyond all doubt whatsoever that Ssangyong have 

never heard of this test let alone performed it.   

I would even go so far as to say that if you were cruising along at 

100km/h and suddenly some horned and hairy beast appeared 

before you, and you then were unfortunate enough to be driving a 

Rexton and then stupid enough to suddenly try change direc;on, all 

I think that would happen is that both you and the offending 

horned and hairy beast would be assured of a very messy, yet 

exci;ng death. 

I have never before in a modern car encountered such rubbish 

handling.  Its almost as if they are trying to simulate the feeling of 

the old bouncy off-roader, but using all the wrong methods. 

Conversely off road its not too bad actually… I will give it this.  

The off road system works quite well and it managed to tackle 

some mud and roughish stuff with rela;ve ease.  A Land Rover 

however it is not!  But if you are looking for something to tackle 

ligh;sh dirty stuff then maybe this is an op;on. 

The ground clearance isn't bad… and it does have a low ra;o 

gearbox… that’s it.  

Should you buy one?  Well let me put iit like this.  

If you are looking for a cheaper SUV that can glide across a mowed 

lawn and climb the occasional kerb, then yes.  If you want to drive 

slowly through some muddy wet stuff, then yes too. 

If you want to drive your family, who you love, to your annual 

holiday at the coast in safety, then no.   

Can you buy be9er?  Yes! and in my opinion you should.  There is 

no reason at all why you should even consider this car, unless in a 

post apocalyp;c world there is nothing else available, but un;l then 

there is s;ll Hyundai and KIA to fill the space of a budget SUV. 
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Second hand Supercar 

Back in 2012 we did a Life in the Fast Lane piece about this 

very ques;on.  The cars we featured were the Lamborghini 

Murciélago, Ferrari F430, BMW 760Li, Audi A8L W12, 

Jaguar XJL Supersport and Lexus LS600h.  Five years later 

the ques;on s;ll begs, so I thought I would re-explore this 

very important ques;on…  what is be9er, a second hand supercar 

or a brand new ultra luxury super saloon? 

For that par;cular show Mercedes Benz refused to give us an S-

Class because they didn't like the name “Naked” a9ached to the 

publica;on, however for the purpose of this ar;cle we will include 

it because it is the benchmark... and we don't need Merc’s blessing. 

In the orange (and red) corner is the Murciélago (and F430), which 

you can pick up a good 10-year old for around R2.5 million. 

In the silver and other boring colours corner are the contenders, 

the 2017 (W222) Mercedes Benz S600, (D5) Audi A8L W12, (G12) 

BMW 760Li xDrive, (X351) Jaguar XJL 5.0 supercharged 

Autobiography and for some balance, and Asian flair, the new fiXh 

genera;on Lexus LS 500h… all of which also cost around R2.5 

million. 

Now whilst this may seem like a stupid ques;on, and that the 

obvious choice is the new car just bear with me for a few more 

minutes because the answer is not quite as apparent as it seems. 

Now for the first lesson… the segment that all these massive luxury 

autobahn stormers fit into is known as the ‘F’ segment. 

Then before star;ng, and before receiving cri;cism, I need to put 

on record that the D5 Audi has not yet been launched, but should 

be by the ;me of going to press.. if it hasn't then just be pa;ent and 

wait for it. 

Right, so now onto be9er things… The Murciélago preceded the 

Aventador and was in produc;on between 2001 and 2010.  It was 

also the first new model released under Audi ownership.  It was 

first introduced as a coupe and then a roadster was later added. 

The Murciélago was named aXer a figh;ng bull that survived 24 

sword strokes in a bullring in 1879, the matador even spared the 

bull’s life because of its spirit.  During its lifespan 4099 cars were 

produced…. now I will bet that Lexus would have a hard ;me 

bea;ng that product descrip;on.   

Then the F430 - The Italian sports car first appeared in 2004 as 

successor to the Ferrari 360 Modena, the most successful Ferrari in 

history.  It was then replaced in 2009 by the Ferrari 458 Italia.  

Externally, the F430 looked like a face-liXed 360, but beneath its 

skin were vastly improved upon mechanics.  It contained 70%  

redesigned parts with a new 4.3-litre V8 engine that produced 

almost 70 kW more power than the outgoing 3.6-litre V8 engine in 

the 360.  The F430 is light and agile, providing a smoother ride than 

the 360 while also a9acking corners much faster, 3 seconds 

quicker. 

So clearly both supercars come with something more than just 

science and technology… they have passion and inspira;on. 

We have driven all of the big cars, in varying guises, if not in their 

current form, and they are all very good… even the Lexus is decent.  

Admi9edly a posh Toyota never appealed to me, but it must to 

someone because they have sold a couple hundred thousand of the 

things, and the new one comes with a ten-speed gearbox… 

Quite why you need 10 gears is a bit mysterious, but I am sure 

there is a good reason for it.  The other big boys have either 7 or 8…  

the Italians both have 6. 

However when you redline a W12 Audi, despite producing more 

power than a nuclear power sta;on, it doesn’t really make your 

neck hairs stand on end, and on a cold morning the start-up would 

never be so rude as to wake your neighbours… and the rest of the 

neighbourhood for that ma9er like, say, a cold Lambo V12… or 

Ferrari V8. 

And that is now geTng to the point, whilst all the big cars are 

excep;onally good in what they do, and will do so without breaking 

a sweat or causing a seconds worry for its owner, they are a bit 

boring and dull.  Being cocooned in absolute luxury is nice, very 

nice but being assaulted by a screaming V engine and sliding 

around corners is sort of a lot more fun! 

I remember in the TV piece the presenters all were faced with this 

very dilemma, and what made it more difficult is that they were 

each given a big car for a week BEFORE shoo;ng the story and 

there was no car swapping… so in essence they had grown very 

fond of their car.  I for example had the Jaguar and by the ;me I 

had to compare it to some old sports thing I had already given it a 

name and was working out which organ to sell so I could keep it, 

and I know the others went through the same emo;ons. 

However we all concluded that the supercar was be9er for several 

very good reasons. 

The Audi A8L W12, from its name is firstly a longer wheel-based 

version of the already big A8 and then they put a 6.3 litre W12 

engine in the front.  Powerful, smooth, refined and possibly the 

best of the bunch in terms of pre9y much everything, but soul-less 

and clinical.  Every bu9on, however beau;fully craXed has a 

purpose and from the 

picture on it you can 

easily figure out what it 

does… you can never 

say that about a 

LIFE IN THE FAST LANE 
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Murciélago, or an F430, or any Italian car 

for that ma9er. 

The BMW 760Li xDrive, in its sixth 

genera;on, is a brilliant car… the 7 has 

been around since the late 70’s and has 

always offered its owners uncompromising 

comfort, luxury and technological 

innova;on.  The new one is a collec;on of 

technical mastery and stuff that is beyond 

comprehension.  The engine, a twin-turbo 

charged 6 litre V12 produces more power 

that either Italian and will propel this two-

plus ton car at a rate comparable to the 

much lighter spor;er cars.  Every func;on 

of the BMW is perfectly formed and the 

driving dynamics appear to have been 

formed by angels rather than demons.  

However as perfect as it is, it is just too 

perfect.  van Gogh chopped off an ear… 

and was s;ll regarded as a master… and 

earlessness does tend to make you lop-

sided and imperfect.  The Murciélago has a 

manual gearbox with a clutch so heavy that 

you need a third leg just to help the second 

one press it in, but that fine because when 

you let it go all is forgo9en because the 

pain of that is replaced by the terror of the 

performance.  The F430 clutch, whilst 

lighter is not light and will also make your 

knees sore, but again who cares… it’s a 

Ferrari. 

The Jaguar, my beloved James… yes that’s 

what I called it… aXer its imaginary 

chauffeur... is a dynamic powerhouse of 

brilliance… the one I tested had the 375kW 

engine, and not the 405kW unit now 

available… and it went like shit off a shovel.  

The drive was superb and was so engaging 

and purposeful.  Jaguar created a masterful 

hammer blow of engineering in the XJL, 

and I am yet to drive a big car that delivers 

a package deal of perfec;on, with quirks of 

imperfec;on… and that is what made it 

quite a hard contender because it wasn’t as 

refined and perfect as the BMW or Audi… it 

also had soul… open the cubby hole and it 

was upholstered in purple velvet… I mean, 

come on, how cool is that!!! 

Then there is the design… it is stunningly 

beau;ful, curvy and styled to slice through 

the air like a bullet. 

Yet, somewhat disappoin;ngly it doesn’t 

quite make you feel as special as a Ferrari 

or Lamborghini, and despite being 

incredibly cool, it is just not AS cool. 

Then there is the Lexus… LS 500h. 

Arno tested it (the LS 600h) and he liked it. 

Um, technologically it was very good and 

although not very exci;ng to drive was 

incredibly well equipped.  This however 

paled to insignificance when compared to 

something made from madness and 

passion. 

The Japanese may have bi9en off more 

than they can chew in a9emp;ng to 

compare the LS to other luxury brands.  We 

found the overall package good but not as 

good, and then there were serious issues 

when the supercars came along. 

In short the Lexus was just outgunned and 

outmatched, but we did at least give it a 

fair chance. 

In 1972, some 45 years ago, Mercedes Benz 

launched the S-Class; a very big car and so 

full of luxury that would be their flagship 

model for all ;me to come. 

The current top model is the S600 (in non-

AMG guise) and it is the home of all the 

newest, latest and greatest technologies.  

The S-Class has always been Mercedes 

Benz’s proving ground and launch pladorm 

for their new toys and this model is no 

different. 

The car can literally do everything, 

including drive itself… within reason. 

Unfortunately owing to issues that defied 

logic Mercedes Benz did not par;cipate in 

the original TV story, however we not being 

the sort to bow to bullies went and drove 

the, then flagship S65AMG, and found it 

very special.  An awesome car with all the 

bells and whistles, but just not exci;ng.  It 

was good, incredibly good even, but just 

lacking in the fun department.  It was fast 

and stupidly so, but again it just didn't have 

enough of the “wow factor” to win us over. 

This now concludes the establishment… 

now for the challengers… 

Firstly the Ferrari F430. 

Not the newest, not the most powerful, not 

even the preTest, but what it does have in 

boat loads is passion and soul.  The F430 

we tested was a 2007 model and I  

thoroughly loved it, despite any flaws 

associated with a second hand car.  Every 

;me I got into it and turned the key I felt 

special and that is something that the big 

boys can never deliver. 

Then there is the Murciélago LP 640-4. 

Nothing screams excess more than a V12 

Lamborghini and this one, which 

incidentally is the same colour as our test 

car screams it in an Italian accent. 

The car is completely bonkers.  Where the 

Ferrari is technically precise the Lambo just 

tends to ‘do’.  It is not very refined, but is 

huge amounts of fun, and on the boil 

delivers a drive experience second to none. 

This now brings us to the end of the story 

and ;me for a conclusion… or rather is our 

conclusion the same 5 years later?  The 

answer is YES!!! 

And remember this all the new big cars 

prices increased, but so did the supercars’ 

and they are 5 years older... 
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Pretoria:  Having li9le knowledge 

of Renault products I turned to 

the Naked Motoring archives and 

discovered that, firstly quite a few 

of them were tested and secondly 

that the overall impression was 

that they are actually very good cars.  The 

Mégane being one which received more 

reviews than that of any other model.  So I 

snuck off and found me an all-new Mégane 

to see what all the fuss was about. 

However before embarking on my quest I  

did some homework and found that the 

Renault Mégane is more than 20 years old. 

I was intrigued… 

From our archives we have tested virtually 

every model made (of the previous 

genera;on) from the entry level car to the 

range topping Mégane RS Cup, and there 

was one theme that kept repea;ng itself… 

the Renault Mégane is quite a good car but 

the interior layout was a bit dull.  

Imagine my surprise with I climbed into the 

test car, the entry level Dynamique, and 

found it equipped with many things… 

clearly Renault has righted this wrong. 

Another quibble was that the previous 

genera;on, and outgoing Mégane was 

basically built on the pladorm of the one 

that preceded it… fortunately this is not so 

with the new one.  It is in fact completely 

new and only shares its pladorm with the 

Kadjar, which is also a new car. 

I was offered a lengthy and immensely 

complicated explana;on about the five 

interchangeable modules of the pladorm 

(dubbed CMF), and admi9edly most, if not 

all of it was completely lost on me, as 

would it with any customer who wants a 

car and not an engineering lesson, but so 

saying it sounded very impressive. 

One thing of interest that did stand out 

was that the new Mégane’s underpinnings 

– codenamed CMF-C/D – are also shared 

with the Nissan Qashqai, which is a rela;ve 

of sorts. 

Right, enough of this engineering nonsense 

that nobody understands. 

Typically when a new model replaces an 

old one it is begger, and the new Mégane 

is no excep;on being slightly, but usefully 

bigger than its predecessor.  

There is a choice of a couple engines, and 

apparently there are a few more available 

overseas, which may, or may not find their 

way over here… more marke;ng talk 

perhaps? 

France’s best kept secret is 

ours for the revealing... 
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Out on the road the car is a lovely drive.  It 

is not exci;ng, but in this segment and 

spec level very li9le is.  You would, 

however, not hate yourself for buying one, 

and that is most important. 

Insofar as performance goes this par;cular 

model boasts a very leisurely 12.2 seconds 

zero to 100km/h ;me, which is far from 

quick.  Admi9edly though if performance is 

your poison then there are quicker models 

in the range, and undoubtedly at some 

point in the (hopefully) not too distant 

future a Renault Sport (RS) model will land 

on our shores. 

It is reasonably comfortable, and can more 

than adequately seat 5 adults.  Strangely 

though the front foot-wells are ‘shallow’ 

and as a result if you are tall, which I 

fortunately am not, your might find it a bit 

uncomfortable on long journeys. 

In typical Renault fashion the car has loads 

of storage space for things, and comes 

standard (as far as I could ascertain) with 

alloy wheels, cruise control, brake assist, 

front fog lights, hill start assist, ambient 

ligh;ng, Bluetooth, USB points, air 

condi;oning / climate control, (Tom Tom) 

naviga;on and electric windows. 

The car’s interior instrumenta;on is really 

nice and uses a large flat screen display 

which displays all your mul;media stuff, 

which is really nice and 

easy to operate.  

Styling however is very 

much a ma9er of 

subjec;ve taste… it is 

quite different to say the 

least. 

I have driven quite a few 

cars in my ;me and 

must say that this 

Mégane is far from the 

worst, and best… it is best described as the 

“best of average”, but that in itself is not 

necessarily a bad thing. 

To explain my theory I shall make use of an 

example… 

You want a new car so you go out and look 

for the nicest you can find for your budget, 

and then you will finance it with a 35% 

residual so that you can get the next model 

up the line, just to make sure you really do 

have the best of the best… but do you? 

Because usually dreams are smashed in 

reality because things are never really as 

good in the flesh as they are in your head. 

Not so with the Mégane. 

This car costs R 292 900, exclusive of any 

extras, which is in rela;ve terms not that 

much money, and for which you do 

actually get a lot of car.  However, and this 

is the important bit, you aren't going to 

have dreams about blistering performance, 

or extreme levels of luxury, or Gomma 

Gomma like couch comfort, or even 

limousine like space. 

You will expect a very average car, and that 

is exactly what you will get… so in many 

ways the Mégane is be9er than a 

Maybach. 

Would I buy one?  No, I don’t like the 

weird looking headlights and the general 

layout is not of my choosing, but that is a 

ques;on of personal taste. 

The car however is a good buy and anyone 

who is drawn to it should give it a fair 

chance because maybe this one too will be 

regarded as one of the all-;me greats… we 

certainly have high hopes for it. 
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As Leon men;oned in his introduc;ons I live overseas, but I 

am South African, born in Durban and as a result visit home 

quite oXen.  I actually own a small townhouse in the be9er 

part of Johannesburg and a car; the RS3 I men;oned in my 

column.  

As a result thereof I drive around to visit friends and such.  Now 

when I land my usual rou;ne is to catch the Gautrain from OR 

Tambo Airport to Sandton, and from there I will get a liX from a 

friend, or whatever the case may be.  I get home, kick off my shoes, 

have a shower, freshen up, get dressed and head out to do some 

provisions shopping.  Go home and relax for the rest of the day. 

Then that evening I will head out again, and invariably will end up 

geTng onto the highway at Rivonia Road, and that is where I enter 

The Devil’s lair… because Satan, or SANRAL if you prefer, has 

erected a million of those bloody e-Toll gantry things to squeeze 

the souls from honest and unassuming motorists, like me, who are 

trying to do nothing more than get from A to B. 

It is like watching a horror movie unfold… as the skies darken and 

all the creatures of the forest run and hide in their homes an eerie 

blue glow begins to radiate… oozing evil from every pore, nut and 

bolt… the gantry is alive... 

I was living here in 2010 and clearly remember that the highway 

improvements were a9ributed to FIFA and the World Cup 

prepara;ons… but not long aXer the soccer leX did the scam 

begin… extor;on in the worst possible way. 

SANRAL announced that they needed to recover a couple billion 

Rand to repay some foreign investors, or such, who had a stake in 

the roads upgrade.  I only have one word to describe that 

statement… bullshit!  The motoring world was set ablaze... 

Then from the ashes rose a Phoenix named OUTA… before unheard 

of and headed by some guy called Wayne Duvenage… he publicly 

spoke out against the scam and told people it was their civic duty to 

oppose this nonsense. 

Then in 2012 Naked Motoring published an ar;cle in which all sorts 

of things were revealed, including poli;cians who had personal 

financial interests in SANRAL.. it was a good piece. 

Since then people have defied the bully and refused to pay… I am 

one of them and proudly so.  I will not ever buy an e-Tag let alone 

pay a cent to SANRAL… in short they can go and get stuffed. 

I recently contacted OUTA for updates and such, and was very 

surprised to see what they sent me… 

For one SANRAL has managed to take 163 people to court for the 

collec;on of outstanding toll fees… 163… that’s it! 

There are more than 163 cars on the highway between Rivonia Rd 

and William Nicol Drive at 2 in the morning… on a Sunday. 

However there is now a bigger problem, as OUTA explains… 

SANRAL have resorted to strong-arm tac;cs to frighten people into 

paying these stupid fees… they are sending SMS messages threa;ng 

people with debt collectors and legal ac;on. 

So it is my civic duty to inform you, our beloved readers of the ins 

and outs of this new evil… 

According to Advocate Stefanie Fick, OUTA’s head of legal affairs, 

“the ba9le against e-Tolls con;nues on various fronts” and adds, 

“we con;nue to deal with the cases already in court and we have to 

keep and eye on SANRAL’s newest an;cs”. 

“The SMSes will never stop”, says Fick, “that’s SANRAL trying to get 

people to pay e-Tolls”. 

These messages are menacing, but at the end of the day completely 

pointless and never to be feared… it is just a text message… and 

there are some important things that you need to remember. 

OUTA explains further; the only way that SANRAL can legally collect 

money is by actually issuing a summons… not threatening to do so 

in an SMS.  A summons is a document issued by the court and is the 

ONLY permissible means to lawfully collect owed monies. 

By night The Devil wears blue…By night The Devil wears blue…By night The Devil wears blue…By night The Devil wears blue…    

the e-toll thievery continues... 
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Further to this you can not be blacklisted un;l a ma9er has gone 

through proper legal process… and most importantly you have the 

right to defend yourself in court.  OUTA offers legal advice and 

assistance in e-Toll ma9ers, so if you are the vic;m of this thievery I  

urge you to contact them (www.outa.co.za)… without delay! 

Another important thing OUTA highlights is that if you at all feel 

threatened by these debt collectors, which I strongly believe you 

would, you should contact the Council for Debt Collectors and 

report the offending collector, who will then face disciplinary ac;on 

and have their Noddy badge taken away. 

In short my advice is just ignore the SMS messages and stupid 

threats made by the debt collectors, because they basically have no 

legal grounds upon which to claim money from you. 

I would go so far as to suggest that non-payment of e-Toll accounts 

is not only a brilliant idea, but the only thing to do… but that would 

be encouraging civil disobedience and the SANRAL police might 

come and get me in the night… oh, wait I live in the UK now… well, 

then you know what to do. 

In addi;on to all this brilliant advice OUTA offers, there is also a 

light at the end of the tunnel… 

They are taking Satan to the Cons;tu;onal Court… 

Now without entering into a protracted legal explana;on, basically 

what that means is that OUTA is challenging the en;re e-Toll 

opera;on on a level rela;ng to the fairness in law of the applica;on 

of the system and the impact is has on the individual.  If they win 

then SANRAL, e-Tolls and all their evil fails… and good, as we know, 

usually always triumphs over evil.  

I can remember, years ago, when the N3 toll road between Durban 

and Johannesburg began to take shape… and with every trip you 

could actually see the improvements… new lanes, fresh tar… that 

sort of thing… in short you could see how your money was being 

used to improve the road… and that is how it is supposed to be. 

South Africans are not stupid and we understand the concept of 

tolling… just look at the Pretoria highway… it works and nobody is 

objec;ng because the toll fees resulted in the improvements. 

What SANRAL is doing with the Joburg e-Tolls is the opposite to the 

norm, and there has to be a reason for that… and it will be a sinister 

reason. 

We are not there for their amusement, and they have no right to 

harass and threaten us… its just wrong that they are doing it and 

we really should not bend to their will. 

When I climb on the highway in the early hours and put foot I don’t 

want some Big Brother monitoring my every move… that’s just 

creepy. 

And watch this space because the next thing they are going to use 

those damn gantries for, with their CCTV camera, is average speed 

prosecu;on… don’t laugh, its going to happen if they are not 

stopped! 

I don’t drive slowly and that’s my choice, and if some employee of 

the JMPD is lucky enough to be siTng with laser gun in hand and 

catch me then that’s fine, but to sneakily do it is just unspor;ng. 

SANRAL reckons that “more than” 2.7 million Gauteng road users 

have not paid their e-Toll accounts, yet they have only managed to 

drag 163 to court… 

It doesn’t take a mathema;cian to work out that they are only able 

to take a minuscule frac;on of a percentage point of road users to 

court, and that in my mind can only be the result of dumb luck and 

not some clever system they use. 

As long as a I breathe air I will not pay a cent to these bastards, and 

I know that anyone with a modicum of common sense would do 

the same… 

They have not done anything to earn it and should be made to 

work for their money like the rest of us have to do, every day. 
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Car buyers are stupid…? 
Have you ever wondered what 

we are actually paying for 

when we buy a car? 

Obviously within the amount 

handed over there is provision 

for the new shiny metal thing, but surely it 

doesn't cost that much. 

During the prepara;on process for this 

issue I sat and manually entered the prices 

of every new car listed at the back of this 

magazine, and that got me thinking.  The 

first thought I had was that it would 

appear that you can no longer buy a car, 

that you would actually want to buy, for 

less than R 230 000, and secondly that to 

own the one that you actually like would 

probably cost double that, if not more… 

and I am not talking about the stuff of 

dreams either. 

For example, the cheapest (and nas;est) 

car money can buy is the Chinese made 

Chery QQ3, and this bucket of misery and 

suffering costs R 100 000.  However the 

range topping Chery, something named a 

Tiggo costs a whopping R 240 000, and 

although I have never driven this beast of 

burden I can assure you that it is not a car 

that you would be excited to climb into 

every morning. 

Then there are proper cars… Audi for 

example.  The smallest, most entry level 

A1 costs the best part of R 290 000, and 

the A1 that you would really enjoy driving 

a shade over R 500 000!!! 

This begs the ques;on, why do we pay so 

much? 

The answer unfortunately is a simple one, 

yet is not simple at all.  We pay what we 

pay because that’s what we are charged by 

the motor manufacturers.  Now whilst this 

may sound like a stupid conclusion it is a 

bit more complicated than just that. 

We pay because we don't know be9er? 

It is a well known and documented fact, 

some;mes through processes of li;ga;on, 

that certain cars produced in South Africa 

and exported to other countries cost less 

there than here; despite all the added 

costs.  For example, a BMW 320i 

manufactured in Pretoria costs, before 

adding a single extra, a frac;on under        

R 530 000, which is a lot of money.  Yet the 

same car in America costs around           

US$ 22 450, which at the going exchange 

rate is R 448 000 , which no ma9er how 

you look at it is less.  Then factor in the 

following; BMW build the car and put it on 

a truck, the truck then leaves the depot to 

deliver it to the dealership.  It gets 

offloaded and sold moments later.  End of 

story and apart from the transporta;on 

costs, is pre9y much all for the glory of the 

manufacturer.  However the same car gets 

loaded onto a truck which has to drive to a 

sta;on / depot, the car then gets put on a 

train, or another truck, and heads to the 

coast.  There it sits in a secure area 

awai;ng export.  People inspect it and 

eventually load it onto a ship.  The ship, its 

crew and cargo then sail across the sea, 

some 9000km of the blue wet stuff, to the 

land of nervous Bison where some men 

offload it and put it into another secure 

area where it is inspected.  There it stays 

un;l customs clears it.  From there another 

truck arrives and onto this the 320i goes 

before arriving at its final des;na;on, a 

dealership for sale.  And those are leX-

hand drive cars… BMW also manufactures 

leXies… in fact 52% of their total 3-Series 

produc;on are leXies, des;ned for less 

civilized  countries, like America... 

So now add to the cost of manufacture the 

cost of several truck rides, numerous 

nights in safe storage, a ship journey, 

import du;es and numerous hidden costs 

one would expect the car to cost a lot 

more than it does here… but it doesn’t and 

this is where the problem really starts. 

I am of the firm view that we are charged 

too much for new cars, and compared to 

other countries this argument holds true.  

Another exercise that I perform is the 

following; take the average salary of an 

average office worker in the UK… and you 

will find the number to be around £35 000.  

Then look at what car you can buy for that 

and you will find, pleasantly so, that you 

can get something quite nice for that 

money; something like a Golf GTi comes to 

mind.  Now what does the average South 

African office worker earn?  The answer is 

not R 500 000! 

I understand that this is a different 

argument, but both come from the same 

place, being, we are geTng screwed 

somewhere by someone.  Its that simple. 

Motor manufacturers will have us believe 

that it costs a lot to make cars, and whilst 

the process isn't cheap I am fairly sure that 

when BMW smack a 320i on the bum and 

send it off to Australia, or America they are 

somewhere in the transac;on s;ll making 

a lot of money.  I am also fairly sure that 

local manufacturers could slash their prices 

by 25% and s;ll make a profit… and to date 

not one of them has ever really disclosed 

what their produc;on costs are, which 

makes you wonder.  Factor in staff wages, 

factory opera;ng costs, transporta;on, 

materials, technology, science and 

whatever else you want… in a mass 

produc;on environment where you are 

spiTng out a new car every few minutes 

the costs can never be that high otherwise 

you would be losing money every minute… 

you see the reason they manufacture at 

such a high rate is because it brings DOWN 

the cost. 

The sad part is that we can’t really do 

anything about it, and the likelihood of 

price slashing is about as good as Zuma 

willingly resigning, so for now, and perhaps 

for evermore, we will just have to cough 

up and begrudgingly pay these stupidly 

high prices. 

You could buy second hand, but those are 

just as ridiculously high, and perhaps a 

further study will be needed to explore 

that area or consumerism. 

So, fill your pens with ink, and be ready to 

sign on the bo9om line, because in as 

many ways as are possible, you are paying 

for it… dearly! 
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Put a smile on your man’s face. 
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Land Wind, Geely GE (Wolls Woyce) and God knows what 

the yellow one is… 

The Chinese are very good at many things… foot binding, 

chops;cks, torture, Communism, child labour and noodles 

come to mind, however our friends in the East are not good at 

everything and unfortunately nobody told them that car design (or 

design copying) is not their forte and similarly the building of 

aforemen;oned cars too. 

Why then do we buy these monstrosi;es?   

Cheap perhaps? 

It can’t be owing to quality; because there is none.  There is also no 

such thing is cheap and nice… 

The first reason NOT to buy a Chinese car is because the Chinese are 

one of the last na;ons on earth to properly use cars… if you don't like 

something then don't make it.  If I wanted a heart opera;on I would 

go fetch old Chris Barnard, and if I wanted a car I would go to the 

people who invented it in the first place… and it’s not the Chinese… of 

that I can assure you. 

The second reason NOT to buy a Chinese car is because Chinese cars 

are awful… we know this because I have driven more than any person 

should ever have to and to date I have not yet found one that I would 

give as a giX to my worst enemies, let alone waste my own money on 

the bloody thing. 

The third reason to NOT to buy a Chinese car is because the Chinese 

(Communist Government) are inherently sneaky and allow things to 

happen that should ordinarily not be allowed to happen... Next ;me 

you get into a Chinese car and wonder how they get screws into 

inaccessible places think of the size of an 8 year olds hand and there is 

your answer. 

On that note, I give you my next reason why NOT to buy a Chinese 

car… they are communists and by buying a Chinese car you are 

suppor;ng communism… and Kim Jong Un… who is also a 

communist… with nuclear missiles. 

The Chinese also don't like the Dalai Lama, and although I doubt he 

has views on cars, I suspect he wouldn’t like Chinese cars either, and 

that’s another good reason. 

Another very good reason NOT to buy Chinese cars is because the 

technology is so old that other manufacturers have already forgo9en 

about the stuff the Chinese have (undoubtedly) copied and put into 

their current models… old is old… and that’s it! 

And the last and most important reason why you should not only NOT 

but in fact NEVER buy a Chinese car is because driving a car is 

supposed to… it must… make you feel good and special.  It is 

supposed to be engaging and fun.  When you walk out of your house 

in the morning and look at your car you are supposed to think, “here I 

come gorgeous, let’s a9ack the road” and not, “why did I buy this 

stupid f@#&% piece of sh%& car?” 
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COOL TOYSCOOL TOYSCOOL TOYSCOOL TOYS    
----FOR BOYS AND GIRLSFOR BOYS AND GIRLSFOR BOYS AND GIRLSFOR BOYS AND GIRLS----    

For him and her… a stunning set of matching Ferrari 

Scuderia watches. 

Available at the Ferrari online store. 

US$ 245 (incl. free shipping) 

Brand new from the Ferrari Store are the 

Ray-Ban for Scuderia Ferrari Wayfarer Lite 

Force ma9 black  for US$230 (incl. 

shipping)   

Silver classic Mercedes 

Benz key ring… for him 

or her. 

Available MBSA online 

store for R 991 
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Classic Ferrari lapel pin 

at Ferrari online store 

for US$ 22 (excl.) 

Horizontal leather and alcantara 

Ferrari gents wallet. 

Available from Ferrari online store 

for US$ 250 (incl. free shipping) 

Gents driving gloves by Ferrari and available 

for US 132 at the Ferrari online store (incl. 

free shipping) 

Ferrari by Puma fleece winter gloves available 

at Ferrari online store for US$ 14 

The best aXermarket car radio in the world… the Sony MEX 

GS810BH… this radio literally has every imaginable feature 

and can support virtually every device. 

Available at amazon.com for US$ 200 

Mercedes Benz T-Shirt. 

Mercedes online shop for 

just R 472 
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Ladies coin purse and key ring by Masera;.  Available at 

the Masera; online store for US$ 303 (incl. free shipping) 

Ladies running sweatshirt by Ferrari, 

available at the Ferrari online store for 

US$ 120 (incl. free shipping) 
Ladies running ;ghts by Ferrari, available 

at the Ferrari online store for US$ 75 

(excl. shipping) 

Discovered on a Toyota blog this very clever 

li9le accessory holder clips onto any car air 

vent. Unfortunately we have no idea who 

makes it… happy hun;ng ladies... 

Very classy wheeled suitcase, perfect 

for any occasion from the Mercedes 

Benz online store for R 5 360. 
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Natal Midlands: Once upon a ;me there was a 

princess and she was lonely and desperately needed to 

find her prince.  However the ruler of the land was a 

bad, sadis;c swine who locked the poor girl in a tower 

because he figured that if he couldn’t have her then 

nobody would.  What the wicked man didn't realize is 

that not all creatures in the kingdom are equal and when push 

comes to shove, only the biggest and strongest survive…  His 

mistake was he didn't have a Mercedes Benz-AMG GT-S and the 

prince who eventually rescued the princess did… The End. 

This is not a typical fairy tale but neither is the new Merc… The 

last ;me AMG was tasked with building a model from scratch, 

they went ballis;c and created something equally ballis;c.  The 

SLS AMG.  Now in 2012 we took one of these tail happy road 

devourers on an epic road trip from Johannesburg to Richards Bay 

and it was the most fun and engaging almost four hour drive of 

my life… even though I was the passenger and my former editor 

was pilo;ng the big Merc through bends at speeds that defied 

physics.  It was truly memorable, and the soundtrack that blasted 

forth from the back end of the car s;ll sends chills down my spine. 

So when an opportunity to test the SLS’s replacement came along 

I grabbed it with both hands, because I wanted to see if it filled 

the very big shoes just as I had hoped to do in the driving seat. 

Aesthe;cally the SLS evoked memories of the classic 1950’s 300SL 

with its gullwing doors, but it also housed the now ex;nct M159 

(6.2 litre V8) engine in its long nose, a reworking of AMG’s own V8 

and the last naturally aspirated V8 engine to feature in a 

Mercedes, and incidentally the most powerful naturally aspirated 

engine in the world (at the ;me). 

The SLS was brilliant, even though not the best or easiest car to 

drive.  It was in essence a supercar incorrectly made, yet retaining 

all the necessary supercar proper;es.  Would the new car match 

it, well that is what I wanted to find out. 

Firstly its name… GT.  Hardly informa;ve but workable, and very 

unMercedes in many ways, which is a good thing.  Then it is 

smaller, cheaper, turbocharged and has conven;onal doors.  It’s a 

two-seat sports car, which by defini;on means it must be able to 

target the likes of one of the oldest, deeply established, revered, 

and most German of all ins;tu;ons; the Porsche 911. 

And that is considerably more difficult than building a low-volume 

supercar, par;cularly as Mercedes has stuck with the SLS’s game 

plan: keeping its big engine in front of the driver rather than 

behind, nestling the cabin to the rear of a long-nosed body and 

even providing a decent boot. 
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It is also compara;vely large and not tremendously 

lightweight, yet is beau;ful and available as a 

conver;ble (Roadster).  It is powered by a hand-built 

V8 – AMG’s newly developed bi-turbo unit, 

producing 330kW in the standard car and 375kW in 

the more expensive and more popular S model, as 

tested.  Heading the coupé range is the 430kW R 

which may possibly be the 911 Turbo S challenger? 

As for the Roadster range - the standard GT uses the 

same entry-level engine as the coupé, while the 

range-topping C has 410kW under bonnet. 

In true Mercedes Benz fashion, and as in the SLS, the 

power goes to the rear wheels for a more engaging 

and exci;ng drive. The V8 itself is mounted 

sufficiently far back on the aluminium space-frame 

that the manufacturer prefers to describe it as front 

mid-engined... 

Mercedes Benz in fact use many adjec;ves to describe this car... most notably 

the embodiment of the “spirit of the glorious Mercedes sports cars”.   Lets 

rather be the judges of that rather bold claim. 

It is nice looking, and quite stylish yet 

aggressive.  It does however fall very short 

of the “wow” factor that the SLS delivered 

in bucket loads.  Maybe though it is just a 

sign of the ;mes? 

One gets the impression that where Merc 

really went to town on the SLS, they 

applied an equal amount of the opposite 

when it came to designing the GT.  It is a 

be9er car to drive, and the centre of 

gravity is low because the door hinges are 

not on the roof, but some;mes those 

imperfec;ons are what make something 

perfect. 

The sci-fi underbody weighs just 231kg, 

with Mercedes claiming excep;onal 

rigidity from a space-frame derived from 

the SLS… sounds like marke;ng speak to 

me… considering that a carbon tub is 

usually always sub-100kg. 

 The new engine, though, has more in 

common with the turbocharged four-

cylinder unit found in the A45 AMG than 

the departed M159 motor, and that is a 

deeply distressing thing. 
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Designated the M178, the V8 has the 

same bore and stroke as its smaller 

sibling and uses similar technology to 

retain a high-revving character.  Its two 

turbochargers are mounted within the 

cylinders’ V configura;on, an 

arrangement that allows op;mum 

response and, just as important, keeps 

the engine physically compact… which 

again whilst being very clever isn't 

exactly soulful. 

The gearbox is in the back somewhere 

for be9er “dynamic balance” and is a   

seven-speed SpeedshiX DCT jobbie 

which works very nicely. 

Like its predecessor, the new model’s 

chassis also gets the purist-preferred 

double wishbones all round. The hub 

carriers, steering knuckles and 

wishbones are forged aluminium to 

reduce unsprung mass, and the three-

stage adap;ve dampers are 

electronically managed via AMG’s Ride 

Control.  The drivetrain, including the 

transaxle, is damped, too, although an 

op;onal Dynamic Plus Pack enhances 

this system with dynamic mounts.  

What all of this means is that it handles 

rather well using magic and science. 

Amazingly there are op;ons available, 

and one that I would strongly suggest is 

the upgrade to a carbon-ceramic brake 

alterna;ve, as was fi9ed to our test 

car. 

In the pursuit of science the disposal of 

the SLS’s gullwing doors perhaps ought 

to have made the GT an easier car to 

get in and out of.  However in reality it 

hasn't really… it is just as easy, or 

difficult if you are a girl in a short dress, 

to get in and out of as any other car in 

its class. 

Insofar as interior appointments are 

concerned the car is very Mercedes 

Benz and pre9y much wants for 

nothing.  The centre console, made 

from something shiny and pre9y is 

dominated by eight bu9ons and knobs, 

all of which are large, tac;le and clearly 

enough labelled.  The gear knob 

however, as a cri;cism, feels too small. 

The hazard bu9on is oddly situated on 

the roof console, and coming from a 

land where braces and belts are oXen 

worn together there is a digital 

speedometer to accompany the 

perfectly func;oning analogue one. 

The car does feel very solid and well 

made, which it should… it is aXer all a 

Mercedes Benz. 

Can you use it every day?  The answer is 

yes, which is also a good thing because 

there is nothing more pointless than 

owning something that looks like this and 

not showing it off. 

Our test car was bathed in yellow… very, 

very bright yellow, which did ini;ally have 

me trying to remember where my 

balaclava was, but somehow it does seem 

to work, and in ;me would eventually 

grow on you. 

As for standard equipment; both the 

coupé and roadster versions of the GT 

come with 19in alloy wheels, an AMG 

craXed body-kit, a performance exhaust 

system, an electrically extending rear 

spoiler and Mercedes’ ac;ve front air 

intake system as standard on the outside.  

On the inside, there is heated sports 

seats, Nappa leather upholstery, climate 

control and Mercedes-Benz Comand 

infotainment system complete with an 

8.4in display, a built-in hard drive, DAB 

radio, satellite naviga;on, Bluetooth and 

the ability to integrate your smartphone 

to the GT to record your lap ;mes or 

video the laps themselves. The Roadster 

also gains a cloth soX top, a wind 

deflector and Mercedes' Air Scarf system, 

which we tested in the SLK and found it 

interes;ng if not somewhat pointless… if 

its cold put the damn roof up.  This is not 

the place for cold homeless people to 

huddle around a burning bin. 

On the open road the engine’s deep 

soundtrack is lavish and en;cing.  At 

;mes it sounds like a powerboat gargling 

gently out of dock, and at others like an 

angry bear… on fire. 

Sound dampening inside the car 

mercifully was either an accidental or 

deliberate omission, and one for which I  

am thankful.  There is a sport bu9on that 

does something beau;ful to the exhaust 

system… it makes it louder.  Personally it 

should work the other way with a bu9on 

needed to make it quiet, with V8 noise 

being the default seTng. 

The car is quick with zero to 100km/h 

being delivered in 3.8 seconds and a top 

speed of 310km/h.  This however is 

notably slower than those with which it 

chooses to lock horns, like the 911 Turbo 

S and Audi R8, but so saying it is hardly a 

slouch either. 

The price however is quite compe;;ve 

with others and at R 2 200 000 odd 

(excluding any extras) it seems like a 

bargain, but the extras to build up quite 

fast… our test car, which had a sma9ering 

of the things was flagged at a frac;on 

under R 2 500 000.  If you go to town… 

who knows? 

In the front engine, rear drive sporty 

world there are a few other contenders; 

the Jaguar F-Type, Aston Mar;n Vantage 

(in either V8 or V12 spec) and of course 

the Masera; GranTurismo.   

Admi9edly all of the above three beat the 

Merc in the looks department, and in fact 

most probably would outperform it too, 

but as a package deal the Merc does tend 

to come up trumps every ;me. 

You see it’s a simple thing; the Jag whilst 

being very nice is quite purpose built and 

in the more aggressive performance spec 

an exhilara;ng drive, but not really the 

sort of one that takes you to work and 

back in bumper-to-bumper traffic.  The 

same applies to the V12 Vantage, which if 

anything is even more purpose built and 

commands a frightening fuel bill.  The 

Masera; is quite possibly the best looking 

of the lot and, depending on which one 

you buy, will deliver race-type 

performance every ;me you press the 

thro9le.  I remember filming with the MC 

Stradale in 2012 for our television 

produc;on and it was an amazing 

machine.  However not really good for 

daily use, and tempts you to be naughty 

pre9y much all the ;me. 

By comparison the Mercedes is boring 

and conserva;ve, but in this par;cular 

case that is not a bad thing. 

The car is quick, very quick, blisteringly 

quick even.  The thro9le response is not 

as sharp as a Samurai sword but is good 

enough that you don't really no;ce any 

turbo lag.  Off the line accelera;on is 

impressive and owing to a good and easy 

to use launch control system can make 

for some interes;ng pull offs from traffic 

lights, when the inner hooligan comes out 

to play… whenever that may be.  This of 

course is an area of improvement over 

the SLS. 

Braking is brutal, and with the op;onal 

carbon ceramics will reshape your facial 

features when you leap onto the pedal. 

As for handling… its good, very good even 

but not brilliant.  This rang true with the 

SLS too, but the GT’s is improved.  
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However in a car like this track-type handling 

isn't really what it is about, so in this regard the 

overall impression is s;ll good. 

So saying the handling could be a li9le less 

‘German’ in that you get the feeling that a 

commi9ee was involved in seTng up the 

handling dynamics… its just too predictable. 

It is rela;vely easy to drive fast, and that’s good, 

but with that comes the danger of driving 

beyond ones own ability and when the thing lets 

go, which it will, then you are guaranteed of 

some underwear spoiling, if you are lucky… if 

you are not lucky then you are assured of a 

messy, yet exci;ng death… if not of yourself 

then definitely the car, which naturally retains 

all the usual Merc safety refinements. 

With the constant preoccupa;on with all-day 

drivability Mercedes Benz have sort of lost the 

plot a bit, and have as a result made this car a 

bit unrefined and boring, yet when you put the 

hammer down it delivers bucket-loads of 

performance in a nice and manageable way. 

In the current Mercedes lineup though it is a 

welcome addi;on and offers something special 

to its owner.  Ours was yellow, and admi9edly 

not a colour I would ever willingly purchase, but 

in something more sedate, like silver, or black, 

or even deep metallic red this is a thing of 

beauty. 

I wouldn’t personally buy one, and for one very 

good reason… for as good as it is it is also bad. 

Let me explain.  In a car like this you want to be 

frightened occasionally, and you want people to 

envy you, not for your bank balance but for your 

courage to drive the thing.  An old lady could 

hop in and drive away in this car, because it is 

that easy. 

I want my car to make me feel more than 

special, I want it to make me feel unique, and 

unfortunately in our books there is only one car 

in this segment that does that and it comes from 

Italy. 

Does it sort out the 911, yes, I think so in its own 

special way.  Does it make a sensible purchase, 

undoubtedly yes.  Will its owner feel special, of 

course. 

But is it the best for what you could buy…?  Now 

that is the ques;on you need to ask yourself... 
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England: McLaren likes to call 

the 570S Spider its most 

a9ainable open-top, a 

statement not wholly unlike 

Nicky Oppenhiemer telling you 

that the land in and around 

Killarney is very affordable. 

Well, yes: compared to an acre of CliXon 

hillside, it probably is. But a9ainable in a 

broader, inclusive sense? Not a chance. 

The Spider, exclusive of any import du;es, 

VAT and the like is expected to start 

somewhere around R 3 700 000, which 

means most will around R 4 million, and 

aXer the taxman has drawn his litre of 

blood probably closer to R 5 000 000; it’s 

as exclusive as dolphin fishing rights. 

Nevertheless, with the outgoing 675 LT 

Spider priced from a staggering R 7 million 

odd, you can see where McLaren is coming 

from. 

McLaren as a company has always 

fascinated me.  They started with the 

BMW engined F1 in the 1990s and waited 

a decade or so before bringing out their 

next model, the Mercedes McLaren SLR, 

and then waited another decade before 

finally bringing out their own car the MP4-

12C, which we tested in South Africa in 

early 2012 (see May 2012 magazine at 

www.nakedmotoring.co.za).  I read the 

review and can see clearly that the author 

thereof thoroughly enjoyed the car, and all 

that it was. 

As a formerly free-agent I have moved 

around a lot and have driven to date 

almost every McLaren made, including the 

F1.  The old 650 Spider was excellent; in 

fact the 12C Spider was excellent.  And so 

was the 675LT Spider, which is the latest 

McLaren to leave the line-up, mainly 

because they only made 500 of them. 

So it in that light that I was chosen to see 

what this new car was all about. 

I will state from the beginning that it is 

completely different from the 650 and 

675, but in a good way. 

You see the 650 was very good, but was 

s;ll one of the early a9empts by McLaren 

to build a Spider, in fact only their second, 

so it did lack somewhat compared to its 

Italian and German rivals who have been 

chopping the roofs off cars for a long ;me 

now. 

But they are fast 

learners, and by the ;me 

the 675 came around all 

the li9le niggles and 

quirks had been ironed 

out… unfortunately the 

675 was firstly quite 

expensive and secondly, 

and more importantly it 

was completely and 

u9erly una9ainable 

owing to their limited 

produc;on numbers. 

So basically once McLaren got the recipe 

right they made sure that only 500 very 

lucky people could come over for a taste, 

which in my opinion is a bit silly. 

However not too long did we have to wait 

for a meal for the masses… and that is 

what brings me to the southern UK on a 

fine summers day to drive around in a very 

happy looking bright yellow 570 S Spider. 

Yellow is not a colour I would personally 

choose to bathe a car in, unless there is a 

very good reason for it, like that you may 

need to find it deep snow comes to mind.  

Although last ;me I checked most colours 

apart from white show up in snow.  

Anyway, I digress.  

The car comes with the same 419 kW and 

600Nm engine as the roofed version, and 

sports the latest (and possibly last) version 
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of the 3.8 litre twin-turbo V8 which made 

McLaren so famous.  It also has the same 

ligh;ng fast 7-speed gearbox and 

“Monocell II” version of the carbon tub 

upon which it is built.  

In short, apart from the 46kg increase, it is 

basically the same car as the standard 

570S. 

Of course 46kg in a 400 plus kilowa9 car is 

hardly a penalty and the performance 

difference, if any, cannot be no;ced. 

The roof is a hard thing, which folds away 

very cleverly at the push of a bu9on in  

about 15 seconds.  The other very clever 

thing is that the car does not rely on the 

roof structure at all for support and 

rigidity, so as a result no addi;onal 

structural work is needed, so the car 

basically drives exactly as the hard top 

version and is equally s;ff. 

Apparently it is 0.1 of a second slower to 

200km/h, and with the roof up will do 328 

km/h, which is hardly slow… and with the 

roof down 315km/h! 

For reasons that escape me the test car 

was a leX hand drive version, perhaps 

des;ned for tes;ng in con;nental Europe?  

Nevertheless leX or right its exactly the 

same car. 

It was fi9ed with the op;onal sports 

exhaust, ten spoke wheels, a lot of 

addi;onal carbon fibre panels and a few 

other things.  The final price thereof was  

£210 000 or R 3 780 000… but that’s in the 

UK and before import du;es and the like. 

One thing about McLaren is their insane 

a9en;on to detail, where nothing, no 

ma9er small or seemingly insignificant is 

overlooked.  They weight and inspect and 

examine and reweigh every damn bit of 

the car before its built to make sure that it 

is as light and dynamically perfect as 

possible. 

The tail lights are a strip of LEDs, which I 

am sure are numbered just enough to be 

seen, but not one extra LED will be there if 

it’s not needed. 

There is an overwhelming sense of 

minimalis;c perfec;on in this car.  The 

rear spoiler for example sits just only 

12mm higher than the hardtop to 

accommodate the aerodynamic 

differences, but its something that nobody 

will actually ever no;ce.  And that is what 

a McLaren is all about… the unseen magic! 

Then there is the way it looks… it is 

beau;ful, sleek and not ‘clinical’ like 

others have suggested of earlier 

McLarens… there is a sense that it was 

shaped by the air, but that is how it is 

supposed to be because it is the air aXer 

all that is the enemy of any supercar. 

Inside the car is a simple, yet elegant place 

to be.  The finishes are perfect in every 

respect. 

GeTng in or out is as easy, or difficult as 

any other supercar.  If you opt for 

McLaren’s notoriously unforgiving carbon 

fibre racing seats, then you will be forced 

to learn the correct upright posture as 

taught in Swiss finishing schools. 

That said, the standard seats are 

comfortable and offer more than enough 

support for when you want to drive the car 

like God intended.  

The only foible is the IRIS infotainment 

system, which is quite complicated to use.  

But when you surrender to it in frustra;on 

there is a lovely V8 behind you that you 

can listen to which is not complicated to 

use. 

Roof down.  That is how this car is 

supposed to be driven and that is exactly 

how it was driven by yours truly.  You have 

a million miles of headroom and nothing 

to suppress the V8 soundtrack. 

When you hit the thro9le is when this car 

comes into its own.  It is stupidly quick, yet 

incredibly easy to drive. 

There is so much grip that you find the 

confidence to push yourself harder and by 

so doing you enjoy the experience more.  

It is a ride at a fun fair that puts a smile on 

your face and keeps it there even aXer the 

ride is over. 

That is just how good it is. 

Would I want one of my own…?  Hell yes, 

in a heartbeat. 

I drive a lot of cars, and this one whilst not 

being the preTest, or the fastest, or even 

the most prac;cal has something very 

special about it which makes it an 

incredibly a9rac;ve purchase.  More so 

even over some of its rivals, which is hard 

to fathom because they are also very 

good.   

This bright cheery yellow li9le piece of 

engineering brilliance has won my heart in 

such a nice way. 
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Classic cars have always been the focal point of 

most people’s automo;ve fantasies, yet most of the 

same people will never, not even once in their lives, 

get behind the wheel of one and drive it.  There is 

perhaps a very good reason for this.  They cost a lot.  

A hell of a lot! 

Take the humble Mercedes Benz in the above picture, a beau;ful 

300 SL Gullwing from the 1950’s.  At the ;me they were pricey, 

but had you sold one of your organs on the black market and 

bought one; today you wouldn't be sorry.  The one in the above 

photograph in fact sold recently on auc;on in France for about 2 

million EURO.  Not a bad return for something  that cost about 

the same as a modest house when it was new. 

Perhaps we are aiming too high. 

How about a lovely Aston Mar;n DB 5 (below)?  The car of choice 

for Bri;sh spies, Secret Agents, playboys, entrepreneurs, royalty, 

socialites and even you for a couple hundred grand.  And I can 

promise that you would never hate yourself for geTng one.  I 

tested the new DB 11 in  France, and it is a very cool car… polar in 

fact… but it’s a warmed braai tong compared to the coolness of 

the older gentleman. 

However when the Empire was despatching agents in bullet proof 

DB 5s fi9ed with machine guns and oil sprayers the Germans 

were also building classics of the future.  Take the Mercedes Benz 

280 SL from the same era as the Aston.  I personally would rather 

have one than the new SL 65 AMG because in a few years a 

newer SL will be launched and your ‘used-to-be’ AMG will now be 

the old model and basically worthless; yet your fiXy year old one 

will have actually appreciated in value. 

Look, nobody buys classics because of the value factor… it’s there, 

but never a factor.  They buy them because they want them… 

need them even. 

Okay, maybe forking out a couple million for a fiXy year old SL is a 

bit rich… how about an old Mini Cooper? 

Don’t laugh… Mr Bean drives one. 

The Cooper is a classic, and pre9y much only the Cooper, but they 

are affordable(ish) and fun li9le cars.  If you are keen then try find 

a rally-spec version with the added spotlights and racing stripes… 

ever watched The Italian Job? 

If its good for Charlese Theron then its good enough for me! 
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If however even the rarity and exorbitant 

value of the Merc Gullwing doesn't float 

your boat then how about one of the 

twenty odd ever made VERY rare 1939 

Frazer-Nash BMW 328 (main photo 

below)... one, IF you can find one, will set 

your Swiss bank account back by about a 

very cool € 5 000 000, and IF you can find 

one in good condi;on (like the one in the 

photograph) then you can double that 

number.  

Then of course there is the Holy Grail of 

classic cars, the Ferrari 250 GTO, which we 

all know sells for staggering amounts, but 

there are others from the same stable 

which do slightly be9er… 

The 1957 Ferrari 335 S ScaglieT  for 

example.  One (see below right) sold at 

another French auc;on for 28 million 

Euro… 

Not even the hardest, ugliest, fa9est, 

smelliest, baldest and most humourless 

bugger on earth won’t look cool geTng 

out of a quarter a billion plus Rand car. 

Rolls Royce, Bentley, jaguar, Daimler, 

Citroen, Porsche, Audi, Ferrari, Lotus, Land 

Rover, Lamborghini, Masera;, Alfa Romeo 

and Jeep are other brand that offer classics 

which can be found and bought without 

having to part with any of your squishy 

bits. 

Take the BMW M635Csi (top opposite 

page).  In its day it was a very expensive 

luxury car and only the coolest 

stockbrokers drove them.  Now for about 

R 200 000 you can get a one is mint 

condi;on, AND it has the same engine as 

the slightly legendary BMW M1 supercar 

from the 80’s.  For probably half that you 

can get the standard 635 (opposite page 

bo9om right), which has the 

3.5 litre straight 6 that made 

BMW famous, and apart from 

lacking the ‘M’ badges looks 

iden;cal to the more expensive 

version. 

If BMW is your thing but the 

635 is a bit new there is always 

the standard 327 (opposite 

page right) which could be all 

yours for around R 3 000 000... 

I men;oned Land Rover… now 

although not a typical classic car there is a 

certain coolness to the older ‘series’ 

versions.  Take the Series 1 for example, 

with the headlights inside the radiator 

grille.  In good nick it is a very cool car to 

po9er around in, and unlike other classics 

will be impervious to bumper 

bashings, which you have to admit on 

its own is brilliant.  Of course if you 

think you are going to find a mint 

condi;on Series 1 for a steal then you 

have another thing coming.  Such a 

thing will cost as much as a million 

Rand, but if you are like most Land Rover 

owners you will buy a slightly less shiny 

one and polish it yourself. 

Restora;on is always an op;on, but one to 

be taken aXer careful considera;on, 

numerous discussions with your bank 

manager and probably MANY advance 

peace offerings to your wife and loved 

ones, because not only is it expensive but 

also rather ;me consuming… but oh so 

good for the soul.  There is nothing be9er 

than taking a dull, rusty thing and making 

it perfect again! 
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I in fact know of classic collectors who restore, spending many, 

MANY years just geTng one part (made), let alone finishing the 

whole car.  However once the last bolt is ;ghtened, the sense of 

achievement must be 

unparalleled. 

Of course when I say geTng a 

part made I really do mean that 

in the most literal way.  You 

can’t exactly walk into a BMW 

dealership and ask for a head 

gasket or even a headlight bulb 

for a car they stopped making 75 

years ago.  This is where the 

catch lies… making one-off parts 

is quite specialised and bloody 

expensive and usually requires 

the services of a VERY 

understanding and competent 

engineer, with a whole factory 

of things with which to make 

other things. 

This however is no reason to be 

dissuaded from the project, but 

rather applying the forewarned 

is forearmed principle. 

You will also need a workshop… a seriously well equipped 

one… and the problem with the 75 year old head gasket… 

well the same thing applies with special tools… you can’t 

get them so you have to make them.  This however does 

make the whole experience quite special. 

I love classics because they are so special and unique… you 

have to look for the right one and then make it well again… 

and that is a special thing… the bond between man and 

machine, especially if it is your very own machine. 

The choice is yours however, and of course very much 

dependent on what is in your bank account, but if you have 

a bit of imagina;on and some pa;ence then you too can 

find, buy, fix, restore, enjoy and love your very own classic 

li9le something. 
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Available in selected retail outlets throughout South Africa 
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Johannesburg:  I received a curious e-mail from my 

editor asking me to find an Audi RS7 and review it.  But 

its an ‘old’ car I thought and certainly not likely to s;ll be 

in the Audi SA press fleet, so I had to get a bit crea;ve 

and eventually found a beau;ful demo model for sale 

(which a friend who works for an Audi Centre was 

selling) and borrowed it for a few days.  Problem solved… but that 

s;ll didn't explain why he wanted this par;cular vehicle reviewed; 

that was un;l I picked it up and drove off in it. 

I know that Naked Motoring had a long-standing love affaire with 

RS models, and in fact if one is to delve into our archives you will 

note that we have tested quite a few of them. 

I have driven the A7 and found it a very nice car, but the RS7 has 

about as much in common with the standard A7 as barbed wire 

does with baby oil.  But as I was about to discover this is a very 

good thing! 

For the unini;ated RS stands for ‘RennSport’ which literally 

translates to Racing Sport.  That should already tell a tale. 

The RS7 is the top-of-the-range A7 but unlike the A7 it is built by 

Audi Sport (formerly Qua9ro GmbH) who have a completely 

different set of design parameters.  You see Audi when designing a 

car looks at all the things that will make it nice, luxurious, spacious, 

prac;cal and so on for their customers, whereas Audi Sport look at 

things like performance, handling and driving dynamics.  We of 

course like this sort of thing… a lot. 

In essence the RS7 exists to give same experience as the well 

known RS6 Avant in a gentlemanly, sleek and suave manner. 

The engine that makes this car do what it can is the same 412kW 

4.0 litre twin-turbo V8 found in the RS 6 Avant. 

And of course trac;on is provided by Qua9ro… which is Audi’s 

legendary all-wheel drive system… a system which got Audis 

banned from rally racing.  It is that good! 

I learned though that Audi also developed “Performance” models 

of the RS6 and RS7, which have boosted engines producing 

444kW… what is unclear at this juncture is whether or not the 

South African public were able to or will be able to get their hands 

on these. 

The car is clever… when the engine is not being used in the manner 

God intended it can switch off 4 cylinders, crea;ng in essence a 2 

We get our hands on the 412kW 305km/h Audi RS 7 
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litre V4, which would also deliver a be9er 

fuel return when po9ering to work and 

back.  Clever! 

However when you use the thro9le 

properly the RS7 will sprint from zero to 

100km/h in 3.9 seconds, which is 

blisteringly fast.  It also, if properly specked 

will do 305km/h, which is quite impressive 

considering it has back seats, back doors 

and a big boot. 

This makes it faster than its rivals which 

include the BMW M6 Gran Coupe, 

Mercedes Benz CLS 63 AMG and Porsche 

Panamera Turbo. 

Not bad for a car brand which only a few 

years ago was regarded as a slightly more 

expensive VW. 

Without becoming boring and 

unnecessarily technical; the car has an 8 

speed dual clutch automa;c gearbox, 

electromechanical power steering, 

wickedly powerful high performance 

brakes and adap;ve air suspension.  All of 

which makes it an incredibly good car to 

drive very fast. 

Insofar as interior appointments go the 

RS7 has it all… RS body styling, 20-inch 

alloy wheels, Audi's 'Drive Select' system, 

heated electric seats, full LED headlights, a 

head-up display, Audi's MMI infotainment 

system with naviga;on, Bluetooth and USB 

connec;vity, a Bose 14-speaker sound 

system, parking sensors, a reversing 

camera, an electric sunroof, four-zone 

climate control and steering wheel 

mounted gearshiX paddles. 

The ‘test car’ was fi9ed with a couple of 

extras, such as a sports exhaust and the 

‘Dynamic Package Plus’… this replaces the 

air suspension with conven;onal springs 

and such, an increased governed top speed 

to 305km/h, loads of added carbon fibre 

and carbon ceramic brakes. 

Right, so what is the 

car actually like I 

hear you ask? 

RS models are 

special, as we 

already know, and 

this one is no 

excep;on. 

Since incep;on in the 

early 1990’s over 60 

S and RS models 

have been launched 

and he current RS line now stands at nine 

models strong. 

Inside the car is mostly A7 but with some 

very nice changes.  The seats for one are 

proper, and beau;ful sports jobbies which 

are heated and motorized.   

There is plenty of legroom… as in the A7… 

and the same is so in the back, expect 

perhaps for taller passengers who may find 

the sloping roof a bit close for comfort. 

There is dual zone climate control, and the 

car comes standard with the really nice 

Audi MMI infotainment system… just like 

in the A7 too. 

Between the dials is a li9le screen which 

will present you with all sorts of useful 

informa;on… which also is found in the A7. 

It has a heads-up display which provides a 

similarly useful amount of informa;on 

including naviga;on direc;ons… which 

means you never have to avert your eyes 

from the road, of course this is also found 

in the A7. 

The interior trim is pre9y much all carbon 

fibre which is beau;ful stuff! 

The boot is biggish and there are nice 

touches like encasing the boot opening 

things, like hinges and such in plas;c.  The 

boot can also be 

extended by 

dropping the back 

seats.  Again, this is 

standard in the A7. 

There is, just like in 

the A7 a bu9on to 

start the engine, but 

when you press it 

that is where the A7 

ends and the RS7 

takes over. 

A four-litre V8 twin-turbocharged engine 

barks to life, and instantly puts a smile on 

your face. 

Rev it a few ;mes and there is a crackle to 

the exhaust note telling you that there is 

anything but a standard A7 engine beneath 

the bonnet. 

Select ‘dynamic’ mode and the exhaust 

note sharpens and crisps into something 

really nice. 

But because it is a very clever Audi if you 

gently press the thro9le four of the eight 

cylinders switch off to conserve fuel and 

the car gracefully glides forward. 

Leap upon the thro9le however and you 

has be9er be ready for what is about to 

happen… 

All eight cylinders fire into life and propel 

the car towards the horizon at a rate of 

knots second to none. 

3.9 seconds to 100km/h is the number 

Audi quotes… funny how conserva;ve the 

Germans are because my figure is closer to 

3.5 seconds.   

And then there is the top speed which is 

also very definitely not A7… 305km/h. 

Of course that speed is governed, and 

therefore it’s the limit and not a target. 

Unrestricted the car will go faster because 

when it hits 305 it is s;ll pulling, and then 

some electronic nanny steps in and ruins 

the fun. 

Then there are the brakes, carbon ceramic 

ones… and they work… they work 

excep;onally well. 

Apparently carbon ceramic discs are 
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reputed to last about 250 000 km… a wild 

claim perhaps, but they offer brutal and 

fade-free stopping power every single 

;me. 

The car somewhat predictably is loaded 

with technology and has fully configurable 

driver programs; I found the best one 

called ‘dynamic’ which was perfect for 

every occasion… it is an RS Audi aXer all… 

why on God’s green earth would you want 

to drive it is comfort mode?   

The suspension is hard, but it is supposed 

to be hard.  However it is not 

uncomfortable. 

I felt that the best, and perhaps the only 

environment perfectly suited for the 

tes;ng of this sort of car was anywhere far 

away from the city; long open roads and 

hopefully lots of twists and turns.  So it was 

off towards Magaliesberg for the day. 

The car geTng through traffic is no more 

difficult than the standard A7 with the 

noted excep;on of having quite a lot of 

accelera;on available of needed to shoot 

into gaps here and there. 

However out on the open road it is 

masterful and most comfortable. 

Cruising at high speeds is effortless but 

unlike other powerful Audis this one 

encourages you to ‘drive’ it… using the 

gears and revs, and of course geTng 

the big V8 to sing. 

At 100km/h it feels constrained and 

punished, but with a generous amount 

of right foot 200km/h arrives in an 

instant… as does 280km/h for that 

ma9er.  The last 25km/h does take a 

li9le more effort, but nevertheless 

arrives with rela;ve ease… 

I found a nice long, smooth and quiet 

road, approximately 5km long and used 

this for the purposes of 

seeing how fast it actually 

can go… and 305km/h is 

not a wild claim… it is 

easily a9ainable. 

Yet even at its top speed 

the car is stable and very 

solidly planted.  So I 

contacted my editor and 

asked for direc;ons to 

the Naked Motoring 

secret test road, known only as “Bob”… the 

history behind this road apparently is that 

it was discovered by accident by the 

original NM editor during the Alfa Romeo 

159 launch, and thereaXer was claimed in 

the name of the cause. 

So I ventured north and aXer a while found 

driving Nirvana.  Twenty five kilometers of 

unblemished, baby bum smooth tar, which 

winds and twists through a mountain 

pass… there are also some beau;ful 

straights, and even a hill climb bit. 

Instruc;ons were received as to how to 

best navigate the road, and off I went. 

Now in the old NM videos there are 

comments passed about “Bob” being the 

only road in South African without a speed 

limit… well that’s not en;rely accurate… it 

does have one, BUT at certain places along 

it there are no speed limit signs, which in 

my mind (also) means that there is no 

limit. 

I ran the RS7 up and down it several ;mes, 

and a couple hundred kilometers later I  

returned to Johannesburg deeply sa;sfied 

with my achievements. 

Such include; naviga;ng a very twisty bit at 

about 250km/h, with my foot buried 

(mostly) into the floor boards…. okay the 

car doesn’t have boards, but you know 

what I mean. 

When you throw it into a corner and use 

the thro9le, as you should, the car just digs 

in and grips… and grips some more… 

The amount of grip is the sort measured 

using a Richter Scale… it is insane! 

The Qua9ro system, being the latest 

offered by Audi is absolutely brilliant… it is 

also intui;ve and seems to an;cipate your 

next ten moves… witchcraX perhaps, but 

brilliant. 

On the ‘high speed circuit’ where the 

previous record of 334km/h was set in a 

McLaren MP4-12C I managed a personal 

best of… 305km/h… the governed limit… 

which means that this car can deliver.  By 

comparison the last RS Audi to drive on 

“Bob” was a TT-RS coupe and it only 

managed about 270km/h (of its 280km/h 

governed top speed). 

This car is for a performance purist… of 

that there is no doubt, and although it is 

s;ll a current model, the best part is that 

you can pick them up second hand too… 

for less… and that is even more brilliant! 

Red inserts on the engine are a nice touch and remind you that you 

are not dealing with something ordinary… maybe even evil... 
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Over the years we have 

reviewed Bentleys, and pre9y 

much all that Bentley has to 

offer. 

We tested both the first and 

second (current) genera;on Con;nental 

GT, the Con;nental Flying Spur, and the 

Mulsanne. 

S;ll leX to test are the V8 GT and the new 

Bentayga, which I am sure in due course 

will take place courtesy of Bentley South 

Africa’s new owner Mr Toby Venter, of 

LSM fame. 

I digress however. 

From our original GT tes;ng we were all of 

the firm and unanimous view that the GT 

(and GTC) were in their own right two of 

the best cars the world has ever seen. 

And to date we are yet to be proven 

wrong. 

The GT offers its owner uncompromised 

standards of luxury and driving dynamic.  It 

is a big, heavy car, and its fuel 

consump;on (in the W12) is biblically bad, 

however it is fast, agile and handles in 

ways that defy physics.  It is also incredibly 

easy to drive, and that is what makes it 

very special. 

However with the passage of ;me comes 

change and Bentley have announced and 

even “accidentally” allowed the press to 

take spy pics of the new 2018, as it has 

been dubbed, Con;nental GT.  Our only 

ques;on is will be the same iconic car? 

in short we have no idea, but we can 

theorise and deliberate what made the 

‘old’ GT such an awesome machine. 

Firstly styling.  When Bentley go out into 

the world with an idea to make a new car, 

they actually, unlike most others take their 

customers’ wishes into considera;on, 

because quite simply the same customers 

have to buy the new one… because if don’t 

then they go out of business.  This is why 

the 1st and 2nd genera;on GTs are so 

similar looking despite the newer car being 

completely different… in fact every panel is 

new, yet they look the same… that is 

because the customers liked the shape of 

the car… so why then change it? 

This is also I suspect why the 2018 (see 

below) looks like a Bentley Con;nental GT.  

The lines are more sweeping, and it has a 

very fresh face, but it is unmistakably GT.  

Just look at the rear wheel arches and you 

will see what I am talking about. 

As with the 2nd genera;on GT the 

technological advancements, moistly 

unseen, were staggering.  I suspect this 

will without a doubt be the case in the 

new car.  Bentley knows this stuff… well!!! 

What about the legendary W12 engine… 

well that I don’t know about… there seems 

to be a trend to go smaller but I really do 

hope that it is s;ll offered to customers 

along with the (newer) V8. 

In conclusion I reckon the new car will 

make the grade, and I cannot wait to get 

my hands on one to see if all my hopes, 

dreams and theories are realised. 

Bentley created a masterpiece and I really 

believe this new one will be even be9er! 

Farewell to an old friend… the amazing Bentley Continental GT is 

due for replacement soon, but will the new one be as iconic? 
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When you think of an African dictator, images of 

some fat guy on the back of a tented bakkie  waving 

a horse tail at his adoring subjects comes to mind.  

However the reality is far, far from that.  You see 

these megalomaniacs are not very popular and 

pre9y much every one of the waving and cheering crowd would 

love to bury a spear deep into his fat gut, and this presents us 

with a dilemma.  How do you get fatso from point A to point B 

unspeared? 

Tradi;onally world leaders are ferried around in the likes of Rolls 

Royce, Bentley, Mercedes Benz, BMW, Audi and in the case of 

the Americans something called “The Beast”… which is           

admi9edly quite a strange name for a presiden;al limousine, 

unless of course it refers to the person in the back?  But this is 

Africa and it would be wrong, for example, to see Robber 

Mugabe, sorry Robert Mugabe, siTng in the back of a         

Bentley Mulsanne EWB.  For one other Mulsanne drivers 

would have to live the rest of their lives in shame knowing 

that such a bastard shares something with them.  More  

importantly though it is a bit too nice for the likes of him, 

and his contemporaries, Omar al-be-back Bashir being    

another perfect example. 

Open bakkies, however suitable for would be assassins, are 

not very prac;cal and anyone in the crowd is also in danger 

of being gobbed upon by the aforemen;oned supreme ruler, 

which is not very nice. 

Perhaps we can take a lesson from the Romans and put 

more “Pope Mobiles” into use, which is basically a 

bulletproof greenhouse on the back of a bakkie… but it’s 

Africa, and Africa as we all know is quite hot and the poor 

bodyguards trapped inside the greenhouse would be subjected 

to breathing the same air, and sweaty air as the bugger they are 

sworn, probably at threat of death to protect. 

Bakkies and greenhouses are out, as are proper luxury cars, so 

what does that leave us? 

Normal cars, well, that is possible… perhaps a conver;ble?  The 

Kennedys would disagree.  However this isn't Texas (thank God) 

so maybe there is something in this… 

Nandos a few years ago brought out a television commercial 

called “The Last Dictator Standing”, which was absolutely brilliant 

and then got banned in true Nandos style.  So picture this      

Saddam Hussein, before the whole hanging bit, riding along in 

the back of a classic American… hang on… a classic French… wait, 

The Mercedes Benz 600 that belonged to Kim Jong Il… 

admi9edly he wasn't African but despite ha;ng the 

decadent West he chose a suitably decadent car… from 

the West 
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no… a  classic German… damn… okay scrap that idea. 

So we deposit the unhanged Saddam into the back of an open-

top vehicle made in a land that Saddam likes.. Libya, North Korea, 

Zimbabwe, Chechnya?  You see the problem here; none of those 

countries make cars. 

So the dirty bastard will just have to live with something from the 

decadent and clearly non-jihad West, but not from the ‘free-

world’… so Saddam is in the back of a classic American            

conver;ble, one of those 19 feet long Cadillacs, seated on the 

headrest waving at his subjects who nervously wave back.  Dust 

swirls around him and he waves his horse tail furiously around 

trying to clear the air; his soldiers mistake this for an order to 

shoot, and then the crowd is no more.  Right, so conver;bles in 

Africa wont work either… you don't get consumer advice like this 

anywhere else. 

Now lets go back to Mugabe. 

He is undeniably one of the 

longest standing dictators 

and hates all that is colonial 

yet amazingly his favourite 

car is a vintage Rolls Royce 

Phantom (see far right).  This 

does add a li9le confusion to 

the equa;on.  Or does it? 

In my humble opinion 

Mugabe is a complete idiot 

and the worst kind of 

hypocrite, however with his Rolls Royce he does lose all 

credibility as a bad-ass. 

This however does not bring us any closer to a conclusion as to 

how one should transport these people of unimaginable         

unpopularity.  Roller skates being towed behind something fast 

does come to mind, but not very likely. 

Perhaps we need to explore what is a very popular car in Africa 

and see if that can work… makes sense. 

Peugeot 304… an icon of African explora;on, and despite being 

massively unreliable you could always get the bloody thing     

started with nothing more some;mes that the wave of a 

witchdoctors wand… or whatever it is that witchdoctors wave 

around. 

Land Rover Defender… an old ;me favourite of everything       

African… not exactly the most comfortable, BUT suitably regal… 

aXer all Her Majesty drives one around her ScoTsh estates… 

come to think of it 

maybe so does 

Mugabe at his 

ScoTsh estates. 

However the old 

Landy is not a good 

dictator mobile for 

one quite logical 

reason.  It is way too 

cool to be used by 

some pompous arse, 

so we will just have to scrap it from 

the list. 

Idi Amin liked old Citroens… he did also admi9edly like a lot of 

other bad things.  New Citroens are nice, but the old ones… well 

let me put it like this, Citroen were revolu;onary in the things 

that they tried, even if they didn't work so well… these are the 

same people who were figuring out a way in which to make their 

cars drive on three wheels at the same ;me that other 

manufacturers were s;ll trying to perfect wind-up windows… 

quite why you would want your car to drive on three wheels is 

s;ll a bit of a mystery to me. 

So moving on, the only other really iconic African car is the OLD 

Mercedes Benz W123, preferably in 200E configura;on.  Those 

are good, reliable, comfortable, not too austere, something with 

which the peasants can relate… maybe we have found a winner! 

Picture this (insert the name of your favourite dictator) siTng in 

the back of a beigey brown 200E from the 80s, upholstered in 

equally beigey brown vinyl, maybe even covered in sheep skin 

covers... waving his horse tail at the locals… it sort of works 

doesn't it. 

And that’s the problem.  It isn't supposed to work… these swines 

are not supposed to be happy. 

So crack out an old Toyota bakkie, sweep the horse crap out of 

the back bit and insert your favourite dictator… this way at least 

you can pelt the bastards with tomatoes… or whatever African 

peasants pelt the rich with…  

Now I go into hiding. 

Robert Mugabe’s Vintage Rolls Royce 

Idi Amin and his rare Citroen SM 
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England: Can lightning strike the same place twice? 

In 2011/2 we voted the Audi TT-RS the best sports car, 

especially insofar as value for money was concerned, 

that you could buy, and now there is a new one… the 

ques;on is really obvious… can it win our hearts for a second ;me? 

Our old friend the previous genera;on TT-RS was launched in 2009 

and was, simply put, a brilliant car.  It had a 2.5 litre 5 cylinder 

turbocharged engine which produced 250kW, which was 95kW 

over the standard TT.  The car sprinted to 100km/h in 4.5 seconds 

and had a governed top speed (in the right spec) of 280km/h, which 

it could do, quite easily in fact as we found out.  

The driving dynamic was perfect!. 

I remember the test car fondly, which 

was also red, as I was one of the 

cameramen who filmed it passing at 

speeds well in excess of 250km/h. 

We raced it against a go-kart driven by a 

professional racing driver and when I 

think of the sound it made when gearing 

down I s;ll get goose bumps… in short 

any replacement would need to fill some 

pre9y big shoes. 

Behold… enter then the new 2017 TT-

RS… with a completely new 5 cylinder 2.5 

litre  motor which fires out 294kW… and 

that is a lot more.  Audi claims at 0 to 

100km/h ;me of sub four seconds… 

something which we fully intended to test.  

A interes;ng claim considering that it would make it faster than the 

more expensive Porsche 911 Carrera 4 S. The new car, like the old 

one - of which we tested both, comes in hardtop coupe format and 

conver;ble roadster.  Our test model was the former. 

By comparison Porsche’s new turbocharged flat four as found in 

the 718 Cayman, which is regarded at the star;ng point for any 

great sports car develops 37kW less from almost exactly the same 

cubic capacity 

From a styling perspec;ve I can quite easily see there are 

differences that set the new car apart from the old one, such as the 

use of silver trim around the grille and exhausts (diffuser), and the 
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nose is sharper, the air intakes bigger, the lights 

are different and the four-ring Audi badge is on 

the bonnet, just like on the R8, instead of in the 

grille, but at the same ;me it is quite similar 

looking to the old one, and that is a li9le sad. 

When you buy something special, like a TT-RS, you 

not only want it to make you feel special when 

you drive it but ALSO it must look special, and 

whilst the TT-RS is different from the normal TT it 

just isn't quite special looking enough for my 

liking. 

Inside the picture is a bit different, sort of.  Audi 

have swiped some really nice touches from the R8 

like the large red start bu9on on the steering 

wheel and the display screen where the old clocks 

used to be.  The cabin is bathed in carbon fibre 

trim which is really nice and there is now a pseudo

-iDrive controller wheel to manage the numerous 

op;ons that the latest MMI system delivers. 

If you delve into the technical aspects of the car you will need an 

engineering degree because it is an incredible collec;on of 

technology.  The dual clutch seven speed gearbox can be set to do 

different thing depending on what drive mode is selected, and 

whilst this is very clever, it is also not something that a driving 

purist cares about… and this car is all about the purity of driving. 

So dispensing with all the technical mumbo-jumbo, I will say that 

what Audi set out to create they did, and they did it very well.   

Enough said. 

It is lighter than the car it replaces and that is important because as 

we all know, less is more when it comes to performance and 

weight. 

One thing that the science stuff also does is allows you to send up 

to 100% of the power to the back wheels, which turns the car into 

something very different… something very un-Audi-like… 

something slightly hairy to drive which hangs its bum out on the 

ragged edge without the safety net of Qua9ro interfering with your 

play;me, yet Qua9ro remains in the background in case you do 

something stupid… wai;ng to step in and rescue you. 

The suspension, like in the old car, is firm, very firm even, but 

adjustable now owing to magnets or something in the shocks which 

at the push of a bu9on can firm up, or relax… which in my view is 

perhaps a feature best leX for slightly less purpose built cars.  The 

TT-RS is supposed to be a hard racer… so soXening it at will just 

seems wrong. 

Admi9edly though the magne;c shocks are not standard but come 

with the op;onal Dynamic package. 
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In keeping with tradi;on the back seats in 

the TT-RS are intended only for the 

smallest of occupants, but that’s fine too.  

Audi’s acknowledgement of this fact is 

confirmed whereby they have posted a 

warning s;cker cau;oning anyone over 5 

feet tall from geTng into the back seats. 

They are however very useful for shopping 

bags and small luggage items. 

Now on the good stuff… the 

performance...‘stupidly fast’ is how I would 

describe it... and so effortless too... 

From a stands;ll the car will sprint to 

100km/h in 3.6 seconds… that’s almost a 

second faster than the one it replaces… 

and that is a lot faster.  And the thrust 

doesn’t stop there either… keep your foot 

buried into the carpet and the car will 

reach its electronically limited  top speed 

of 280km/h in under a minute… well under 

a minute. 

And then there is the sound… that 

magnificent 5 cylinder soundtrack that 

Audi have not just retained 

the original performance 

quali;es but have in fact 

improved them… it is 

mesmerizing… loud… wild 

and intoxica;ng. 

In our 2012 video review 

of the old TT-RS the noise 

was described as being, 

“something that you could 

do all day, any you would 

want to…” 

That is exactly how this car 

is… so well done and hats off to Audi for 

not stealing the soul of this car in the ever 

changing world of noise pollu;on 

awareness, and relentless (and stupid) 

pursuit of ar;ficial car soundtracks. 

On the open road you will hunt for twisty 

bits just to throw the car into a corner. 

The amount of grip is paralleled to that of 

which a Gorilla would have on a packet of 

peanuts.  No ma9er how hard you try, no 

ma9er how scared you may be, no ma9er 

how fast you THINK you are driving I will 

state as a fact that you will run out of 

bravery before this car lets go… it is just 

that good! 

We loved the old car, and I am really happy 

to report that we love the new car too, 

perhaps even more. 

It is a beau;ful thing and as func;onal as 

anything coming from Germany could ever 

be.  It is not as pre9y as a Porsche or 

Masera;, but its faster… and the last ;me I 

looked the winner of the race is the one 

who crosses the finish line first… not the 

one wearing the preTest racing clothes. 

As a purpose built performance machine, 

you can’t get be9er for the price, which we 

es;mate to be somewhere around the 

million Rand mark; give or take R 300 000 

more than the TT-S. 

Then compare that to the price of the 

rivals and it all suddenly 

makes sense. 

Yes, yes, yes… I would buy 

one in a heartbeat any day 

of the week. 

The romance is back… now 

we wait for it to land on 

our shores, and then lets 

see how it shakes the 

ground it rides on... 
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According to “Paste” a web based informa;on portal 

these are the ten most popular driving songs of all 

;me…  

 

1.The Beach Boys – “Wouldn’t It Be Nice”  

 

2. M83 – “We Own The Sky”  

 

3. Stevie Wonder – “My Cherie Amour”  

 

4. Gorillaz – “Broken”  

 

5. Sam Cooke – “A Change Is Gonna Come”  

 

6. Bon Iver – “Blindsided”  

 

7. The Young Rascals – “Groovin”  

 

8. Bob Dylan – “Like A Rolling Stone”  

 

9. The Band – “The Weight”  

 

10. Devendra Banhart – “Foolin’”  

 

Of course they are Americans and therefore completely wrong in 

all respects so here is our own list, plus some advice as to when 

you should listen to the selected tunes for maximum effect… 

 

So in descending order: 

 

10.  Born to Be Wild by Steppenwolf—this classic from the golden 

age of rock is a brilliant driving song with driving related lyrics.  It is 

however a bit long in the tooth and therefore ranks number 10.  

Must be played on any long journey… when no other traffic is 

around… or traffic cops. 

 

9.  Africa by Toto—a calming yet evoca;ve song that is perfect 

when geTng onto the N3 at 3am… no traffic in sight… open and 

sweeping curves and nothing but the journey ahead. 

 

8.  Aria on Air by Malcolm Maclaren—useless if you have less than 

400kW under foot, but if you do and the open road beckons then 

put foot, turn it up and reel the kilometers in… fast. 

 

7.  Vision Thing by Sisters of Mercy—a 90’s classic heavy rock 

piece of brilliance… perfect for when everyone annoys you and you 

just want some alone ;me where you can take out your 

frustra;ons on the open road. 

6.  Road to Nowhere by The Talking Heads—another fantas;c 

classic which embodies the spirit of travel.  The lyrics are 

mysterious but really cool.  Perfect for any driving situa;on, 

including liXing your spirits in late aXernoon traffic jams passing by 

Sandton. 

 

5.  Voodoo Child by Jimmy Hendrix—quite possibly one of the best 

guitar classics of all ;me and the perfect way to end any long 

journey… best switched on exactly 5 minutes before arriving at 

your des;na;on… and then enjoy the last 13 seconds parked 

outside. 

 

4.  Ocean Drive by Duke Dumont— modern but very cool 

nevertheless… a future classic.  Ideal for that home journey aXer a 

long night when you aren't in a huge rush and CAN wait to get 

home… savour the nocturnal elements of the road. 

 

3.  Live and Let Die by Guns and Roses—close your eyes and 

picture this song starts as you accelerate at the top of the onramp 

speeding up as you enter an empty highway in the early hours  on 

your way to your favourite holiday des;na;on.  The best way to 

get any trip underway. 

 

2.  Levels by Avicii—another modern future classic, already 

enjoying cult status.  This fast paced mostly instrumental piece is 

for fast paced driving in any situa;on. 

 

And our best driving song ever is… 

 

1. Weeping by Bright Blue—this is a South African classic of 

biblical propor;ons and therefore our top song… which can 

be enjoyed pre9y much any;me. 

 

And this concludes our two-cents worth on driving music. 

 

There is of course the much be9er op;on of buying a V8 and 

listening to it, which will be far be9er than any silly songs and you 

can do that all day, all night and even at home revving it not so 

quietly in the driveway, perhaps even to wake up your neighbours. 

 

But un;l then (legally of course) download these songs, put them 

on your compa;ble device, connect that to your car’s stereo and 

turn up the volume, because music is supposed to be heard AND 

felt. 

THE BEST DRIVING 

MUSIC… EVER 
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An interes;ng ques;on, we 

think.  The answer however is 

not quite as simple as you 

think. 

The winner if you take a global 

poll is the Toyota Corolla, and in a brand 

name sense you would be correct, BUT 

there have been numerous versions of the 

Corolla, so really what you have is several 

different cars with a common name adding 

up their collec;ve sales to give a false 

result. 

A 3-Series BMW from the 80s and the 

newest F30 model, are both technically a 3 

Series BMW, but we all know that they are 

completely different; very different! 

So, which single model car sold the most? 

A name I hear being called out is the VW 

Beetle… being Austrian my heart swells 

with Germanic pride at the thought, so lets 

explore it a li9le. 

Originally called the ‘Type One’, the Beetle 

was launched in 1938 and sold un;l 2003… 

that’s 65 years of selling the same basic 

car… so we are onto something here.  It 

was produced in no less than 19 different 

countries (including South Africa from 

1951 to 1979) and offered 5 different 

engines and three gearboxes, as well as 

two basic body styles… coupe and 

conver;ble.  21 500 00 odd were made!  

The car unfortunately does come with a 

li9le bit of a dark history in that the 

original concept by Ferdinand Porsche was 

on the orders of none other than Adolf 

Hitler.  However if you take the mass 

murdering manic out of the equa;on what 

he wanted was a car in which his subjects 

(2 adults and 3 children)  could drive on 

the (then new) Autobahn at 100km/h using 

only 7 litres of fuel per 100km… and that 

the car had to be cheap and affordable 

(990 Reichsmark).  Quite a wish list for a 

;me when cars had just evolved to electric 

starters from crank-handles. 

Herr Hitler then laid the cornerstone at the 

new VW factory and the rest is history… 

quite literally. 

However there were allies at the ;me of 

both the Nazis and the… well non-Nazis, 

who also birthed some pre9y amazing 

cars… star;ng with the Italians and the Fiat 

500… 

Launched in 1957 and produced un;l 1975, 

Italian car maker Fiat produced about 3.8 

million 500s in varying forms, which 

included a coupe, cabriolet, estate and 

panel van.  There were 3 engines and a 

simple 4 speed manual gearbox for all of 

them. 

The car was hugely successful, yet at the 

same ;me hugely unreliable.  Buyers 

became roadside mechanics, but owing to 

simple engineering (typical of the day) 

repairs and frustra;ons were quickly 

dispensed. 

Like the Beetle the engine was in the back 

and drive to the rear.  It was simple but 

fun.  The very first 500s were 500cc jobbies 

which produced a very meagre 9.6kW, yes 

nine POINT six kilowa9s, but because it 

was light it wasn’t the worst thing to drive, 

by the standards of the day… and it 

incidentally weighed 500kg. 

Italy was a German ally and at one point in 

;me the 500s were even built in Der 

Vaderland by NSU. 

The French however were not Nazi allies 

and they too had something to offer the 

mix… namely the Citroen 2CV… 

Manufactured between 1948 and 1990 

Citroen produced a staggering 3 872 583 of 

them.  There were four bodies, four 

engines and a four-speed box.  The car was 

considered to be one of the coolest cars 

ever made, and unlike the other two didn't 

have any unpopular poli;cal baggage. 

The car featured everywhere and was sold 

on virtually every con;nent.  It even 

featured in an exci;ng escape from 

baddies in a James Bond Movie… who 

won’t remember the yellow cabriolet in 

the 1981 For Your Eyes Only that Roger 

Moore drove away aXer his Lotus Esprit 

detonated.  And the very lovely girl who it 

belonged to.  Moore did admi9edly 

destroy it slightly, but did manage to 

escape and win the heart of pre9y. 

Citroen actually thereaXer launched and 

sold a limited edi;on (in limited numbers) 

yellow ‘007’ 2CVs complete with ‘007’ 

livery and fake bullet holes. 

The Bri;sh navy used them in 1959 in 

pickup configura;on aboard several 

warships.  The original model had a 6.7kW 

engine, but in ;me this was upgraded, in 

stages and over a significant period of ;me 

to a 25kW motor.  The last were built in 

Portugal and when the last one rolled off 

the factory floor there was nothing to 

replace it.  It was an icon in its own right. 

So, in my humble view the best selling car 

of all ;me, is without a doubt the Beetle, 

but, at this juncture the coolest is the 2CV, 

and some;mes cool trumps numbers. 

Or at least today it does.. 

 

(to be con�nued next month) 

WHO MADE THE BEST SELLING 

CAR OF ALL TIME? PART ONE 
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The Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of Driving    
with The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savage    

When I am places where 

nobody knows who I am I get 

constantly dragged into silly 

discussions about driving by 

people who clearly should not 

be allowed to drive. 

If you have no interest in the human 

anatomy then you should not be a doctor… 

the same applies to cars and driving… in 

my mind. 

So I approached the editor and he agreed 

that I should be allowed to write a column 

every month teaching unsuspec;ng, I  

mean uninformed, perhaps even 

uneducated motorists something new 

about driving, that will ul;mately make 

them be9er drivers and lovers of driving. 

So without further delay let me begin the 

first lesson which is how to drive an Audi 

Qua9ro properly. 

Since the early days of modern rally and 

racing one name has been synonymous 

with superior handling, and that name is 

Qua#ro.  

It is the all-wheel drive system used by 

Audi and has been improved and adapted 

over the years, just as their cars have.   The 

system is the handling benchmark and to 

date nothing comes close to its dynamics. 

it is offered as standard equipment in all 

bigger Audis, and the company who builds 

the RS Audi range had the same name un;l 

recently. 

Qua9ro is not trac;on control, and 

func;ons very differently from other driver 

aides. 

What happens, in simple terms, is power is 

divided equally to all four wheels, and then 

the system takes over and does its magic.  

It analyses trac;on of each individual 

wheel and moves the power from one to 

the other to provide maximum grip and 

minimum slip.  And it does it all in micro 

seconds. 

So what Audi have done is create a very 

advanced driving system to ensure that 

your car stays on the road whilst delivering 

the best possible performance… and then 

they go and ruin it all by puTng all sorts of 

other driver aides in the car. 

I do understand that to be awarded stars in 

NCAP safety tes;ng you need to meet 

certain pre-determined criteria; for 

example if a car only has seatbelts then it 

will get one star, maybe.  But if it has 

seatbelts, front airbags, side airbags, 

whiplash protec;on, trac;on control, ABS 

brakes, EBD, crumple zones, reinforced 

steel cabins and so on then it can get as 

many as five stars.  Audis, all of them, have 

five stars. 

This is a very good thing when it comes to 

marke;ng and sales, and rightly gives the 

customer a sense of security that he or 

she, and those they transport are 

protected from harm in as many ways 

possible.  All of this stuff however does 

tend to suck the joy out of driving. 

Fortunately though most of the kill-joy bits 

can be turned off, some more easily than 

others.  And this is also a good thing… 

So when you are driving an Audi Qua9ro, 

preferably in RS spec, what you need to do 

immediately aXer star;ng the car is find 

something called DSTC and deac;vate it… 

in fact turn off all the driver aides and 

switch the thing into a driver programme 

called “DYNAMIC”. 

The one thing though that can never be 

turned off is Qua9ro, so there should 

never be any fear of this happening. 

The next thing you need to do is wear 

gloves… don’t laugh… this gives be9er grip 

and control of the steering, because 

without all the electronic nannies guarding 

you, you are the master of the universe 

and if you make a mistake then you will 

pay the price for that with nothing other 

than your grip on the wheel to save you. 

How to drive an Audi Qua@ro properly 
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With DYNAMIC selected, and hands gloved, put on your seatbelt, 

the only s;ll available ac;ve safety device available to you and leap 

upon the thro9le.  Do not be afraid, and work the car through the 

gears allowing it to come as close to the redline as possible before 

changing up… and keep the revs up where they need to be. 

A corner approaches, and you are convinced that your speed is too 

high, but again do not fear because uncle Qua9ro is near… 

Now at this stage all Qua9ro is doing is making the car go fast in a 

straight line, but all of that is about to change. 

As you start to corner ease off the thro9le and the car will start 

sliding; so allow it to… and wait… wait for it to turn and be lined up 

for the exit point, and then hit the thro9le again… 

Suddenly the system will start working out which of the four wheels 

needs how much power and it will, in an instant, deliver what is 

needed where.  The car will ‘snap’ into shape and lunge towards 

the desired direc;on of travel. 

It is that simple… of course this is a more advanced method of using 

it, and one which requires prac;ce; so for the untrained I shall 

create another scenario. 

The beginning of this story is the same as before, so aXer you leap 

upon the thro9le and reel in the road at an alarming rate with a 

corner approaching remember this… 

Stay on the thro9le, and JUST before the bend brake hard, and 

then as you enter the bend accelerate again, hard. 

The sensa;on of loss of control isn't real, and the car will stay true. 

All you need to do is have faith in Qua9ro. 

What will happen is the rear inside wheel will start to lose grip and 

the system will take all its power away and give it to another wheel 

that needs it, which in this case would be the outside rear wheel… 

You see Qua9ro is a system which was designed to operate 

independently and NOT in conjunc;on with other ‘safety’ systems… 

so why not give it what it wants and allow it to show you what it 

can really do. 

My favourite Audis are the old V8 RS5, the new RS7, TT-RS and the 

V10 R8 Plus.  The RS4 and RS3 are also nice but, the others are just 

be9er! 

In an RS5 you can use the V8 power with surgical accuracy… in the 

RS7 you use the dimensions of the car in conjunc;on with the 

brutal power supply… in the TT-RS, well that is a package of joy in 

every respect and should just be driven as hard as possible.  And of 

course in the R8 you should allow those 10 cylinders to rev high and 

hold the revs high to maximise output to the wheels… 

And what do all these lovely driving toys have in common, I hear 

you ask?  Yes, they all use the Qua9ro system, and in fact are all 

built by Audi Sport, known formerly as Qua#ro GmbH. 

So my advice is, if you own a Qua9ro then figure out how to turn 

off the trac;on control and start playing nicely. 

If you don’t well then maybe it is ;me you changed up, because 

brand loyalty aside, and take this from whence it comes, the Audi 

Qua9ro is the benchmark for handling… and I will gladly accept the 

challenge to take on any other brand who feels that they can do 

be9er. 

As a ma9er of fact I have accepted this challenge oXen and to date 

I have never lost a single race on a handling circuit where I have 

driven a Qua9ro… well actually I have never lost driving anything, 

but that’s not the point here.  It is a brilliant system and really 

something to behold and respect. 

They invented it.  They perfected it.  They evolved it.  They make it 

work.  Now it’s your turn to have some fun.  Long live Qua9ro! 

 Please mail your comments about this ar�cle to 

the_savage@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Hamburg, Germany:  Behold the brand new sixth 

genera;on Volkswagen Polo… this par;cular one spor;ng 

a one litre, three cylinder naturally aspirated engine 

which, despite this cubic capacity minimalism, produces a 

fairly respectable 55kW and 95Nm. 

There are others in the line-up which includes the entry level 47kW 

and two turbocharged versions producing 66 and 84 kilowa9s 

respec;vely, all from single litre three pots. 

Fresh as a daisy this car is basically brand new from the wheels up, 

and is based on the new VW ‘MQB pladorm’, which allows several 

models to share their innards.  Fortunately this one shares its with 

the Golf, Tiguan and Audi TT which are all more expensive cars, 

which means that the Polo is now equipped with toys and 

technology never before seen in an entry-level car. 

Such toys include a host of sophis;cated electronics, such as 

naviga;on displayed in the instrument cluster to automa;c self-

braking for emergency stopping.  

True to form, and clearly a modern trend; the new Polo is bigger 

than the model it replaces.  This provides more interior space for 

passengers and their things.  However owing to clever use of 

building materials the car is only about 50kg heavier than the old 

one. 

Outwardly it looks more grown up… the old Polo’s somewhat 

youthful looks have been replaced by a more ‘serious’ looking car… 

something that speaks with authority in a deeper voice.   

However somewhere the ‘serious look’ memo got lost and the 

interior is the complete opposite.  It is colourful, fresh and funky 

looking, yet bathed in technology.  However for the more boring 

members of society, like accountants, the car can be specked in 

grey and more grey… I personally like the craziness of the coloured 

dash and seat trim.  It makes you feel young! 

On the road it is deeply civilized; quiet, smooth, and stress free.  

Road, engine, tyre and wind noise is minimal, which can result in 

you ending up driving faster than expected. 

Admi9edly it is not fast… zero to 100km/h will arrive in an 

incredibly casual 14.9 seconds, but it is the sort of car that you can 

drive using the gears, which in a way can be fun too. 

I wouldn’t buy one, but I do like it, and IF I was shopping for 

something in this sort of bracket I would give it serious 

considera;on.. or the turbocharged TSi version which I review in 

next months issue... 
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… I personally like the craziness of the coloured dash and seat trim.  It makes you feel young! 
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MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

500 595 1.4T 107 206  299 950 

500 595 AT 1.4t 107 206  324 950 

500C 595 1.4T 107 206  339 950 

500C 595 AT 1.4T 107 206  364 950 

500 595 Turismo 1.4T 121 230  369 950 

500 595 Turismo AT 1.4T 121 230  394 950 

500 595 Comte;zione 1.4T 132 250  443 450 

595 Comte;zione AT 1.4T 132 250  468 450 

124 Spider Turismo  125 250  649 900 

Alfa Romeo      

Giulie9a 1.4TB 1.4T 88 215  319 900 

Giulie9a Super 1.4T 88 215  362 900 

Giulie9a Super AT 1.4T 125 250  412 900 

Giulie9a 1750TBi 1.8T 170 340  479 900 

4C Coupe  177 350  1 162 900 

4C Spider  177 350  1 340 900 

Giulia 2.0T 2.0T 147 330  555 000 

Giulia 2.0T Super 2.0T 147 330  625 000 

Giulia QV  375 600  1 400 000 

Aston Mar!n      

Vantage S V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Abarth      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish S Coupe V12 433 630  POA 

Vanquish S Volante V12 433 630  POA 

Audi      

Audi A1 / S1      

A1 3-door 1.0TFSi S 1.0T 70 160  286 000 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  303 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  310 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  319 000 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  327 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE Auto 1.4T 92 200  345 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  419 500 

A1 Sportback 1.0TFSi  1.0T 70 160  293 500 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  311 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  309 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  326 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  335 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  427 000 

S1 3-door Qua9ro  170 370  499 000 

S1 Sportback Qua9ro  170 370  506 500 

Audi Q2      

Q2 1.0TFSI AT 1.0T 85 200 10.5 453 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport 1.4T 110 250 8.5 511 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport AT 1.4T 110 250 8.5 529 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Q2 2.0TDi Sport 2.0D 105 340 8.1 565 000 

Audi A3 / S3 / RS3      

3-door 1.4TFSi  1.4T 110 250 8.1 412 000 

3-door 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.1 430 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 429 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.7 448 000 

3-door 2.0TDi  2.0D 105 340 8.2 481 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 419 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 438 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 437 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 455 500 

Sportback 2.0TDi  2.0D 105 340 8.3 489 000 

Sedan 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 429 500 

Sedan 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 448 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 447 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.8 465 500 

Sedan 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 499 000 

Cabriolet 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.2 566 500 

S3 3-door Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 638 500 

S3 Sportback Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 646 000 

S3 Sedan Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 656 000 

S3 Cabriolet Qua9ro  228 400 5.1 758 000 

RS 3 Sedan Qua9ro 2.5T 294 480 4.1 925 500 

Audi Q3 / RS Q3      

1.4TFSi S 1.4T 110 250 9.2 476 000 

2.0TDi S 2.0D 110 340 9.3 523 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 132 320 7.6 576 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 135 380 7.9 597 000 

RS Q3 Qua9ro 2.5T 250 450 4.8 882 500 

Audi A4      

1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.7 476 500 

NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.5 494 500 

Audi A4 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 536 500 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 559 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 5.8 666 000 

Audi TT      

Coupe 1.8TFSi 1.8T 132 250 7.0 563 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi 2.0T 169 370 6.0 601 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 169 370 5.3 691 000 

TTS Coupe 2.0T Qua9ro 2.0T 228 380 4.6 750 500 

Audi A5 / S5 Sportback      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.5 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.9 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Sportback Qua9ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi A5 / S5 Coupe      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Coupe Qua9ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi Q5 / SQ5      

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.9 698 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.3 747 500 

SQ5 Qua9ro  250 500 5.4 1 028 000 

Audi A6 / S6 / RS 6      

1.8TFSi SE 1.8T 140 320 7.9 662 000 

2.0TDi SE 2.0D 140 400 8.2 695 500 

3.0TDi SE 3.0D 160 400 7.1 733 500 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.7 822 000 

S6 Qua9ro  331 550 4.4 1 161 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

RS6 Avant Qua9ro 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 554 500 

Audi Q7      

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.9 970 000 

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 183 600 6.9 1 027 000 

Audi A7 / S7 / RS7      

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 200 580 5.7 1 039 500 

3.0TDi BiT Qua9ro 3.0D 235 650 5.2 1 145 500 

S7 Sportback Qua9ro  331 550 4.6 1 295 000 

RS7 Sportback 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 757 000 

Audi A8 / S8      

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 190 580 5.9 1 369 000 

4.2TDi Qua9ro 4.2D 283 850 4.7 1 753 500 

S8 Qua9ro 4.0T 382 650 4.1 1 788 000 

A8L       

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 190 580 6.1 1 563 000 

4.2TDi Qua9ro 4.2D 283 850 4.9 1 950 500 

6.3 W12 Qua9ro 6.3 368 625 4.6 2 376 000 

Audi R8      

5.2 V10 Qua9ro 5.2 397 540 3.5 2 735 500 

5.2 V10 Qua9ro Spyder 5.2 397 540 3.6 2 905 500 

5.2 V10 Plus Qua9ro 5.2 449 560 3.2 3  890 000 

Bentley      

Con!nental      

GT V8 4.0T 373 660 4.8 3 562 000 

GTC V8 4.0T 373 660 5.0 3 764 000 

GT V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.5 3 791 000 

GTC V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.7 4 168 000 

GT W12 6.0T 434 720 4.5 3 909 000 

GTC W12 6.0T 434 720 4.7 4 165 000 

GT Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.2 4 163 000 

GTC Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.4 4 577 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Supersports  6.0T 522 1017 4 450 000 

Supersports Conver;ble  6.0T 522 1017 4 850 000 

Flying Spur     

V8 4.0T 373 660 3 622 000 

V8S 4.0T 388 680 3 861 000 

W12 6.0T 460 800 4 009 000 

Bentayga     

W12 6.0T 447 900 3 987 000 

Mulsanne     

Mulsanne V8T 377 1020 6 152 000 

Mulsanne Speed V8T 395 1100 6 739 000 

Mulsanne EWB V8T 337 1020 7 384 000 

BMW     

1-Series     

118i  100 220 417 942 

118i Auto  100 220 438 400 

120i  135 290 438 400 

120i Auto  135 290 463 784 

120d 2.0D 140 400 484 800 

120id Auto 2.0D 140 400 505 600 

125i Auto  185 310 525 140 

M140i 3.0T 250 500 540 725 

M140i Auto 3.0T 250 500 562  102 

2-Series Ac!ve Tourer     

218i Ac;ve Tourer  100 220 450 614 

218i Ac;ve Tourer Auto  100 220 471 528 

220i Ac;ve Tourer  141 280 478 380 

220i Ac;ve Tourer Auto  141 280 498 382 

220d Ac;ve Tourer 2.0D 140 400 507 400 

220d Ac;ve Tourer Auto 2.0D 140 400 528 200 

225i Ac;ve Tourer Auto  170 350 530 452 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

220i Coupe  135 290 7.1 486 554 

220i Coupe Auto  135 290 7.2 506 784 

220d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.1 522 100 

220d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.0 542 900 

230i Coupe 3.0T 185 350 5.8 531 508 

230i Coupe Auto 2.0T 185 350 5.6 550 940 

220i Conver;ble  135 290 7.5 573 066 

220i Conver;ble Auto  135 290 7.7 592 954 

230i Conver;ble 3.0T 185 350 6.1 617 506 

230i Conver;ble Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.9 636 893 

M240i Coupe 3.0T 250  500 4.8 660 026 

M240i Coupe Auto 3.0T 250 500 4.6 681 402 

M240I Conver;ble 3.0T 250 450 4.9 754 866 

M240i Conver;ble Auto 3.0T 250 450 4.7 775 786 

M2 Coupe  272 465 4.5 898 206 

M2 Coupe Auto  272 465 4.3 952 610 

X1      

sDrive 18i  100 220 9.7 498 342 

sDrive 18i Auto  100 220 9.7 519 484 

sDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.7 562 852 

sDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 7.9 546 700 

sDrive 20d Auto  140 400 7.8 567 500 

xDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.4 615 592 

xDrive 20d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.6 633 540 

xDrive 25i Auto  170 350 6.5 684 934 

3-Series / M3      

318i  100 220 8.9 488 600 

318i Auto  100 220 9.1 509 400 

320i  135 290 7.2 527 612 

320i Auto  135 270 7.3 547 956 

BMW 2-Series / M2      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

BMW 320d 2.0D 140 400 7.3 559 500 

320d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.2 580 300 

330i 3.0T 185 350 5.9 611 222 

330i Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.8 630 426 

330d Auto 3.0D 190 560 5.6 700 126 

330e eDrive  185 420 6.1 767 400 

340i 3.0T 240 450 5.1 770 448 

M3  317 550 4.1 1 199 636 

M3 Compe;;on  331 550 4.0 1 335 536 

3-Series Gran Turismo      

320i GT  135 270 7.9 581 466 

320i GT Auto  135 270 7.9 601 468 

320d GT 2.0D 135 380 8.0 613 800 

320d GT Auto 2,0D 135 380 7.9 634 600 

340i GT 3.0T 240 450 5.1 816 746 

i3      

eDrive  125 250 7.3 606 800 

eDrive REx  125 250 8.1 683 600 

X3      

xDrive 20i   135 270 8.4 628 843 

xDrive 20i Auto  135 270 8.2 648 274 

xDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 8.1 660 826 

xDrive 28i  2.0T 180 400 6.5 737 888 

xDrive 35i  3.0T 225 400 5.6 859 022 

4-Series / M4      

420i Gran Coupe  135 290 7.5 595 896 

420i Gran Coupe Auto  135 270 7.7 615 898 

420d Gran Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.5 629 800 

420d Gran Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.3 650 600 

430i Gran Coupe  185 350 5.9 682 722 

430i Gran Coupe Auto  185 350 5.8 701 926 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 440i Gran Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Coupe  135 290 595 896 

420i Coupe Auto  135 270 615 898 

420d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 629 800 

420d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 650 600 

430i Coupe  185 350 682 722 

430i Coupe Auto  185 350 701 926 

440i Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Conver;ble  135 290 707 750 

420i Conver;ble Auto  135 270 727 524 

430i Conver;ble  185 350 819 276 

430i Conver;ble Auto  185 350 838 252 

440i Conver;ble  240 450 974 946 

M4 Coupe  317 550 1 257 436 

M4 Coupe Compe;;on  331 550 1 393 336 

M4 Conver;ble  317 550 1 419 062 

M4 Conver;ble Comp.  331 550 1 554 962 

X4     

xDrive 20i   135 270 752 474 

xDrive 20d  140 400 754 926 

xDrive 28i   180 350 822 588 

xDrive 30d  190 560 915 706 

xDrive 35i   225 400 926 422 

5-Series     

520d  140 400 780 156 

530i  185 350 850 294 

530d  195 620 963 296 

540i  250 450 990 316 

X5     

xDrive 25d  170 500 991 664 

xDrive 30d  190 560 1 075 804 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.9 1 209 918 

xDrive 50i   330 650 4.9 1 309 856 

M50d  280 740 5.3 1 374 942 

X5 M  423 750 4.2 1 938 932 

X6      

xDrive 35i   225 400 6.4 1 151 592 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.8 1 270 302 

xDrive 50i   330 650 4.8 1 380 370 

M 50d  280 740 5.2 1 565 756 

X6 M  423 750 4.2 1 978 232 

6-Series / M6      

640i Coupe  235 450 5.3 1 216 228 

640d Coupe  230 630 5.3 1 261 322 

650i Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 618 906 

640i Gran Coupe  235 450 5.4 1 269 156 

640d Gran Coupe  230 630 5.4 1 314 364 

650i Gran Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 665 706 

640i Conver;ble  235 450 5.5 1 316 384 

650i Conver;ble  330 650 4.6 1 705 632 

M6 Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 902 468 

M6 Coupe Compe;;on  441 700 3.9 2 064 768 

M6 Gran Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 983 268 

M6 Gran Coupe Comp.  441 700 3.9 2 130 668 

M6 Conver;ble  412 680 4.3 2 029 966 

M6 Conver;ble Comp.  441 700 4.0 2 192 266 

7-Series      

740i  240 450 5.5 1 445 576 

730d  195 620 6.1 1 471 654 

740e eDrive  240 500 5.4 1 496 500 

750i  330 650 4.7 1 896 896 

BMW xDrive 40e eDrive  230 450 6.8 1 188 600 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 750Li  330 650 2 046 838 

M 760Li xDrive  448 800 2 719 736 

i8     

eDrive Coupe  266 570 2 015 300 

Chery     

QQ3     

0.8TE  38 70 99 995 

08TX  38 70 104 995 

1.1TXE  50 90 114 995 

J2     

1.5TX  72 140 149 995 

1.5 Swag  72 140 159 995 

J3     

1.6TXE  93 160 209 995 

Tiggo     

1.6TXE  93 160 239 995 

Chevrolet     

Spark     

1.2 Curve  60 108 140 700 

1.2 Campus  60 108 141 200 

1.2L  60 108 157 700 

1.2LS  60 108 168 200 

1.2LT  60 108 173 500 
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U!lity      

1.4  68 120 12.8 163 900 

1,4 UteSpaza Edi;on  68 120 12.8 171 000 

1.4 UteSurf Edi;on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 UteForce Edi;on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 Club  68 120 12.8 192 500 

1.4 Sport  68 120 12.8 217 400 

1.8  77 161 9.8 182 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Club  77 161 196 600 

1.8 Sport  77 161 224 300 

Cruze     

Sedan 1.6L  86 155 252 700 

Sedan 1.6LS  86 155 286 000 

Sedan 1.4TLS  103 200 292 100` 

Sedan 1.4TLS Auto  103 200 301 900 

Cap!va     

2.4LT  123 230 409 100 

2.4LT Auto  123 230 428 600 

2.2D LT  135 400 444 900 

Trailblazer     

2.5D LT  120 380 458 400 

2.5D LT Auto  132 440 476 500 

2.8 D LTZ  144 500 562 800 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ  144 500 624 300 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ Z71  144 500 624 300 

Datsun     

Go     

1.2 Mid  50 104 106 900 

1.2 Lux  50 104 126 900 

1.2 Remix  50 104 159 900 

Go +     

1.2 Lux  50 104 139 900 

Dodge     

Journey      

3.6 R/T  206 353 512 900 

Crossroad 3.6  206 353 533 900 

Ferrari     

California T     

California T  412 755 4 392 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

488 GTB  492 760 3.0 5 122 000 

448 Spider  492 760 3.0 5 692 000 

GTC4 Lusso      

GTC4 Lusso T  448 760 3.5 5 372 000 

GTC4 Lusso  507 697 3.4 6 218 000 

Fiat      

500      

0.9 TwinAir Pop  63 145 11.0 179 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Auto  63 145 11.0 190 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 204 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 215 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  63 145 11.0 226 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  63 145 11.0 237 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 233 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 267 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 288 400 

500C      

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 240 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 251 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 262 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  77 145 10.0 273 900 

0.9 TwinAir 77 Lounge  77 145 10.0 269 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 303 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 319 400 

Tipo      

sedan 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 229 900 

sedan 1.4 Easy  70 127 11.5 249 900 

sedan 1.3 Mul;jet Easy  70 200 11.8 274 900 

sedan 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 11.2 274 900 

hatch 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 249 900 

Ferrari 488      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Tipo hatch 1.4 Easy  70 127 269 900 

hatch 1.4 Lounge  70 127 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 294 900 

500X     

1.6 Pop  81 152 279 900 

1.6 Pop Star  81 152 299 900 

1.4T Cross  103 230 347 900 

1.4T Cross Auto  103 230 364 900 

Fullback     

2.4  97 202 232 900 

2.5Di-D  100 324 269 900 

2.5Di-D Double Cab SX  100 324  402 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 LX  131 400 468 900 

2.4Di-D D/C 4x4 LX Auto   113 380 499 000 

Ford     

Figo     

Hatch 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 175 700 

Hatch 1.5 Trend  82 136 187 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium  82 136 203 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 215 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Ambiente  74 215 197 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Trend  74 215 207 900 

Sedan 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 176 900 
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Sedan 1.5 Trend  82 136 11.8 188 900 

Sedan 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 12.0 217 900 

Fiesta      

5-door 1.4 Ambiente  71 128 12.2 226 400 

5-door 1.0T Ambiente  74 170 11.2 225 300 

1.0T Ambiente Auto  74 170 10.8 239 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend  92 170 9.4 240 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend Auto  72 170 10.8 250 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

5-door 1.0T Titanium  92 170 264 900 

1.0T Titanium Auto  74 170 374 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Ambiente  55 185 247 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Trend  55 185 254 900 

ST  134 290 325 900 

ST200  147 320 339 900 

B-Max      

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 241 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 265 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 291 200 

EcoSport     

1.5 Ambiente  82 138 252 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 280 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 307 900 

1.5 Titanium Auto  82 138 312 900 

1.5TDCI Trend  74 205 283 900 

1.5TDCI Titanium  72 205 308 900 

Focus     

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 254 900 

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 267 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend  92 170 271 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 285 900 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 296 300 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 301 300 

Sedan 1.5T Trend  132 240 307 900 

Sedan 1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 324 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 259 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 272 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend  92 170 278 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 290 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 315 300 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.5T Trend  132 240 8.6 313 900 

Hatch !.5T Trend Auto  132 240 8.9 330 900 

ST1  184 360 6.5 440 000 

ST3  184 360 6.5 481 900 

RS  257 440 4.7 699 900 

Ranger      

Single Cab      

2.5  122 226 N/A 227 900 

2.2  88 285 N/A 239 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 319 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 335 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 377 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 N/A 361 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 N/A 385 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 N/A 429 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 444 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 392 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 449 900 

SuperCab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 272 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 354 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 369 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 410 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 424 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 487 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 416 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 474 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 N/A 535 900 

Double Cab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 299 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 10.5 326 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 394 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 409 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 432 900 

2.2 4x4 XL Auto  118 385 447 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 455 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 447 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 518 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 534 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT  118 385 482 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  118 385 497 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT  147 470 519 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  147 470 534 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT  147 470 578 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4 Auto  147 470 608 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak  147 470 549 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak AT  147 470 566 900 

3.2 4x4 Wildtrak Auto  147 470 619 900 

Tourneo Connect     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 318 900 

1.0T Trend  74 170 328 900 

1.0T Titanium  74 170 398 900 
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Kuga      

1.5T Ambiente  110 240 9.7 383 900 

1.5T Ambiente Auto  132 240 9.9 399 900 

1.5T Trend  110 240 9.7 421 900 

1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 9.9 437 900 

1.5T AWD Trend  132 240 10.1 467 900 

2.0T AWD Titanium  177 240 7.8 516 900 

2.0TDCI AWD Trend  132 400 10.4 499 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDCI AWD Titanium  132 400 543 900 

Fusion     

1.5T Trend  132 240 419 900 

2.0T Trend  149 300 433 900 

2.0T Titanium  177 340 508 900 

2.0TDCI Titanium  132 400 553 900 

Tourneo Custom     

2.2TDCI SWB Ambiente  74 310 511 400 

2.2TDCI LWB Ambiente  74 310 521 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Trend  92 350 532 900 

2.2TDCI LWB Trend  92 350 539 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Limited  114 385 577 900 

Everest     

2.2 XLS  118 385 459 900 

2.2 XLS Auto  118 385 477 900 

2.2 XLT  118 385 489 900 

2.2 XLT Auto  118 385 509 900 

2.2 4WD XLS  118 385 537 900 

3.2 XLT  147 470 569 900 

3.2 4WD XLT  147 470 639 900 

3.2 4WD Limited  147 470 699 900 

Mustang     

2.3T fastback  233 430 713 900 

2.3T fastback Auto  233 430 734 900 

2.3T conver;ble Auto  233 430 795 900 

5.0 GT fastback  306 530 852 900 

5.0 GT fastback Auto  306 530 873 900 

5.0 GT conver;ble Auto  306 530 935 900 

Honda     

Brio     

Hatch 1.2 Trend  65 109 151 600 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.2 Comfort Auto  65 109 14.6 179 700 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Trend  65 109 12.4 165 300 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Comf.  65 109 12.5 177 200 

Amaze sedan 1.2 C A/T  65 109 15.7 190 600 

Jazz      

1.2 Trend  66 110 13.5 205 700 

1.2 Comfort  66 110 13.6 234 400 

1.2 Comfort Auto  66 110 14.3 252 100 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.9 268 600 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145 10.6 284 000 

1.5 Dynamic  88 145 9.9 285 600 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  88 145 10.7 301 000 

Ballade      

1.5 Trend  88 145 9.6 238 800 

1.5 Trend Auto  88 145 11.1 254 200 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.6 267 800 

1.6 Elegance Auto  88 145 11.1 283 200 

1.5 Execu;ve Auto  88 145 11.1 307 200 

BR-V      

1.5 Trend  88 145  238 900 

1.5 Comfort  88 145  252 900 

1.5 Comfort Auto  88 145  268 300 

1.6 Elegance  88 145  272 900 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145  288 300 

Civic Sedan      

1.8 Comfort  104 174 10.4 330 000 

1.8 Elegance  104 174 10.4 370 000 

1.5T Sport  127 220 8.2 430 000 

1.5T Execu;ve  127 220 8.2 460 000 

Civic Hatch      

Hatch 1.2 Comfort  65 109 12.1 166 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Execu;ve  104 174 354 800 

1.8 Execu;ve Auto  104 174 370 200 

Type R  228 400 615 900 

HR-V     

1.5 Comfort  88 145 334 200 

1.8 Elegance  105 172 395 400 

CR-V     

2.0 Comfort  114 192 394 400 

2.0 Comfort Auto  114 192 409 800 

2.0 Elegance  114 192 447 900 

2.0 Elegance Auto  114 192 463 300 

2.4 Execu;ve AWD  140 220 568 100 

2.4 Exclusive AWD  140 220 608 400 

Hyundai     

i 10     

1.1 Mo;on  50 99 154 900 

1.1 Mo;on Auto  50 99 179 900 

1.25 Glide Limited Ed.  64 119 179 900 

Grand i 10     

1.25 Mo;on  64 120 186 900 

1.25 Mo;on Auto  64 120 203 900 

1.25 Fluid  64 120 202 900 

i 20     
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1.2 Mo;on  61 115 13.6 224 900 

1.2 Fluid   61 115 13.6 236 900 

1.4 Mo;on Auto  74 133 13.2 249 900 

1.4 Fluid  74 133 11.4 261 900 

1.4 Fluid Auto  74 133 13.2 279 500 

1.4 Sport  85 160  292 900 

Accent      

sedan 1.6 Mo;on  91 156 10.2 249 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Fluid  91 156 269 900 

sedan 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 284 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide  91 156 279 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide Auto  91 156 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid  91 156 276 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 294 900 

Elantra     

1.6 Execu;ve  93 155 299 900 

1.6 Execu;ve Auto  93 155 314 900 

2.0 Elite  115 195 349 900 

1.6 turbo Elite Sport  150 265 399 900 

Creta     

1.6 Execu;ve  90 150 319 900 

1.6 Execu;ve Auto  90 150 339 900 

1.6 CRDi Execu;ve  94 260 369 900 

i 30     

1.6 Premium  95 157 339 900 

1.6 Premium Auto  95 157 365 900 

1.8 Execu;ve  110 178 365 900 

Veloster     

Turbo Elite  150 265 419 900 

Turbo Elite Auto  150 265 444 900 

Tucson     

2.0 Premium   115 196 379 900 

2.0 Premium Auto  115 196 399 900 

2.0 Elite Auto  115 196 469 900 

1.7 CRDi Execu;ve  85 280 449 900 

2.0 CRDi Elite  131 400 539 900 

1.6 turbo Execu;ve  130 265 449 900 

1.6 turbo Exec Sport  150 295 499 900 

1.6 turbo 4WD Elite Auto  130 265 534 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.4 wagon  126 224 17.1 499 900 

2.5 CRDi wagon  125 441 14.4 629 900 

Santa Fe      

2.2 CRDi Elite  145 436 9.8 699 900 

2.2 CRDi 4WD Elite  145 436 10.0 739 900 

Infinity      

Q50      

2.2d  125 400 8.7 475 200 

2.2d Premium  125 400 8.5 524 800 

2.2d Sport  125 400 8.5 565 000 

2.0T Premium  155 350 7.2 512 400 

2.0T Sport  155 350 7.2 570 790 

S-Hybrid  261 536 5.1 709 100 

S-Hybrid AWD  261 536 5.4 736 700 

QX50      

3.0d  175 550 7.9 596 949 

3.0d GT  175 550 7.9 637 824 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 7.9 679 230 

3.7 GT  235 360 6.4 629 070 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.4 670 476 

Q70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.2 651 154 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.2 708 205 

3.7 S Premium  235 360 6.2 732 426 

3.0d GT  175 550 6.9 672 539 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 6.9 729 590 

3.0d S  175 550 6.9 696 759 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 6.9 753 810 

QX70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.8 829 200 

H-1      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.7 S Premuim  235 360 938 800 

3.7 S Black  235 360 952 900 

3.0d GT  175 550 851 700 

3.0d S  175 550 899 700 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 961 300 

3.0d S Black  175 550 975 400 

5.0 S Premium  287 500 995 200 

QX80     

5.6  298 560 1 440 700 

Isuzu     

KB     

250  58 170 236 500 

250 Fleetside  58  170 258 800 

250D-Teq Fleetside  100 320 285 600 

250D-Teq LE  100 320 334 500 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320 392 700 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 384 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 445 100 

Extended Cab     

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320 337 400 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 418 200 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380 432 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 479 200 
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Double Cab      

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320  358 400 

250D-Teq X-Rider  100 320  388 400 

250D-Teq LE  100 320  439 600 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320  462 000 

300D-Teq LX  130 380  486 900 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380  501 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380  549 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX Auto  130 380 563 500 

Jaguar     

XE     

20d Pure  132 430 599 500 

20d Pres;ge  132 430 657 500 

25t Pres;ge  184 365 713 636 

S  280 450 1 055 436 

XF     

20d Pres;ge  132 430 772 500 

25t Pres;ge  184 365 813 076 

25d R-Sport  177 500 924 400 

35t R-Sport  250 450 1 126 992 

S  280 450 1 289 692 

F-Pace     

20d AWD Pure  132 430 802 066 

25t Pure  184 365 869 102 

25t AWD Pure  184 365 898 500 

25d AWD Pure  177 500 889 562 

30d AWD Pure  221 700 969 946 

35t AWD Pure  250 450 1 021 046 

35t AWD S  280 450 1 233 646 

F-Type     

coupe 221kW  221 400 958 302 

coupe 250kW  250 450 1 076 896 

coupe 250kW Auto  250 450 1 090 206 

coupe 280kW  280 460 1 195 196 

coupe 280kW Auto  280 460 1 208 962 

coupe 280kW AWD  280 460 1 228 274 

coupe 294kW 400 Sport  294 460 1 493 473 

coupe 400 Sport AWD  294 460 1 511 974 

conver;ble 221kW  221 400 975 902 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

conver;ble 250kW Auto  250 450 5.3 1 107 806 

conver;ble 280kW  250 460 5.5 1 212 796 

conver;ble 280kW Auto  280 460 4.9 1 226 662 

conver;ble AWD  280 460 5.1 1 245 874 

conver;ble 400 Sport  294 460 4.9 1 510 162 

conver;ble 400 S AWD  294 460 5.1 1 529 674 

R Coupe AWD  405 680 4.1 2 074 286 

R Conver;ble AWD  405 680 4.1 2 091 986 

SVR Coupe AWD  423 700 3.7 2 350 786 

SVR Conver;ble AWD  423 700 3.7 2 368 386 

XJ      

i4 Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 142 902 

30d Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 489 896 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 634 796 

30 S/C R-Sport  250 450 5.9 1 864 874 

XJR  405 680 4.5 2 540 916 

XJL      

i4 Premium Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 404 702 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 739 896 

30 S/C {Pordolio  250 450 5.9 1 935 774 

50 S/C Autobiography  375 625 4.9 2 783 816 

Jeep      

Renegade      

1.6L Sport  81 152 11.0 299 900 

1.6L Longitude  81 152 11.0 360 900 

1.4L T Limited  103 230 10.9 420 900 

1.4L T Limited Auto  103 230 11.0 446 900 

1.6L Mul;jet Limited  88 320 10.2 432 900 

2.4 L 4x4 Trailhawk  137 232 9.8 498 900 

1.4L T 4x4 Limited  125 250 8.8 501 900 

conver;ble 250kW  250 450 5.7 1 094 496 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4L T 4x4 LTD 75 Ann Ed  125 250 543 900 

Wrangler     

3.6L Sahara  209 347 603 900 

3.6L Rubicon  209 347 633 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara  209 347 657 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara 75  209 347 695 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Rubicon  209 347 689 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara  147 460 731 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara 75th  147 460 769 900 

Cherokee     

2.4L Longitude  130 229 595 900 

3.2L Limited  200 315 658 900 

3.2L Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 689 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited  200 315 717 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 747 900 

3.2L 4x4 Trailhawk  200 315 777 900 

Grand Cherokee     

3.6L Laredo  210 347 735 900 

3.0CRD Laredo  179 569 880 900 

3.6L Limited  210 347 862 900 

3.6L Limited 75th Ed.  210 347 983 900 

3.6L Overland  210 347 924 900 

3.6L Summit  210 347 1 060 900 
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5.7L Overland  259 520 7.3 965 900 

3.0CRD Limited  179 569 8.2 1 017 900 

3.0CRD Limited 75th Ed.  179 569 8.2 1 138 900 

3.0CRD Overland  179 569 8.2 1 070 900 

3.0CRD Summit  179 569 8.2 1 224 900 

SRT  344 624 5.0 1 313 900 

KIA      

Picanto      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

KIA Picanto 1.0LS  51 94 129 995 

1.0LX  51 94 164 995 

1.0LX Auto  51` 94 177 995 

1.2LS  65` 120 144 995 

1.2LS Auto  65 120 157 995 

1.2EX  65 120 183 995 

1.2EX Auto  65 120 196 995 

Rio Sedan     

1.2  65 120 219 995 

1.4  79 135 248 995 

1.4 Auto  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  79 135 274 995 

Rio Hatch     

1.2LS  62 120 219 995 

1.4LX  74 135 234 995 

1.4LX Auto  74 135 247 995 

1.4EX  74 135 249 995 

1.4EX Auto  74 135 262 995 

1.4 Tec  74 135 274 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  74 135 287 995 

Soul     

1.6 Start  91 152 309 995 

1.6 Start Auto  91 152 322 995 

1.6 CRDi Start  94 260 329 995 

2.0 Street  116 192 347 995 

2.0 Smart Auto  116 192 391 995 

1.6 CRDi Street  94 260 376 995 

1.6 CRDi Smart Auto  100 300 431 995 

Cerato     

hatch 1.6 EX  95 157 299 995 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

hatch 1.6SX  95 157 10.1 344 995 

hatch 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

hatch 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

sedan 1.6EX  95 157 10.1 299 995 

sedan 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

sedan 1.6SX Auto  95 157 11.6 357 995 

sedan 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

sedan 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

koup 1.6T  152 265 7.7 390 995 

koup 1.6T Auto  152 265 7.4 403 995 

Sportage      

2.0 Ignite  114 192 10.5 369 995 

2.0 Ignite Auto  114 192 11.1 382 995 

1.7CRDi Ignite Plus  85 280 11.5 406 995 

2.0EX  114 192 11.1 429 995 

2.0CRDi EX  130 400 9.3 487 995 

2.0CRDi SX AWD  130 400 9.5 567 995 

2.4 GDI SX AWD  135 237 9.6 557 995 

1.6T GT Line AWD  130 265 9.1 599 995 

Sorento      

2.4LS  127 225 10.5 457 995 

2.2CRDi LS  147 440 9.3 489 995 

2.2CRDi LX  147 440 9.3 582 995 

2.2CRDi AWD EX  147 440 9.3 686 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SX  147 440 9.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SXL  147 440 9.6 733 995 

Grand Sedona      

2.2CRDi EX  147 440 13.6 584 995 

2.2CRDi SX  147 440 13.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi SXL  147 440 13.6 760 995 

hatch 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.3 V6 SX  199 318 693 995 

3.3 V6 SXL  199 318 740 995 

Lamborghini      

Huracan     

LP580-2 coupe  426 540 4 300 000 

LP580-2 spyder  426 540 4 750 000 

LP610-4 coupe  449 560 4 990 000 

LP610-4 Avio coupe  449 560 POA 

LP610-4 Spyder  449 560 5 490 000 

LP640-4 Performante  470 600 5 838 500 

Aventador     

LP740-4 S Coupe  544 690 7 488 000 

Land Rover     

Discovery Sport     

Pure TD4  110 380 630 466 

Pure TD4  132 430 685 966 

Pure Si4  177 340 692 578 

SE TD4  132 430 741 866 

SE Si4  177 340 748 478 

HSE TD4  132 430 807 566 

HSE Si4  177 340 814 178 

HSE Luxury TD4  132 430 856 866 

HSE Luxury Si4  177 340 863 478 
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Range Rover Evoque      

SE TD4  132 430 9.0 782 648 

SE Si4  177 340 7.6 816 354 

HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 954 

HSE Dymanic TD4 Ember  132 430 9.0 990 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4 Ember  177 340 7.6 1 024 154 

coupe HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 048 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

coupe HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 854 

Autobiography TD4  132 430 9.0 1 017 248 

Autobiography Si4  177 340 7.6 1 051 054 

conver;ble HSE Dy. Si4  177 340 8.6 1 031 643 

Discovery 5      

S  TD6   190 600 8.1 989 918 

S Si6  250 450 7.1 1 034 802 

SE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 119 168 

SE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 143 052 

HSE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 232 918 

HSE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 256 802 

HSE Luxury TD6  190 600 8.1 1 323 918 

HSE Luxury Si6  250 450 7.1 1 347 802 

First Edi;on TD6  190 600 8.1 1 449 918 

First Edi;on Si6  250 450 7.1 1 473 802 

Range Rover Velar      

Velar      

D180  132 430 8.9 947 700 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 010 400 

P250  184 365 6.7 947 700 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 089 000 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 099 400 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 028 600 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 091 300 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 028 600 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 169 800 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 180 300 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 077 900 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 140 600 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 077 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 229 600 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 172 400 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 235 100 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 172 400 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 313 700 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 324 100 

Velar R-Dynamic      

D180  132 430 8.9 980 500 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 043 200 

P250  184 365 6.7 980 500 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 121 800 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 132 200 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 061 300 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 124 000 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 061 300 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 202 600 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 213 100 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 110 600 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 173 300 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 110 600 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 251 900 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 262 400 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 205 200 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 267 900 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 205 200 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 346 400 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 356 900 

First Edi!on      

D300  221 700 6.5 1 529 300 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 539 800 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 219 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Range Rover Sport     

S SC V6  250 450 1 152 032 

S TDV6  190 600 1 180 918 

SE TDV6  190 600 1 214 418 

SE SCV6  250 450 1 240 732 

SE SDV6  225 700 1 337 810 

HSE TDV6  190 600 1 376 818 

HSE SCV6  250 450 1 470 332 

HSE SDV6  225 700 1 600 210 

HSE Dynamic S/C  375 625 1 750 086 

HSE Dynamic SDV8  250 740 1 762 526 

Dyn Autobiography SCV6  250 450 1 632 632 

Dyn Autobiography S/C  375 625 1 920 886 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 1 934 026 

SVR  405 680 2 212 286 

Range Rover     

Vogue TDV6  190 600 1 824 498 

Vogue SE SDV8  250 740 2 189 626 

Vogue SE S/C  375 625 2 255 128 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 2 455 826 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 2 521 228 

SV Autobiography Dyn.  405 680 3 082 128 

LWB     
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Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 2 558 726 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 5.8 2 624 128 

SV Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 3 523 226 

SV Autobiography S/C  405 680 5.5 3 688 128 

Lexus      

CT      

200h S  100 142 10.3 519 100 

ES      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Lexus ES 250 EX  135 235 554 200 

300h EX  151 213 664 100 

IS     

200t E  180 350 601 900 

200t EX  180 350 659 100 

350 F-Sport  233 378 728 800 

NX     

200t E  175 350 631 500 

200t EX  175 350 677 300 

200t F-Sport  175 350 786 600 

300h EX  145 210 746 700 

RC     

200t EX  180 350 748 900 

350 F-Sport  233 378 859 000 

GS     

200t EX  180 350 786 000 

350 F-Sport  233 378 897 100 

RX     

350 EX  221 370 907 700 

450h SE  230 335 1 181 500 

LX     

450d   195 650 1 600 700 

570  270 530 1 648 200 

LS     

460  285 493 1 709 600 

LC     

500  351 540 1 729 600 

Masera!     

Ghibli     

350  258 500 1 616 836 

Diesel  202 600 1 647 360 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Levante      

Diesel  202 600 6.9 1 652 360 

Qua�roporte      

Diesel  202 600 6.4 2 223 360 

Diesel GranLusso  202 600 6.4 2 423 360 

S  302 550 5.1 2 476 376 

S GranLusso  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

S GranSport  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

GTS GranLusso V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GTS GranSport V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GranTursimo / Cabrio      

GT Sport Special Ed.  338 520 4.8 3 317 448 

GC Sport Special Ed.  338 520 5.0 3 557 488 

Mazda      

Mazda 2      

1.5 Ac;ve  82 145 9.6 215 100 

1.5 Dynamic  82 145 9.6 230 200 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  82 145 10.4 243 200 

1.5 Individual   82 145 9.6 243 400 

1.5 Individual Auto  82` 145 10.4 257 500 

1.5 Individual Plus Auto  82 145 10.4 286 200 

1.5 DE Hazumi Auto  77 220 10.9 331 400 

Mazda 3      

hatch 1.6 Original   77 144 13.0 264 000 

hatch 1.6 Ac;ve  77 144 13.0 277 200 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 13.0 290 500 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 13.6 302 200 

hatch 2.0 Individual   121 210 8.3 338 500 

hatch 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 9.0 350 700 

hatch 2.0 As;na  121 210 9.0 385 900 

S V6 301 550 5.0 1 982 836 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

hatch 2.0 As;na Plus  121 210 415 900 

sedan 1.6 Original  77 144 258 500 

sedan1.6 Ac;ve  77 144 271 700 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 285 000 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 296 700 

sedan 2.0 Individual  121 210 333 000 

sedan 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 345 200 

sedan 2.0 As;na  121 210 380 400 

sedan 2.0 As;na Plus  121 210 410 400 

CX-3     

2.0 Ac;ve  115 204 284 800 

2.0 Ac;ve Auto  115 204 302 100 

2.0 Dynamic  115 204 310 700 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  115 204 322 700 

2.0 Individual Auto  115 204 365 400 

2.0 Individual Plus Auto  115 204 380 600 

BT-50 Double Cab     

2.2 SLX  110 375 441 600 

2.2 SLE  110 375 477 700 

2.2 SLE Auto  110 375 497 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE  147 470 541 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE Auto  147 470 555 700 

CX-5     
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2.0 Ac;ve  121 210 10.9 379 900 

2.0 Ac;ve Auto  121 210 10.4 391 900 

2.0 Dynamic  121 210 10.9 404 900 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  121 210 10.4 416 900 

2.2DE Ac;ve  129 420 9.1 459 400 

2.5 Individual   143 257 8.8 491 900 

2.2DE AWD Akera  129 420 9.5 557 500 

MX-5      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0 Roadster-Coupe  118 200 441 700 

2.0 RF Auto  118  200 532 500 

McLaren     

540 / 570     

540 C  397 540 POA 

570 GT  419 600 POA 

570 S   419 600 POA 

720 S     

720 S Coupe  527 770 POA 

Mercedes Benz     

A-Class     

A200  115 250 439 480 

A200 Auto  115 250 462 984 

A200d  100 300 466 200 

A200d Auto  100 300 491 300 

A220d  130 350 514 500 

A250 Sport  160 350 554 822 

A45 AMG 4Ma;c  280 475 773 914 

A45 AMG 4Ma;c YN Ed.  280 475 878 914 

B-Class     

B200  115 250 442 896 

B200 Auto   115 250 463 326 

B200d  100 300 470 200 

B200d Auto  100 300 491 200 

B220d  130 350 518 500 

B250  155 350 530 978 

CLA     

CLA200  115 250 473 882 

CLA200 Auto  115 250 509 212 

CLA200d  100 300 506 000 

CLA200d Auto  100 300 541 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

CLA250 Sport 4Ma;c  160 350 6.4 668 060 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma;c  280 475 4.2 880 314 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma;c YNE  280 475 4.2 985 315 

GLA      

GLA200  115 250 8.9 487 566 

GLA200 Auto  115 250 8.8 508 452 

GLA200d  100 300 9.5 513 000 

GLA200d Auto  100 300 9.1 513 000 

GLA220d 4Ma;c  130 350 7.7 593 640 

GLA250 4Ma;c  155 350 7.1 658 576 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma;c  280 475 4.4 862 628 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma;c YNE  280 475 4.4 967 628 

C-Class Sedan      

C180  115 250 8.2 496 798 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.3 521 068 

C200  135 300 7.5 522 068 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.2 544 742 

C220d  125 400 8.1 547 400 

C220d Auto  125 400 7.5 571 100 

C250  155 350 6.5 600 312 

C250d  150 500 6.6 628 100 

C300  180 370 5.9 641 322 

C350e  205 600 5.9 804 900 

C-Class Estate      

C180  115 250 8.4 535 168 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.5 559 210 

C200  135 300 7.7 560 210 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.3 583 226 

C250d  150 500 6.9 665 900 

C43 AMG 4Ma;c  270 520 4.7 865 582 

CLA220d  130 350 7.7 545 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

C63 AMG  350 650 1 211 908 

C63 AMG S  375 700 1 360 250 

C-Class Coupe     

C200  135 300 580 524 

C200 Auto  135 300 600 726 

C220d  125 400 622 300 

C220d Auto  125 400 643 300 

C300  180 370 695 922 

C-Class Cabriolet     

C200  135 300 709 522 

C200 Auto  135 300 731 320 

C220d  125 400 783 056 

C300  180 370 818 674 

C43 AMG 4Ma;c Coupe  270 520 935 282 

C63 AMG Coupe  350 650 1 342 246 

C63 AMG S Coupe  375 700 1 461 246 

C43 AMG 4Ma;c Cabrio  270 520 1 058 736 

C63 AMG Cabriolet  350 650 1 465 472 

C63 AMG S Cabriolet  375 700 1 586 672 

Vito     

111 CDI Tourer Pro  84 270 600 096 

114 CDI Tourer Pro  100 330 628 026 

114 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  100 330 652 342 
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116 CDI Tourer Pro  120 380 11.5 665 418 

116 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  120 380  689 848 

116 CDI Tourer Select  120 380 11.5 786 030 

116 CDI Tourer Select AT  120 380  810 460 

119 CDI Tourer Select  140 440  865 374 

GLC      

GLC220d  125 400 8.3 676 622 

GLC250  155 350 7.3 684 844 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLC250d  150 500 699 122 

GLC300  180 370 742 198 

GLC350d  190 620 855 986 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 969 406 

GLC Coupe     

GLC220d  125 400 775 322 

GLC250  155 350 782 600 

GLC250d  150 500 795 222 

GLC300  180 370 841 098 

GLC350d  190 620 945 186 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 1 080 362 

SLC     

SLC200  135 300 718 476 

SLC200 Auto  135 300 736 222 

SLC200 RedArt Edi;on  135 300 743 476 

SLC200 RedArt Ed. Auto  135 300 761 222 

SLC300  180 370 793 836 

SLC300 RedArt Edi;on  180 370 818 836 

SLC43 AMG  270 520 1 044 012 

V-Class     

V200d  100 330 820 572 

V220d  120 380 856 368 

V250d  140 440 921 918 

V220d Avantgarde  120 380 1 117 086 

V250d Avantgarde  140 440 1 158 696 

E-Class Sedan     

E200  135 300 716 706 

E220d  143 400 766 700 

E250  155 350 769 208 

E350d  190 620 970 636 

E400 4Ma;c  245 480 1 006 126 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

E63 S 4Ma;c AMG  450 850 3.4 1 878 318 

E-Class Coupe      

E200  135 300 7.8 756 034 

E200 Edi;on 1  135 300 7.8 766 700 

E220d  143 400 7.4 806 500 

E220d Edi;on 1  143 400 7.4 1 031 500 

E300  180 370 6.4 847 060 

E300 Edi;on 1  180 370 6.4 1 072 060 

E400 4Ma;c  245 480 5.3 1 029 366 

E400 4Ma;c Edi;on 1  245 480 5.3 1 254 366 

E-Class Cabriolet      

E250  155 350 7.5 802 720 

E250 Sport Edi;on  155 350 7.5 828 520 

E400  245 480 5.3 1 050 910 

E400 Sport Edi;on  245 480 5.3 1 076 710 

E500  300 600 4.9 1 225 902 

E500 V8 Edi;on  300 600 4.9 1 262 702 

CLS      

CLS250d  150 500 7.5 906 542 

CLS350d  190 620 6.5 1 067 208 

CLS400  245 480 5.3 1 065 426 

CLS500  300 600 4.8 1 344 306 

CLS63 S AMG  430 800 4.1 1 920 254 

GLE      

GLE250d  150 500 8.6 973 704 

GLE350d  190 620 7.1 1 089 826 

GLE400  245 480 6.1 1 088 230 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 5.7 1 215 706 

GLE500e  325 650 5.3 1 310 000 

GLE500  335 700 5.3 1 324 478 

E43 4Ma;c AMG  295 520 4.6 1 174 008 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLE63 AMG  410 700 1 938 964 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 083 884 

GLE Coupe     

GLE350d  190 620 1 187 238 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 1 308 766 

GLE500  335 700 1 430 776 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 170 312 

GLS     

GLS350  190 620 1 354 826 

GLS500  335 700 1 531 876 

GLS63 AMG  430 760 2 378 352 

AMG GT     

Coupe 4.0T 340 600 1 961 844 

Coupe S  4.0T 375 650 2 218 756 

Roadster 4.0T 350 630 2 211 186 

Roadster C 4.0T 410 680 2 615 746 

Coupe R  4.0T 430 700 2 705 746 

SL     

SL400  270 500 1 484 470 

SL500  335 700 1 830 590 

SL63 AMG  430 900 2 540 896 

SL65 AMG  463 1000 3 231 626 

S-Class     
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S350d  190 620 6.8 1 461 190 

S400h  245 370e 6.8 1 477 246 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 898 904 

S63 AMG  430 900 4.4 2 605 338 

S-Class L      

S400h L  245 370e 6.8 1 517 746 

S400  245 480 5.3 1 514 308 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 949 604 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

S63 AMG  430 900 2 646 538 

S65 AMG  463 1000 3 280 126 

S-Class Coupe / Cabrio     

S500 coupe  335 700 2 120 276 

S500 cabriolet  335 700 2 333 388 

S63 AMG coupe  430 900 2 770 736 

S63 AMG cabriolet 4Mtc  430 900 2 943 036 

S65 AMG coupe  463 1000 3 406 126 

S65 AMG cabriolet  463 1000 3 553 368 

Mercedes—Maybach     

S500  335 700 2 337 618 

S600  390 830 2 912 956 

Mini     

Hatch     

One 3-door  75 180 290 500 

One 3-door Auto  75 180 308 500 

Cooper 3-door  100 230 352 000 

Cooper 3-door Auto  100 230 370 000 

Cooper S 3-door  141 300 411 052 

Cooper S 3-door Auto  141 300 427 798 

One 5-door  75 180 300 500 

One 5-door Auto  75 180 318 500 

Cooper 5-door  100 230 362 000 

Cooper 5-door Auto  100 230 380 000 

Cooper S 5-door  141 300 421 280 

Cooper S 5-door Auto  141 300 438 026 

John Cooper Works   170 320 471 104 

John Cooper Works Auto  170 320 492 596 

Clubman     

Cooper  100 230 376 070 

Cooper Auto  100 230  394 070 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 475 052 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.3 558 612 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.3 584 516 

Conver!ble      

Cooper  100 230 8.8 405 000 

Cooper Auto  100 230 8.7 423 456 

Cooper S  141 300 7.2 476 622 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 483 710 

Countryman      

Cooper  100 230 9.6 423 824 

Cooper Auto  100 230 9.6 442 052 

Cooper S  141 300 7.5 493 306 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.4 512 806 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.5 600 586 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.5 626 832 

Mitsubishi       

Mirage      

1.2 GL  57 100 11.7 149 900 

1.2 GLX  57 100 11.7 159 900 

1.2 GLS  57 100 11.7 169 900 

ASX      

2.0 GL  110 197 9.6 364 900 

2.0 GL Auto  110 197 11.5 399 900 

2.0 GLX  110 197 9.6 399 900 

2.0 GLS  110 197 9.6 414 900 

2.0 GLS Auto  110 197 11.5 434 900 

Triton (double cab)       

2.4Di-D  133 430  479 900 

2.4Di-D Auto  133 430  499 900 

2.4Di-D 4x4  133 430 10.4 539 900 

Clubman Cooper S  141 300 7.2 456 692 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.4Di-D 4x4 Auto  133 430 559 900 

Outlander     

2.4 GLS Exceed  123 222 549 900 

Pajero Sport     

2.5Di-D Auto  131 350 539 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4  131 350 574 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Auto  131 350 589 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Shogun Auto  131 350 589 900 

Pajero     

3-door 3.2di -D GLS  140 441 689 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 719 900 

5-door 3.2di -D GLS  140 441 769 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 819 900 

5-dr 3.2di-D GLS Exceed  140 441 789 900 

Nissan     

Micra     

1.2 Vista +  56 104 159 900 

1.5 Tekna  73 134 196 900 

NP 200     

1.6i  64 128 162 900 

1.6i pack  64 128 179 900 

1.6i ICE  64 128 194 900 

1.6i 16v S  77 149 192 900 
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1.6i 16v SE  77 149 N/A 222 900 

1.5dCi pack  63 200 N/A 225 900 

1.5dCi ICE  63 200 N/A 240 900 

1.5dCi SE  63 200 N/A 244 900 

Almera      

1.5 Acenta  73 134 N/A 198 900 

1.5 Acenta Auto  73 134 N/A 208 900 

NP 300 Hardbody       

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

NP300 2.0  84 169 202 900 

2.5TDi  98 304 233 900 

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 319 900 

2.4 4x4  105 205 311 900 

2.5TDi 4x4  98 304 342 900 

Double Cab     

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 344 900 

2.4 Hi-Rider  105 205 324 500 

2.4 4x4  105 205 388 900 

Juke     

1.2T Acenta  85 190 296 900 

1.2 Acenta +  85 190 317 900 

1.5dCi Acenta +  81 260 332 900 

1.6T Tekna  140 240 359 900 

1.6T 4WD Tekna  140 240 399 900 

NV200     

Combi 1.6i Visia  81 153 333 900 

Combi 1.5dCi Visia  66 200 363 900 

Qashqai     

1.2T Visia  85  190 330 900 

1.2T Acenta  85 190 354 900 

1.2T Acenta Auto  85 165 371 900 

1.5dCi Acenta  81 260 362 900 

1.6T Acenta  120 240 427 900 

1.6dCi Acenta Auto  96 320 454 900 

X-Trail      

2.0XE  106 200 374 900 

2.5 4x4 SE  125 233 421 900 

1.6dCi XE  96 320 412 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 SE  96 320 464 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 LE  96 320 529 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Leaf  80e 254e 11.5 500 550 

Navara      

Double Cab      

2.3D 4x4 SE  140 450  514 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE  140 450  565 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE Auto  140 450  594 900 

370Z      

coupe  245 363 5.3 661 900 

coupe Auto  245 363 5.6 680 900 

Patrol       

3.0TD pick-up  110 371  583 900 

3.0TD GL  110 380  699 900 

4.8 GRX  190 420  809 900 

GT-R      

Premium Edi;on  408 632 2.9 2 150 000 

Black Edi;on  408 632 2.9 2 250 000 

Opel      

Adam      

1.4  74 130 11.5 206 500 

1.0T Jam  85 170 9.9 230 700 

1.0T Glam  85 170 9.9 254 000 

Rocks 1.0T  85 170 9.9 287 100 

S 1.4T  110 220 8.5 320 000 

Corsa      

1.0T Essen;a  85 170 10.3 201 800 

1.0T Enjoy  85 170 10.3 324 800 

1.0T Cosmo  85 170 10.3 255 800 

1.4 Enjoy Auto  66 130 13.9 235 100 

1.4 Turbo Sport  110 220 9.6 276 200 

Mokka X      

Leaf      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy  103 200 317 500 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy Auto  103 200 328 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo  103 200 357 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo Auto  103 200 368 400 

Astra Hatch     

1.0T Essen;a  77 170 264 300 

1.0T Enjoy  77 170 295 800 

1.4T Enjoy  110 230 341 300 

1.4T Enjoy Auto  110 245 351 700 

1.4T Sport  110 230 368 400 

1.4T Sport Auto  110 245 389 200 

1.6T Sport  147 300 402 700 

1.6T Sport Plus  147 300 423 600 

Astra Coupe     

OPC  206 400 582 600 

Peugeot     

208     

1.0 Pop Art  50 95 174 900 

1.2 Ac;ve  60 118 224 900 

1.2T GT Line  81 205 284 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 304 900 

2008     

1.6HDi Ac;ve  68 230 274 900 
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1.6HDi Allure  68 230 11.5 299 900 

1.2T Allure Auto  81 205 10.1 324 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 10.1 349 900 

308      

1.2T Ac;ve  81 205 11.1 304 900 

3008      

1.6T Ac;ve  121 240 8.9 399 900 

1.6T Allure  121 240 8.9 444 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Peugeot 3008     

1.6 GT Line  121 240 499 900 

2.0HDi Allure  133 400 TBA 

2.0HDi GT Line  133 400 TBA 

Porsche     

718 Cayman     

718 Cayman  220 380 870 000 

718 Cayman S  257 420 950 000 

718 Boxster     

718 Boxster  220 380 884 000 

718 Boxster S  257 420 965 000 

Macan     

S diesel  180 580 1 098 000 

S  250 460 1 122 000 

GTS  265 500 1 351 000 

turbo  294 550 1 420 000 

turbo Performance  324 600 1 540 000 

Cayenne     

Cayenne  220 400 990 000 

Cayenne Pla;num Ed.  220 400 1 031 000 

diesel  180 550 1 084 000 

diesel Pla;num Edi;on  180 550 1 129 000 

S  309 550 1 154 000 

S Pla;num Edi;on  309  550 1 171 000 

S diesel  283 850 1 347 000 

S diesel Pla;num Edi;on  283 850 1 362 000 

GTS  324 600 1 324 000 

S e-hybrid  306 590 1 531 000 

S e-hybrid Pla;num Ed.  306 590 1 572 000 

turbo  382 750 1 975 000 

turbo S  419 800 2 504 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Panamera  243 450 5.7 1 361 000 

4  243 450 5.5 1 390 000 

4S  324 550 4.4 1 586 000 

turbo  404 770 3.8 2 481 000 

Execu!ve      

4 Execu;ve  243 450 5.6 1 498 000 

4S Execu;ve  324 550 4.5 1 823 000 

turbo Execu;ve  404 770 3.9 2 684 000 

Sport Turismo      

4 Sport Turismo  243 450 5.5 1 431 000 

4S Sport Turismo  324 550 4.4 1 667 000 

turbo Sport Turismo  404 770 3.8 2 522 000 

911      

Carrera coupe  272 450 4.4 1 410 000 

Carrera 4 coupe  272 450 4.3 1 535 000 

Carrera S coupe  309 500 4.1 1 572 000 

Carrera 4S coupe  309 500 4.0 1 697 000 

Carrera GTS coupe  331 550 3.7 1 768 000 

Carrera 4 GTS coupe  331 550 3.6 1 892 000 

Carrera cabriolet  272 450 4.6 1 557 000 

Carrera 4 cabriolet  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

Carrera S cabriolet  309 500 4.3 1 719 000 

Carrera 4S cabriolet  309 500 4.2 1 844 000 

Carrera GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.8 1 914 000 

Carrera 4 GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.7 2 099 000 

targa 4  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

targa 4S  309  500 4.2 1 844 000 

targa 4 GTS  331 550 3.7 2 039 000 

GT3  368 460 3.9 2 750 000 

GT3 Auto  368 460 3.4 2 750 000 

Panamera      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo coupe  397 710 2 762 000 

turbo cabriolet  397 710 2 909 000 

turbo S coupe  427 750 3 231 000 

turbo S cabriolet  427 750 3 379 000 

turbo S coupe Exclusive  446 750 4 072 000 

Renault     

Kwid     

1.0 Expression  50 91 124 900 

1.0 Dynamic   50 91 134 900 

Sandero     

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 159 900 

Stepway Expression  66 135 174 900 

Stepway Dynamique  66 135 189 900 

Clio     

66kW turbo Authen;que  70 150 206 900 

66kW turbo Expression  70 150 224 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  70 150 239 000 

turbo Expression Auto  88 190 259 900 

turbo GT Line  88 205 264 900 

RS 200 Lux  147 260 379 900 

RS 220 Trophy  162 280 419 900 

Duster     

1.6 Expression  77 148 239 900 
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1.6 Dynamique  77 148 11.5 259 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique  80 240 12.2 279 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique 4WD  80 240 12.8 304 900 

Captur      

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 12.9 249 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  66 135 12.9 264 900 

66kW dCi Dynamique  66 220 13.1 289 900 

dCi Dynamique Sunset  66 220 13.1 298 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo Dynamique Auto  88 190 304 900 

Megane     

84kW turbo Dynamique  84 156 292 900 

97kW turbo GT Line  97 205 348 900 

97kW turbo GT Line A/T  97 205 268 900 

151kW GT  151 280 457 900 

Kadjar     

96kW TCe Expression  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe XP Limited Ed.  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique  96 205 389 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique A  96 205 399 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique  81 260 394 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique AT  81 260 414 900 

96kW dCi Dynamique AT  96 320 454 900 

Rolls Royce     

Ghost     

Ghost  420 780 POA 

Ghost Black Badge  450 840 POA 

Extended Wheelbase  420 780 POA 

Wraith     

Wraith  465 800 POA 

Wraith Black Badge  465 870 POA 

Dawn     

Dawn  420 780 POA 

Smart     

fortwo     

coupe base  52 91 174 900 

coupe passion  52 91 194 400 

coupe prime  52 91 203 400 

coupe proxy  52 91 207 400 

Brabus fortwo coupe  80 170 308 200 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

base  52 91 15.9 179 900 

passion  52 91 15.9 199 400 

prime  52 91 15.9 210 900 

proxy  52 91 15.9 212 400 

base Auto  66 135 11.9 210 400 

passion Auto  66 135 11.9 229 900 

prime Auto  66 135 11.9 241 400 

proxy Auto  66 135 11.9 242 900 

Brabus forfour  80 170 10.5 313 300 

Ssangyong      

Korando      

2.0  110 197  324 995 

Subaru      

XV      

2.0i  110 196 10.5 360 000 

2.0i Auto  110 196 10.7 381 000 

2.0i S Auto  110 196 10.7 419 000 

Impreza      

2.0i-S  115 196 N/A 399 000 

Forester      

2.0 X  110 198 10.6 389 000 

2.5 X  126 235 9.9 429 000 

2.5 XS  126 235 9.9 475 000 

2.5 XS Premium  126 235 9.9 536 000 

2.0 XT  177 350 7.5 597 000 

Outback      

2.5i-S Premium  129 235 10.2 550 000 

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.6 617 000 

Legacy      

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.2 595 000 

forfour      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

WRX     

WRX Premium  197 350 539 000 

WRX Premium Auto  197 350 559 000 

WRX STi Premium   221 407 719 000 

Suzuki     

Celerio     

1.0 GA  50 90 132 900 

1.0 GL  50 90 149 900 

1.0 GL Auto  50 90 163 900 

SwiR     

DZire sedan 1.2 GA  63 113 153 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 GA  63 113 152 900 

hatch 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

hatch 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 RS  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS  70 130 222 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS Auto  70 130 239 900 

hatch 1.6 Sport  100 160 264 900 

Ignis      

1.2 GL  61 113 169 900 

1.2 GLX  61 113 189 900 
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1.2 GLX Auto  61 113 13.0 204 900 

Er!ga      

1.4 GA  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 229 900 

1.4 GL Auto  70 130 N/A 244 900 

Ciaz      

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GLX  70 130 N/A 229 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 GLX Auto  70 130 244 900 

Baleno     

1.4 GL  68 130 199 900 

1.4 GLX  68 130 229 900 

1.4 GLX Auto  68 130 244 900 

Jimny     

1.3  63 110 256 900 

1.3 Auto  63 110 274 900 

Vitara     

1.6 GL  86 151 267 900 

1.6 GL+  86 151 303 900 

1.6 GL+ Auto  86 151 321 900 

1.6 GL+ AllGrip  86 151 327 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 151 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 151 356 900 

SX4     

1.6 GL  86 156 282 900 

1.6 GLX  86 156 313 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 156 336 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 156 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip Auto  86 156 359 900 

Grand Vitara     

2.4 Dune  122 225 369 900 

2.4 Dune Auto  122 225 384 900 

2.4 Summit  122 225 442 900 

2.4 Summit Auto  122 225 459 900 

Tata     

Indica     

1.4 LGi  55 110 118 995 

1.4 LGi Flash  55 110 124 995 

Vista     
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 154 995 

Bolt      

hatch 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 157 995 

hatch 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 177 995 

Manza      

1.4 ini  66 116 13.5 156 995 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 177 995 

Xenon      

XT 2.2L  110 320 N/A 219 995 

XT 2.2L double cab  110 320 N/A 269 995 

XT 2.2L d cab Evolve  110 320 N/A 279 995 

Toyota      

Aygo      

1.0   51 95 14.2 159 100 

1.0 X-Play  51 96 14.2 161 500 

1.0 X-Cite  51 95 <15.0 189 500 

E!os      

hatch 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 163 900 

sedan 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 172 200 

hatch 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 172 600 

sedan 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 180 500 

Cross 1.5 Xs  66 132 11.3 194 300 

Yaris      

1.0 Pulse  51 95 15.3 199 000 

1.5 Pulse  82 136 11.0 228 700 

1.5 Pulse Auto  82 136 11.2 241 400 

1.5 Pulse Plus Auto  82 136 11.2 249 800 

Hybrid Pulse  74e 111e 11.8 307 200 

Vista 1.4 ini Bounce  55 114 14.0 134 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Corolla Quest      

1.6 1.6 90 154 10.5 208 500 

1.6 Auto 1.6 90 154 11.1 224 400 

1.6 Plus 1.6 90 154 10.5 224 900 

Avanza      

1.3 S 1.3 70 121 N/A 220 200 

1.3 SX 1.3 70 121  N/A 237 100 

1.5 SX 1.5 77 137 N/A 244 300 

1.5 SX Auto 1.5 77 137 N/A 262 900 

1.5 TX 1.5 77 137 N/A 278 500 

Corolla      

1.3 Esteem  73 128 12.6 261 300 

1.3 Pres;ge  73 128 12.6 281 300 

1.6 Esteem  90 154 10.5 280 200 

1.6 Pres;ge  90 154 10.5 299 900 

1.6 Pres;ge Auto  90 154 11.1 314 000 

1.4D-4D Esteem  66 205 12.5 294 400 

1.4D-4D Pres;ge  66 205 12.5 307 500 

1.8 Pres;ge  103 173 N/A 313 500 

1.8 Exclusive  103 173 N/A 336 300 

1.8 Exclusive Auto  103 173 10.2 349 400 

Auris       

1.3 X  73 128 12.6 268 300 

1.6 Xi  97 160 10.0 298 800 

1.6 XS  ̀ 97 160 10.0 311 800 

1.6 XR  97 160 10.0 345 100 

1.6 XR Auto  97 160 10.8 361 100 

Hybrid XR  100 142e 10.9 413 600 

Hilux      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hilux 2.0  102 183 12.0 268 300` 

2.4GD  110 343 12.4 272 100 

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 332 700 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 343 200 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 406 100 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 400 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 395 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 456 300 

Xtra Cab      

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 354 800 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 430 000 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 492 900 

double cab      

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 385 800 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 442 700 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 468 800 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 462 500 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 490 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider Auto  130 420 10.8 508 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 554 600 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider A/T  130 420 10.8 573 500 

4.0 V6 Raider  175 376 9.4 527 400 

4.0 V6 Raider Auto  175 376 9.4 621 600 

C-HR      

1.2T  85 185 10.9 318 500 

1.2T Plus  85 185 10.9 345 000 

1.2T Plus Auto  85 185 11.1 356 000 

RAV 4      

2.0 GX  107 187 N/A 368 500 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.2D-4D AWD GX  110 340 N/A 461 300 

2.2D-4D AWD VX  110 340 N/A 549 700 

2.5 AWD VX  132 233 N/A 515 600 

86      

2.0 standard  147 205 7.6 449 600 

2.0 high  147 206 7.6 494 900 

2.0 high Auto  147 206 8.2 519 400 

Prius       

Hybrid  90e 142e 10.6 457 600 

Fortuner      

2.7 Auto  122 245 12.4 438 000 

2.4GD-6   110 400 13.2 456 300 

2.4GD-6 Auto  110 400 12.7 474 200 

2.8 GD-6   130 420 11.2 538 500 

2.8 GD-6 Auto  130 420 10.8 557 200 

2.8 GD-6 4x4  130 420 11.2 559 100 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Auto  130 420 10.8 617 900 

4.0 V6 4x4  175 376 9.4 663 900 

Land Cruiser 70 Series      

79 4.0 V6  170 360 12.6 551 600 

79 4.2D  96 285 18.0 586 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8  151 430 N/A 671 400 

79 4.0 V6 double cab  170 360 12.6 623 800 

79 4.2D double cab  96 285 18.0 654 300 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 d/cab  151 430 N/A 734 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 s/w  151 430 N/A 751 400 

FJ Cruiser      

FJ Cruiser 4.0 200 380 7.6 616 500 

Land Cruiser Prado      

3.0 DT TX  120 400 11.7 801 900 

RAV 4 2.0 GX Auto  107 187 N/A 381 400 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Prado 4.0 VX  202 381 913 000 

30 DT VX  120 400 915 700 

Land Cruiser 200     

4.5D-4D V8 GX  173 615 970 900 

4.5D-4D V8 VX  173 615 1 304 200 

Volkswagen     

up!     

take up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 168 800 

move up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 180 400 

up! beats 5-door 1.0  55 95 196 800 

cross up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 198 800 

Polo Vivo     

hatch 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 173 800 

hatch 1.4 CiTi Vivo  55 132 178 800 

hatch 1.4 Street  55 132 185 800 

hatch 1.4 Trendline  55 132 183 500 

hatch 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 199 500 

hatch 1.4 Storm  55 132 191 300 

hatch 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 203 000 

hatch 1.6 GTS  77 155 207 200 

Maxx 1.6  77 155 207 000 

sedan 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 186 000 

sedan 1.4 Trendline  55 132 195 200 
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sedan 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 17.5 211 200 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 132 10.6 203 000 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 132 10.6 211 600 

Polo      

sedan 1.4 Trendline  63 132 12.8 217 400 

sedan 1.4 Comfortline  63 132 12.8 240 500 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 155 11.1 236 700 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 11.1 255 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline A  77 155 271 900 

sedan 1.5TDi Comfort  81 250 287 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Trendline  66 160 226 900 

hatch 1.2TSi Comfortline  66 160 253 100 

hatch 1.2TSi beats  66 160 267 300 

hatch 1.2TSi BlueMo;on  70 160 263 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline  81 175 276 300 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline A/T  81 175 292 300 

hatch 1.0TSi R-Line Auto  81 200 294 400 

hatch 1.4TDi Trendline  55 210 253 600 

hatch 1.4TDi Highline  77 250 286 400 

CrossPolo 1.2TSi  81 175 284 800 

CrossPolo 1.4TDi   77 250 295 000 

GTi  141 320 360 000 

GTi Auto  141 320 376 000 

Je�a     

1.6 Conceptline  77 153 278 300 

1.2TSi Trendline  77 175 314 400 

1.4TSi Trendline  92 200 335 400 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 352 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 368 700 

1.4TSi Highline Auto  110 250 397 200 

1.6TDi Comfortline  77 250 370 700 

1.6TDi Comfortline Auto  77 250 386 700 

2.0TDi Highline Auto  103 320 424 900 

Beetle     

1.4TSi R-Line Limited Ed.  110 250 419 000 

Golf     

1.0TSi Trendline  81 200 289 900 

1.0TSi Comfortline  81 200 304 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 356 400 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Golf SV      

1.2TSi Trendline  81 175 10.7 339 300 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 9.9 363 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 9.9 379 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 10.5 403 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline Auto  81 250 10.5 419 200 

Caddy       

2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.4 389 700 

Alltrack 2.0TDi  81 250 12.4 405 100 

Alltrack 2.0TDi Auto  103 320 10.6 437 900 

Maxi 2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.8 410 400 

Maxi 2.0TDiTrendline A  103 320 10.9 442 200 

Transporter      

2.0TDi  75 250 15.2 333 900 

2.0TDi double cab  75 250 15.9 374 200 

2.0TDi d/cab 4Mo;on  103 340 13.5 423 600 

2.0BiTDi double cab A/T  132 400 10.2 459 600 

Amarok      

2.0TDi  103 340 13.2 304 800 

2.0TDi 4Mo;on  103 340 13.2 358 800 

2.0TDi Trendline  103 340 13.2 388 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline  132 400 10.3 424 400 

2.0TDi Trendline 4Mo  103 340 13.2 438 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline 4Mo  132 400 10.3 474 400 

Double Cab      

2.0TDi Comfortline  103 340 13.3 487 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline 4Mo  103 340 13.3 544 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 10.7 521 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline Auto  132 420 11.0 539 400 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot  132 400 11.3 573 000 

VW Golf GTi  169 350 6.4 545 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4M AT  132 420 590 600 

2.0BiTDi Extreme 4M AT  132 420 673 600 

3.0 V6 TDi Highline 4Mot  165 550 665 700 

3.0 V6 TDi Extreme 4Mot  165 550 748 600 

Tiguan     

1.4TSi Trendline   92 200 390 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 432 100 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  110 250 472 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 477 000 

2.0TDi 4M Comfortline  105 340 532 200 

2.0TDi 4Mo;on Highline  130 380 558 300 

2.0TSi 4Mo;on Highline  162 350 550 900 

Scirocco     

2.0TSi Highline  132 280 431 700 

2.0TSi Highline Auto  132 280 448 200 

GTS 2.0T 162 350 512 200 

R 2.0T 188 350 571 300 

Passat     

1.4TSi Luxury  110 250 475 200 

2.0TDi Luxury  130 350 503 800 

2.0TDi Execu;ve R-Line  130 350 532 800 

2.0TSi Execu;ve R-Line  162 350 532 800 

Kombi     
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2.0TDi SWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 529 400 

2.0TDi LWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 537 400 

2.0TDi SWB Trendline AT  103 340 14.7 561 900 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline  103 340 14.7 622 400 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 639 900 

2.0TDi LWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 647 900 

2.0BiTDi SWB Cmfrtline A/T 132 400 10.2 669 500 

California Beach      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDi 4Mo;on  103 340 833 700 

Caravelle     

2.0BiTDi Comfortline  132 400 847 900 

2.0BiTDi Comfortline 4M  132 400 880 000 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 937 100 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot.  132 400 972 300 

Toureg     

V6 TDi Luxury  180 550 938 600 

V6 TDi Escape  180 550 1 003 500 

V8 TDi Execu;ve R-Line  250 800 1 232 500 

Volvo     

V40     

T3 Kine;c  112 250 358 998 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 421 626 

D2 Kine;c  88 280 372 400 

T4 Momentum  140 300 425 298 

T4 Momentum Auto  140 300 446 712 

D3 Momentum   110 320 458 700 

D4 Momentum   140 400 469 200 

T5 Momentum  180 350 489 538 

S60     

T3 Kine;c  112 250 412 254 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 449 611 

T4 Momentum  140 300 486 996 

D4 Momentum   140 400 515 900 

T5 Momentum  180 350 552 220 

D5 Inscrip;on  165 470 597 700 

T6 AWD Inscrip;on  225 400 634 274 

T6 AWD Polestar  270 470 764 526 

V60     

T3 Momentum  112 250 468 852 
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of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

D4 Momentum   140 400 7.7 526 800 

T5 Momentum  180 350 6.4 566 606 

D5 Inscrip;on  165 470 6.5 612 270 

T6 AWD Inscrip;on  225 400 6.0 647 302 

V60 Cross Country      

D4 AWD Momentum  140 420 8.9 556 006 

T5 AWD Momentum  187 360 7.1 589 972 

XC60      

T5 Momentum  180 350 7.2 630 416 

T5 AWD Momentum  180 350 7.2 661 770 

D4 Momentum   140 400 8.1 635 656 

D5 AWD Momentum  162 440 8.2 704 906 

T6 AWD Momentum  225 400 6.9 723 426 

S90      

T5 Momentum  187 350 6.8 685 206 

D4 Momentum   140 400 8.2 705 500 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.0 786 666 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 5.9 841 830 

V90 Cross Country      

T5 AWD Momentum  187 350 7.4 776 486 

D4 AWD Momentum  140 400 8.8 796 852 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.5 841 666 

T6 AWD  235 400 6.3 897 284 

XC90      

D4 Momentum   140 400 9.2 900 424 

T5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.6 924 784 

D5 AWD Momentum  187 350 8.2 963 506 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 6.5 966 524 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Mo  300 640e 5.6 1 117 600 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Ex  300 640e 5.9 1 550 000 

T4 Momentum  140 300 7.3 501 124 
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The fastest family car in the world… the 336 km/h Bentley 

Con;nental GT SuperSports 

 Jennifer unleashes the Ferrari 488GTB & Ford GT 

Bundu basher, we think not—the Mercedes Benz GLC 350d 

AMG Line 

 A Blast from the Past features the BMW M5 (2011-2016) 

Track a9ack in the Lamborghini Huracan Performante LP640-4 

 More from our columnists Oliver, Glen and Jennifer  

God help us… what will The Savage say next?   

 James gets behind the wheel of the top-of-the-range 

 Mercedes Benz AMG GT-R 

Diesel can be very refined… in the Bentley Bentayga Diesel 

 McLaren’s mighty 720S takes to our streets… but is it 

 hypercar royalty? 

The Coolest Toys for Boys and Girls 

 We drive the BMW 440i 

The BMW i3 and i8… together in Electric Dreams… 

 A Porsche Story - the history and legacy of the 911 

Do you believe in Ghosts?  Rolls Royce does… we inves;gate… 

 The Ford Mustang 5.0 GT driven for two very special li9le 

 boys 

Plus loads more fun and interes;ng reviews & ar;cles... 

COMING UP NEXT IN NOVEMBER... 
113 
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